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ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT
AUTHORIZATION EXTENSION

' MONDAY, MARCH .23, 1911
. .

HOUSE OF lF.PRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

. . Washington, D.C. .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn-House Office Building, Hon. Austin J. Murphy (chair-

mtin of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Murphy, an4 Erdahl.

' Staff present: Gary Caruso, legislativ'e director, Roseann Tulley,
Administrative assistant; CherYI Kinsey, professional staff member;

Rich DiEugenio, minority legislati;ve associate; and John Dean,

minority se'hior legislative associate.
Mr. MIntniv. The Chair apologizes for being' late.
This morning we begin hearings on H.R. 2644 which would

extend through fiscal year 1985 the authoriiation of appropriations
fot the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Flucation Act. As an alternative
to the administration's proposal to include this program in a block
grant to the States, I am proposing an 83-percent reduction in
'authorization level, from $18 million in fiscal year 1981 to $3

million for fiscal year 1982. This authorization will meet the.na-
tional mandate to cut Federal expenditures and it will allow. for

only an,8-percent-inflation increase for each of the following fiscal

'years.
This substantial cut, however, is tno means indicative of the

significance of the alcohol and drug use education program.. We

must recognize that local school personnel have identified the wide-

spread use of drugs and alcohol by students of all ages as one 'Of

the most severe and complicated problems that schools face today.

The alcohol and drug abuie education program is the only Federal
prevention programl*.4 addresses the critical problem of alcohol

and drug abuse prevention in schools on a nationwide basis_ .

Initially this categorical program was_developed to aid States in
dealing more adequately with the even - growing problem of alcohol

and drug abuse among our Nation's youth. Rather than prescribing
aspecific solution or implementing a model 'program, this program.
offers training and technical assistance-to States and local school

districts to help theni design and iznplerndnt programs to meet

V their unique needs. ,The network of regionally based training cen-
ters allows for States to shafe information on ways they have
found to successfully deal with their problems. if this program
were to be included in a block grant, the amoupt of money each
State would receive would be so small it would be unlikely that the
program :would exist in its present form. ;,

text of H.R. 2644 follows:)
.
(i) 6
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97TH CONGRESS

H. R..264413T SEtSION

d

To extend authoiations of appropriations for programs established in the Alcohol
and Drug.Abuse Education Act. ,--

4, 1

l

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SLtacii 19, 1981

Mr MURPHY (for himself and Mr. Stator:) introduced the following bill; which was
referred to the Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To extezt.au thorizations of appropriations for programs
established in the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act.

_ ..
,-

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Hepresenta:
.

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE ,.

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be'cited as the "Alcohol and

5 Drug Abuse Education Act Amendments of 1981".

6 EXTENSION OF PROGRAMS

7 SEC. 2. (a) The first sentence of section 3(i)(1) of the

8 Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act (21 U.S.C.

9 1.602(i)(1)) is amended by striking out "and", and by insert-

a

N.,

II /

z
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1

3
0

1 ing before the period at the end thereof the following: ";

2 $3,000,000 for the fiscal. year 1982; $3,240,000 for the.

3 fiscal year 1983; $3,499,000 foi the fiscal year 1984; and

4' $3,779,000 for the fiscal year 1985;".

5 (b) Section 3(i)(3) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Edti

6 cation Act (21 U.S.C. 1002(i)(S)) is amended; by striking out

.1

7 "1981" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985=4.

8 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

"' 9 SEC. 3. Section 2(b) of .the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

10" Education Act (21 U.S.C. 1001(b)) is- amended by inserting

11 "and related deviant and destructive behavior" after "abuse"
4 ,

,12 the first place. it appears tnerein.

13 EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS; REPORTS TO CONG.-HESS 4

14 SEC.* 4. Section 3(h) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

.15: Education Act-(21.U.S.C. 1002(h)) is amended"

(1) by striking out "(h)(1)" and inserting in lieu

17 thereof "(h)";

18 (2) bry striking ow, "shall use funds in an amount

,19 of :3 per centun and inserting in lieu thereof "may

20 use funds in an amount not exceeding 5 per centiim";

.21

22 (3) by striking out paragr'aph (2) thereof,

23 TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

24 'Sic. 5. (a)(1) Section 3(a) of the Alcohol and Drug

25 Abuse Education Act (21 U.S:C.
-
1002(a)) is amended

71.



1. (A) by striking out."Commissioner of Education"

2 each place it appears therein and inserting in lieu

3 thereof "Secretary"; and

4 (B) by striking IAA "Commissioner" and inserting
1 __

5 in lieu thereof "Secretary".

6 (2) Section 3(d) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educa-0
7 tion Act (21 U.S.C. '1002(d)) is amended by striking. out

8 "Commissioner" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".
,

9 (3) Section 3(e) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educa--,

10 tier! Act (21 U.S.C. 1002(e)) is amended,
11 (A) by striking out "Office of Education" each.
12 place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof

13. "Department of Education"; and ' '

14' (B) by striking out "Commissioner" and inserting.
i15 in-lieu thereof "Secretary".

. 16., (4) Section 3(f) of the Alcohol and DrtIg Abuse Educa-

17 tiot Act 2(21 C.S.C. 1002(0) is amended= ,

I

. ,...
18 ' ' (A) by striking out "Office of Education' each

3,
1,9 place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof ,

20 "Department of Education"; and .:

21 (B) by striking out "Health, Education, and ee111-.

29 fare".and.ins 'lig in lieu thereof "Education".
-

23 .. (5) Section 3(g)( ) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Edu-
1

f 24 cation Act-(21 U.S.C. 1002(g)(1)2 is amended-
4. -

9
,,

.
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1

0,
-1,5

..:.
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i (A) by striking on) "Commissioner" each place it

4
2 appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "Secre-.

- :
3 tary"; ad

. .

4 (B) by striking out "and" at the end of subpark-

't.
5 gr aphl()). ', .

,
6 16) Section 3(g)(2) of the Alcohol and Drug AbuseEdu-

7 cation Act (21 1148.f. 1002(0(2)) is amended by striking out

1

1

S "Commissioner" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".

9 (7) Section 3(g)(3) of the Alcoluil and Drug Abuse Edu-

10 cation Act (21 U.S.C. 1002(g)(3)) is amended
, P

11 (A) by striking out "Commissioner" and inserting

12 in lieu thereof 'Secretary"; and . so

13 (B) striking. out "subsections (d)(1) a (d)(2)".

14 and inse g in lieu thereof "paragraphs (1) and (2)".

15 (8) Section 3(h) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educa-

16 tion Act, as .so redesignated in section 4(1),, is amended by

17 striking out "Commissioner" and inserting in lieu thereof

18 "Secretary". 2-
, .

19 (b) Section 4(a) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educa-

20 tion Act (21 U.S.C. 1003(a)) is amended by striking out

21 "Commissioner" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".

22 (c) The first sentenoe of section 5 °lithe Alcohol and

23 Drug Abuse Education Act (21 U.S.C. 1004) is amendedr--'

24 (1) by inserting "Secretary, the" after "The"; and

25 ' (2) by striking out "the Secretary of EdUcation".

.
.
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. ' 1 (d)t1)- Section 8(a) of the Alcohol and-Drug-Abuse Edu,

2 cation Act (21 U.S:C. 1007(a)). is amended to read as follows:

.3' "(a) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of
.

4 Education.". , ,.
5 (2) Section 8 of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Bducation

4,
6 Act (21. U.S.C, 1007) is amended by striking out paragraph

7 (b) and redesignating paragraph (c) as paragraph (b).

L

' ,

A

$
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c
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' Mr. MURPHY. To ay we will hear testimony from the Department
Education, the Federal agency responsible for the administration .

,of the alcohol,and drug abuse education program, as well as a variety
of individuals. Who are presently implementing programs in their
local schools as a direct_resuct of their training through this pro-
gram.. Also we have invited representatives from_ the National
"Institute on Drug Abuse, the National Institute on Alcohol and --
Alcoholism and the Centers for Disease Control, to comment briefly
on their complementary efforts in the area ofelcohol and drug abuse
prevention.

We will hear testimony from the first panel of witnesses, and then
we will ask our questions.

I . The Chair is joined by Mr.,Erdahl and hopefully other members
in the next several minutes.

The first witness, is Dick Hays, accompanied bx Dr. Helen
Nowlis, director of the alcohol and drug abuse education program.

Mr. Hays, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DIRK HAYS, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH' AND IMPROVEMENT, DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION AND DR. HELEN NOWLIS, DIRECTOR, 1
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM

STATEMENT OF DICK *HAYS; ACTING ASSISTANT SEC TARY

FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT, DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION
Mr. HAYS. Than you, Mn,Chairmair.
Thank you very much for extending, an invitation to the e art-

ment of Education to appear before your committee today and
share its views on the Department's efforts in combatting alcohol
and drug abuse in our Nation's schools.

With your permission, I will make some brief remarks and then
A Dr. Nowlis and I will be available to answer any questions you

might have. Accompanying me today is Dr: Helen Nowlis, director
of the Department s alcohol and drug abuse *cation program,
who is also available to respond to questions raised by this commit-
tee.

Mr. Chairmanz I believe we all understand that alcphol and drug
abuse among our Nation's youth is a serious problem. Anyone who
is a parent or who has ever worked with children and youth can
attest to this. National polls repeatedly indicate that the problem
is foreniost in the minds of parents; a wide variety of data support
these concerns;-and the effects on school ,climate have captured the
attention of teachers, school administrators, and government offi-

cials at all levels.
Mr. Chairman, the issue, today is not whether we recognize that

there is a problem but-rather what the appropriate Departnlent of
Education role should be in addressing it.

During the past 10 years, the Federal Government has assisted .
in funding alcohol and drug abuse prevention activities in the
schools. The primary objective of the Department's prograin on
alcohol and drug abuse education has been to develop a local
capacity by the schools to deal with local problems using local
,resources.

12
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Sino*-the4rnidseeties, the major thrust used to carry out pro-
-grain objectives has been trainingAnd technical' assistance to, the
sphools,. Through a network of regionally 'based centers, assistance

....? has bee provided to States and 'vital school districts to aid theM in
defining their problems and the design and implementation of
their own self-sustaining solutions.,. ..,

We believe that the program has grown in responsiveness. It has
, & moved fro the training of individual schools in interdiscifalinary

teams w in schools,' to Clusters of teams and schools. This past
1 year t program sponsored regi,bnal workshops, with States and

LE ' in order to encourage networks of coordination,. resource
sharing, and.region'al based problem solving and increased commu-
nication among Sfeteq:

In its 10 -year history the program has leached over 2,500 schools,.
with programs in all 50 State and eutlying areas..We.have even
had instances where local sChdol districts have opted to participate
hi the training program at their own expense because Federal

' dollars were not sufficient to meet the demand.
Undoubtedly you will be hearing Much today about how effective

this progarri has been. We are in fact proud of this record. It is
witness to the accomplishment of the program and the responsive-
ness of the education community to, findingeffecetre'solutions. The
program has in many ways been a model for Federal-local relations
on a problem which vitally affects education,,,for the definition of
the problem anti the strategies for its solutions are in.the hands of
those who know and, understand it best: The people in the local
schools. --

Our role, the 'Federal role, has 'been to -stimulkite locarinterest
and to assist local districts in developing effective ways in which
prevention programs can be accomplished at the State. and local
level. We believe we have accpmplished this and we are particuarly
proud that we have, gone a long way in e ipping schools with the
necessary tools to continue on their own.

,patMr: Chaiwan,,as you know, this admini tration does itt b ete v e,pat the appropriate Federal role in eduCation is to continue a
prescriptive, categorical apprOach for issues which are within the
traditional purview of the States. With this basic philosophy as a41,,
backdrop, it muse be made clear that it is not our 'intention tb

liminate this or any 'other program & included in' the propoied
'block grant. Rather it is our intention lo provide, thorugh unen-
cumbered resources, the support and necessary flexibility to States
which will enable them to make choices about issues and the
manner in which these will be carried 'out, , ,,

In its planning, the Department considered the uniqueness of the
alcohol and drug abuse education program. Its decision to include
this program in the propos4 consolidation plan was based on a

- recognition that theseveritf of the problem of alc.oh61 and drug
abuse in our schools is understood by State and local governments
and, that throughout the program's histOrY, mechanisms have been
put in place at the S and local level which equip the schooli to
combat the problem:
decide whether to addr

It now appropriate to permit States to
is problem and if so how, and we

believe **at suffidient flexibility exists to, allow States. to do. this.

10
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Mr. Chairmpn, 1 1st you dersta that this administratio'n

not backin away from the problem of 'alcohol and drug abuse.
However, p firmly believe that the manner in which programs
dealing with this problem are developed 'and carried out are best
addressed by the States and localities. 'We therefore-urge you to
support our proposal for bkick grants and not to seek .a separate
reauthorization for this prOgram.

Dr. Nowlis and I dre available for your questions, lir. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Hays.

STATEMENT OF 'DR. HELEN N'OWLIS,.DIRECTOR, ALCOHOL AND

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION' PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OF EDU-

CATION
Mr. Wanly: Dr. Nowlis, you have Seen the Director of the

program for how long?
Dr. Nowus. Since AUgust of 1971.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you believe that the program has been success-

ful in carrying out, or do you have any concrete results of the
program having been carried out to any success? We hear,great
deal about drug and alcohol abuse in our schools. I guess I would
like to have your opinion as to what 'degree you think it has
succeeded and to whether or not you hake any facts to substantiate
that claim.

Dr. Kowtas. We believe/ very strongly thaPit has succeeded-Q.ite
must take into account the fact that if you are dealing with pre-
vention and you are dealing with prevention via the training, of
educational personnel, who in turn will have an impact on sto-
dents, that we really need longitudinal studies.

However, we have been dealing with so many schools and so
many different communities, very different communities, who

report success, that we are muchencouraged. .
For instance, the -Jordan Intermediate School in Salt Lake City

reports a 95-percent' decrease in drug 'and *oho] offenses on
campus, a 98-percent drop in vandalism, a 75-percent drdp in tru--
ancy, a 90-percent decrease in dtopouts, and a 50-percent decrease

in disciplinary referrals.
Mr. MURPHY. Those decreased from when? From before the insti-

tution of the program? ,
Dr. NOwus. Yes. For instance; the Jordaniv.tearn'was trained in

July of 1977, ancl,these are figures as of March 9)30.

Mr. Muartiv.Wo that it is a 2-year ,peri mean by the
Jordan team, Uieir team of alcohol and dr.lig atiori person-
nel trained through this program. ,

Dr. Nowm§. Right, trained through /the program and provided
with technical assistance and further !training back in their own
comthsnity as they address their individual problems.

Mr. MURPHY. Now do you honestly believe that if we throw this
burden back to 50 State governments in the nature of a block grant
grouping these funds witlkOther funds for educational programs that
we are going to have thartype of success rate nationwide?

Dr. Nowt-ts. I could not predict. This will be the decision of the
,States as to whether they put. any of those funds into the program
or all of them theoretically.

1 4



Mr. MuartiYAre you telling me then, Dr. Nowlis, and Mr. Hays,
that if we block grant these funds with other funds, it will be up to
each State government then to decide whether or not they will
continue to have analcohol and drug abuse program? Is that porreot?

Mr. HAYS. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. They will be given the money anyway?
Mr.,HAYS. The final specifications of the block grant are yet to

be determined. I believe that it is scheduled to be presented to
Congress sometime this week, but ouzo understanding is that there
would 1% great flexibility in terms of the decisions thatStates and
local .educational units would have.

We believe that successful leadership by Dr. Nowlis and through
our State and local educatio'n agencies, and through our regional
network and training efforts at our five regional centers, we have
exhibited a model and an ptoach which can be used and hopeful-

. ly will serve the State ed tion agencies as well as they -think
about their prioritiei in the fu ure.

Mr. MURPHY: At the preset time it is my understanding that
Congress has appropriated $3 illion; is.that correct?

Dr. NOVILS: It is the contin ing resolution.
Mr. MURPHY. Right now, w much does the present administra-

tion proposeto throw i e pot from the alcohol and drug abuse
program?

Mr. HAYS. Mr., Chairman; the $3 million level which is at the
continuing resolution level, the administration requested last week

-.for 25 percent reduction for fiscal year 1981 which would make our
request at this time $2.25 million'.

And this is standard across the board for all the programs that
are being proposed to be included in the block grant consolidation
approach. .v ,

Mr. MURPHY. Would you agree to accept if this committee reco
mended' the $2.25 million and the Appropriations Corn ittee
agreed to $5 and retain the Federal administration of the pro-gram?

Mr. HAYS. No, sir. The administration's proposal is to include
this in tie block grant approach. 1. .*I.. .MURPHY. If the Congress does accept your approach, none of
the ,States, or very few of the States have a statewide program of
this nature. They have been relying upon the Education Depart-
ment's program. Who will the States turn to for. the technical
assistance necessary to establish their programs?

Mr. HAYS. That would be up tethem, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. They can turn to anybody.
Mr. HAYS. They could turn to their university system. They could

turn to the current regional concept if the States 'in that region
decided to continue that sort of approach. 'In the past year, Dr.
Nowlis and the' others have emphasized training at the State edu-
cation level in terms of-developing regional networks and commu-
nication. We hope that would serve 'them well in making determi-
nations in the future.

' Mr. MURPHY. There would be no'one they could, turn to here in
the Federal Government then for any technical assistance either in
the transition or in the programs thereafter? This is strictly a
State choice and obligation.
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Mr. HAYS. We have not really determined the level of technical
assistance that can and would be provided by the Department/ As
soon as that is determined we would be pleased to share that with

the committee.
Mr. MUitPHY. WOilld that not take money?
Mr. HAYS. Well, technical assistance can take many forms, Mr.

Chairman. If we had technical 'assistance' through °here, through

, knowledgeable people, who could assist, perhaps.,most.of that would,

be in personnel costs and some travel money., Art%cici not aqticipate

there would be program money requirements after, fiscal year 1981

at the national level anyway.
Mr. MURPHY. What would be the level of funding in fiscal 1982,

$2.25 million in 1981, and what would be your level of funding, 'if

any, in 1982?
Mr. HAYS. Well, it is proposed that all of th,,,progclims 'that

would be going, into the block grant proposal would carry with
them, fiscal year 1981, reduced levels.

_

Mr. MURPHY. You are telling us that at least so far as you know,

in 1982, we would then see a request for $2.25 'million in- the pot

from the drug and tticohol program. .

Mr. HAYS. It could be viewed that way. I think what !ipu will

r. receive, Mr. Chairman, is an overall request from the administra-
tion for the block grant, and in that would of course include the
flexibility to support alcohol and drug abuse preyention programs
should-the States desire:

Mr. MURPHY. There would be no mandate that those funds be
tisetl to provide this educational program, would there?

Mr. HAYS. Not as we understand the blbck grant approach, Mr.

Chaiiman.
t 4..

Mr. MURPHY. The :funds would not be earmarked for this pro-

graft. -
Mr. HA' YS. That is my'understanding, sir.
;Mr. MURPHY. And the program could be conducted by the State '

in any manner they chose. 4

Mr. HAYS. That is my unders'tanding, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. M. HaYs;1 have been in State 4,overnment far a

long time, and now Federal Government for .a fe'v years. I khow
how they da it in my State. They would send down a few thousand

'dollars to the counties, and the commissioners would hire some ,

committee man in some obscure precinct, and he would become the

drug and alcohol abuse officer. It would tie his job to make sure
that we did not have drug and alcohol abuse arzci that is where- the
$18,000 would go to -'My countyAnd I stiaPect in the other 66
counties in Pennsylvailiat'Tflat is my,opinion.

I think thkt is what will happen to this program if you just
throw money batik to the States ,and say, "Do ,with it *hat you
want." They will supplement existing approprWiods. Thd. will
provide some political jobs, and it will be the endllf the program. I

do not think you are advocating that, are ydu? YouYou the

States will really do it? ,
Mr. HAYs..We believe the problem is severe, Mr. Chairman, and

we also believe that there are people at the State and local level
who are interested in providing and finding good methods ,for pre

vention.
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Mr. MURPHY. But are we pot providing these funds right to the
local level at the present time? Isn't that where these trainees
come? They can go- right-back to the local scljol, Dr. Nowlis?

Dr. Nowus..'Yes, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. They are trained in a Federal progrm and they go

right back to Ideal school districts.how.
Dr. Nowus. Yes, sir.
Mr. MURPHY.Thank you.
Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr.'Chairman.
Thanks to both of you for being with us. I sense in some ways

that you are maybe not the formulators of policy but you are-
messengers bringing us the news. We can recognize the posturethat you are in and can understand maybe some of the travail a71of u o through in making some of the adjustments, that seemnecessa to be made.

Mr. MURPHY'. I concur with that.
Mr. ERDAHL. 1, too, have shared some of the chairman's. concern

about shifting from the categorical grants to Ihe biocir.--grant con--
cent. I.happen to come from Minnesota and recently was talking to 04,Governor Quie. We, have some Minnesotan/here today who will be
testifying a bit later. I expressed this concern, and without sound--
ing overly self-righteous about it, I think in Minnesota under both
Democratic,-Farmer Labor and Independent' Republican administra-tions, I thihk we have been rather progressive"in dealing.with some
of-these areas, including this one. I asked the Governor, who had
served for years in the Congress and served on this committee,
if he had si4e apprehensions about what might happen in shifting
to bloc giants. I was not trying to flatter him When I said I think
Ave will do pretty/well in Minnesota, but what are we going to doinand I won't Imention the States,but I did mention several
States to him..Pennsylvania wasn't one of them.

He said he had met with his colleagues throughout the country
and he felt inoie assured that they in fact did have concerns in
many of these areas so was supporting the thrust of the adrninis-ii-ation to have rather a massive shift in concept from categorical
grants to block grants. He fblt quite confident that the various
Governois of various States4;would in goad conscience, try to pick
the right-priorities.

.
I would like to ask just a couple of questions'abQut it. I have just

looked at the guidelines, Also a brochure put together, and I have 'got to assume that the focal superintendents and school officials
who probably are more aware of the problem because they are
dealing with. specific cases and 'specific young men and young
ladies, boys and girls really in some cases, that they would be still
sensitive to try to continue on with programs that have worked,
well in education programs about various Chemical abuse, alcohol,and so forth... .

Do you care to comment, either one of yoU? It seems to me that
they have not been written by a bureaucrat. They really look
pretty good. Eveh a Congressman can understand them. I would
think that the superintendent would make good use of that pro-
gram or are we not going to see -any. coordinating at all with that')' ..,

.
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type of brochure and those typ4s of guidelines if a Shift in, concept
might take place. ah

NowLis. I think this Will vary from State to State. For
instance, in Utah Where they have developed their own training
capacity and where the Salt Lake City school board, has recently

stated as official policy the training of a team in ei/ery school, that
they will ,have an impact in Utah. When you come to a huge State

'like Illinois or New York, who knows.
Mr. MURPHY. Would you yield? I would like to ask where do you

train these people? I just want to know where did you train this
team in Utah.

Dr. Now Lis.' They were trained by our -center in San Antonio,
Tex., which serves a 160-State southvies ern area.

Mr. MURPHY. How many centers do you have?
Dr. Nowus, Five.
Mr. MURPHYJ,,G0 ahead, Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. 'ERDAHL. I will address this to Dr. Nowlis, is it your under-

standing that if this change woild be accomplished that the admin-
istration is advocating, and I. am not trying to be overly personalO
would there be a director on the Federal level of the alcohol and
drug abuse education program?

Dr. NowLis. I donot know.,
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Erdahl, I do not know at this time. I indicated to

the chairman, the technical assistance and staffing requirements
related to programs that were categorical are yet to be determined
and thatiwe would share with the conimittee,kis soon as those

decisions are made.
Mr. ERDAHL. Recently I think on national news or over the wire

service there was a ne,w study that talked specificallyabout drink;
ing in high schools and, how extensive this was. Maybe this is
something we are assuming, I think all of us, that there is a
serious problem. Just how serious is the problem-of alcohol, con-
trolled substances, and drug abuse by, our young people in this

country?
Dr. Nowus. It is serious. The only gold news is that the latest

annual survey .done by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, of -

high school seniors indicates Plat except' for alcohol and stimu-

lants, use has leveled.
Mr. ERDAHL. That, is a specific question I was getting at. 'We

seem to tolerate certain substances in society that have been ac-
cepted by adults. Foi example, alcohol, booze, but we get all shook
up if,the kids have'a marijuana cigarette. I am not saying that one
is worse or one is better than the other. But it seems the No. 1

drug in our society that is abused whether by kids or older people

is alcohol. This study I -saw sortie place was alarming in tliat a very ,,
high percentage of kids in high school would pot only go out and
have a beer with their buddy, but were actually addicted already
16-, 17-year-old kids. .

Dr. Nowus. Not only is alcohol the most pervasive and the most
difficult to deal with for the very reason that tile adult society
accepts it so widely, but in terms of the problems associated with it

. as a drug, my own personal feeling is that it is the most dangerous
drug that is widely used in our society.

77431 0-81---2
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Now, for, instance, if wetake-the survey of the class of 1980tiris
is on thelbasis of a national sample of 100,000 high school seniors-

-and these are extrapolated figures, thay" should not be takeh as
real numbers-2,600,000 million-plus have used alcohollin the last
year. Now "used" can mean 1 or 10 times or 100 times. That is
2,100,000 are currently using and -178,000-plus are using it daily.-

Now, that is only part of the story, because many of the prob-
lems associated with alcohol can occur if a person uses it only once.
They could get into a driving accident. They ca; get into physical
combat with friends, so it is a very difficult thing, but everybody
and everything says that it is not only a very serious problem, but
it is a growing problem.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr Chairman,' e are dealing with the mechanics
of how do we best combat this. I am aware of your very strong
feelings about the categorical grant and maintaining programs that
have worked, but I do not think we will have an argument from
anybody that it is not a very serious .Problem in our society. I am a
parent of several teenagers and I think we all share these concerns
whether we have kids in school or not.

I am glad you ,brought it up in the statement you, made that
alcohol is the most serious drug that we deal with in society in this
country today I think we are kidding ourselves if we say it is not.

crust how to do it wisely, I guess that is' one of the dilemmas w e
face.

Just One more que stion before I yield back my time. Wilt is
happening in many States that have lowered the legal age for
consuming alcohol from 21 to 18? It seems oftentimes this has been
an avenue for kids to share it with their peers and it gets into the
lower ages We hear it also that the junior high levels have access
to booze. Do either` -One of you care to comment on that from your
experience' Sometimes I think personal experiences or insights are
even more helpful than ietatistics. We' get-statistics thrown at us all
the time. Obviously, We' try to analyze and go by that, but some-

? times your perceptions as experts in the field are very helpful.
Either or both of you care to respond to that?

Dr. Nowus. I happen to feel that there are many forces in our
society that are supporting the factors which lead to deviant drug
behavior and that everybody is perfectly willing to have a media
campaign. I do not thin k.there is a State where there is not an
effort to do something. In the case of lowering the drinking age, I
have raised three sons, and I now have three grandsons who' are
teenagers. I am very much aware of what goes on., As long as they
want it, no matter what age you put' it ati was 21 when my sons
went through high school and coil*. It was available. There are
too many adults who will make it a`krailable without really realizing
what it is all about. >

MURPHY. Maybe we are sending the wrong people to the
training schools.

Mr. ERDAHL. Send the adults in other words. -
Dr. Nowt's. We are working on the adults. We work on the

educational personnel, but every one of out teams is trained to
develop programs for- parents and to pull in the community, be-
cause thie,is a many-faceted problem. No one institution, no one
group is going to solve it. It is a function of school, parents, commu-,
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nity, media, and.as long as you have, for-instance, a media group
promdting and a school and parent group resisting,, you are going
to have problems so that each one represents only part of a solu-
tion.

Mr. ERDAHL. That brings another question tomind. If you haves
any guesstimates, what are the funds that are involved in' this
program and others? How do those funds compare with what the
media spends and what the industry spends? I have got to believe 1
if it is 1 out of 1,000, I am probably exaggerating. N. ,-

Dr. Noivus. The whole media activity, vis-a-vis drugs, all drugs,
.., particularly illegal drugs and alcohol has beena multibillion-dollar
business for the last 10 years.

. Mr7ERDAHL. How does that compare with what we are talking
about in programs like this at the school level?

Dr. Nowus. It certainly has not had too much impact on the
problem. We have seen it increase over the years, and we have
seen it move down in the age range over the years.

.Mr. ERDAHL. I think you have had some good comments and
testimony. Thank you both for being with us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Erdahl.
One final question. The five training centers that you now have

in the country would be disbanded under the new administration
approach I would imagine. ,*

Mr. HAYS. The fivetraining centers we have now, Mr. Ch, , man,

are under contra which is a 5-year and annual renewal 1? 0 a
maximum of 5 ye rs. It would still be up to them to put togett-Pr
proposals that cou considered at the State level. .

Through the past few years, regidhal concepts have been in ,

place. The:States have been part of that. If the States desire, they
could maintain at the present time the type of network and even
the training centers if they desire, but that would be their decision.
We feel that over a 10-year history we have provided excellent
models for State and local governments to use. I think Dr. Nowlis,
through her leadership, has shown how to take a small amount of
money and make sure we could touch the maximum number of
people. in a lirry effective approach. .

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
The, next panel is Ms. Sharon Collins, Rodeo, Cafir; Dr. Bob

Bourdene and I understanlIThat Dr. Zucco is not in as of yet.
M. Collins, you may. proceed.'

...-
$TATEMtNT OF SHARON COLLINS, SCHOOL BOARD ,MEMBER,

RODEO, CAIIIF. AND BOB BOURDENE, DISCIPLINE ADMINIS-
TRATION, LETOT ACADEMY, DALLAS, TEX.

STATEMENT OF SHARON COLLINS, SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER,'
RODEO, CALIF. 1k

MS. COLLINS. Good morning.
I would like to start out by. telling you that I am from Rodeo,

Calif. It is the northeast corner of the San Francisco Bay region in
California. We have approximately a. population of about 12,000
people, a student population of about 1,800 children. Included in
your packet I mailed to you last week was my personal testimony

20
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and the effect that region $, which operates in our district, has had
in our local community. I also included statements from each of
our team leaders. Our school site administrators -also ajte team
leaders. I included the i codirments and, what they thought about
the region 8 effect in o 'school district. I also included one action
plan that the high sch 1 team put together. There were four
teams involved, but I did not want to overburden you with aPlot of r
reading material. I thought that actjon plan would be appropriate
ih terms of the hard work that our faculty tiid do and the effects
that it will have on our community.-

So I thought now that you have all those written documents that 4
I would proceed and follow through the questions that you had
submitted to me in writing and carefully answer those_questions
for you. ..

The first one had to do with the school team approach and how
effective it is in our school district.
. Mr. Multpirit. How does your schtiol team work? .

Ms. Cowris. We have two elementary, one middle and one high
school The clusters include two board members, all the school 'site.
administrators, and faculty members, and we had community
members who participated in'the'residential training. .

,7--- BaSically in our school district we have the autocratic classroom.
It is basically a very isolated atmosphere for the teacher. They
have nowhere to turn for resources or if they are overburdened
with particular problems in theieclassrooms, there is nowhere for
them to go.

The team.approach PI felt was very effective because the more
people you have involved in a particular planning or working as an
agent, the more effective it will be in your respective community,
particularly when you are addressing disruptive behaviOr, vandal-
ism, issues that people really do not seem to want to deal with at
all:

Another thing that I think.the team effort did for us, ecreated a
very broad b e because we did have board members and adminis-
trators and fa lty members participating in this action. We famil-
iarized oursel es not only with each one's perspective in the hierar-
chy of administration,, but we always familiarized ourselves with
the problems and how each respective group works- with .those
particular problems., -

I, as a board member, would have to deal with substance abuse
or any of those given areas differently than the classroom teacher.
In that sense, I thought the school team approach was very effec- .
five. Then it also increased a very weak area in our system which
is communication. We do now have the elementary schools articu-
lating- better with our high schools. In this sense, it will improve
our curriculum, and it will address the drug abgs issue.

. The next question that you had asked me, i wanting to,44pcov
exactly what programs have evolved in our com unity. First orall,i)

4 I have to- classify that we are still in an infancy state. We just
coMOleted our 10-day training this past December. I have been on
the boapd for a year and a half now. The No 1 concern I did see in
our district was that this particular issue was not being addressed
at the school site and the communities. Thee were no resources
available at all.

r
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Mr. MURPHY. Where did you complete your 'training? \s.\.

Ms. CouiNs. In Oakland,' Calif.
Mr. MURPHY. Is that theAptional center or the one with the

national contract? How did you get your training? Where? How?
The. center there?

Ms. COLLINS. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. Who funds the center?
Ms. COLLINS. We applied for a subcontract from the Office of

Education, the Awareness. Ho The Mills College Station at
Oakland, Calif,has the con act from the Office of Education and
they are the ones that presen the 10-day training program to us.

Mr. MURPHY. Who went fro your school district?
Ms. CowNs.,Two school era" members, the principals from

each school site, which is fourour oontinuation high school did
not participateand then faculty and parents from the communi-
ty, all participated, 21 in total. .

Because we are m the infancy state I wanted to say t because
I saw this weakness or lack of resource in our school istrict. I
attepded a conference last February that told us and introduced

tome the Office of Education's Federal program_addressing drug
abuse and substance abuse and things of this nature. I took this
information back to our board and it met with unanimous approv-
al. We proceeded ahead and went to the 10-day training. It is
March now but already we have implemented in our school district
vcounseling program at the high school. We are in the process of
implementing a student career program. The grant has been writ-
ten so the next phase will be the actual operation of it We have
improved our discipline poliCy. It was very weak. We have had an
effective committee looking and formulating recommendations to
the board, and we are also looking at alternatives-in that area, such
as in-house suspension and things of this sort.

We also now are beginning to list some or the 'resources available
through our county and State and Federal agencies. Yet to ewe,
which I think is importanto highlight I cannot say we have dine'
it at this point, hut I arh confident to feel that we will, at our
middle school we do not have the counseling program. We do have
district means to provide.it. We are hoping to LW technical assist-
ance in that area to either provide the resource or the necessary
training for our teachers to improve our counseling services there
with our students.

Qne 9f the elemeitaries will be implementing a health education
program which will address the substance abtfte and alcohol as
well as the family life series. They are also implementing a cross-
age tutoring program. At our other elementary weibad a primary
concernthe faculty did not get along, so this has filtered into the ,
classroom and in the community. So they- have targeted and fo-
cused their action plan around improving the morale of the faculty,
and once that is done then they will be moving into:pther planned
areas.

At the high school they are looking to improve the athletic
program 7 They are hoping to reinstitute ,the school' newspaper.
They are also polling the students, trying to find out why they are
not interested in extracurricula activities and hoping to rectify
that situatiou. ce these school climale issues are addressed-
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that relates to the drug abuse and subitance abuse and things of
this nature that are very prevalent in our.school district.

The third question is the one regarding lasting impact, which I
thought was the most critical question. We are in our infancy but I
think it is Important that it does have a lasting impact in our
community. -

One of the first things .that comes to mind as a school board
member is the fact, that,it will improve our policies. Once again I
raised the issue of the discipline committee and the policies that
will improve upon that area which will affect attendance, the
policy dealing with truancies, and suspe4ions. It will improve the
school climate which will benefit the community and will also have
more of a commitment from the public schools.

One thing I forgot to mention earlier, we are 'also sponsoring a
parelit education college in May in our school district. It is working
with parenting techniques. It is to educate families to drug abuse
and things of this dort, and it is also teaching them how to work
with the children in the home. We grill be utilizing more resources
hopefully now that we are putting together a list. We williokable
to rely more on the mental health 'and social services ark P law
enforcementagencies. Most important the lasting effect PI think
should come-from the skills we learned at the 10-day residential
training for problem salving and decisionmaking gnd hopefully we
can go back and teach others in that area.

Your laSt question .is dealing with the block grant issue. My
personal bias is I have nothing against block grants. In fact, in
California in light of proposition 13 we are desperate for money to
improve our educational system. However think with regard to
this particular program, it is important to point out that it is not a
money-oriented program. It is a resource base program to address
our problems. I can honestly say that our editors in our school
district do not have the expertise nor do they have the training to
address these particular problems.

What I see offered through the program is an important resource
base. They have the data and the information availlible to us, and
they can also provide the models to expedite our needs, our expec- ,
tations of our own particular districts as far as improving school
climate. But the most important thing is the technical assistance.
We are very fortunate ti at we recognize the weakness in our
system and we do not have the skills and technical assistance and
they are very flexible with their time schedules and what not in
order to spme into our district and work with us..

So, I-can sum that up by saying that if this were to become a
block grant, it would definitely wipe'out the resource base.

in closing, I would like to also make a comment saying that our
particular region 8, and I knowon the nationwide basis, that local
solutions can only be found by identifying local problems as op-
posed to other Federal funds such as title I and what not. They
come in and tell uS what we have to do, and then slap our hand if'
we are not doing it. ,

What thii particular progrpin does, it r tifies our problems.
We work with our problems: We are provid the training and we

_ are able to make our own solutions with th programs.

6 E.
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I thank you for 'allowing me the time to speak and if you have
any questions, I will be glad to answer.

Mr. MURPHY. We will have. We will reserve those until Dr.
Bourdene addresses us.

[Material submitted by Sharon Collins follows:] ,

PREPARED STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY SHARON COLLINS, TRUSTEE, JOHN SWETT
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CROCKETT, CALIF. /

As an interested community member, pareNand trustee of the John Swett
Unified School District (JSUSD), I have long concerned with the increasing

/trend in the schools toward vandalism and disruptive behavior. Such behavior and
our educational systems inability_iocong_ have contributed significantly to disci-
One problems, lowered test scores, truancy, student apathy, substance abuse, van-
dalism, and excessive teacher stress. Presently, otfr educational institutions are
haying to expend valuable resources in an attempt to combat these problems. If
unchecked, 1 b4lieve these problems will lead to the demise of public education as-,
we know it.

In response to this need, I had the privilege of attending a twb-day conference for
superintendents and school board members. This conference, was conducted by the
USED/ADAEP, Region 8 Training and Development Center. It was held in Febru-
ary 1980. The conference provided me with an overview of resourcts and training'

Center had toward problem - solving and decision-making. Based information
the Center had available. I was impressed with the.fresh and vi pproaches the

ro
gathered aethe conference, the JSUSD Board of Triastees unanimously approved the
distnct submitting an applidation to receive a subcontract for the Center's, training
Our district is small and somewhat rural by San Francisco Bay Area standards.

. However, the concern over student problems is demonstrated by the active involve-
ment of our personnel

With the district being one of the successful applicants for a subcontract, JSUSD
regresentativesadministrators, teachers, parents, and board memberspartici t-
edn Region 8's ten-day residential training from December 3-12, 1980 in Oak! d,

ix. CA. The training program offered theoretical and practical instruction in comm ni-
cation skills, organizational skills, conflict management, action planning, developing
alternatives, school-commUnity cooperation, peer programing,. and leadership skills
The training attacked problems on two levels. the seminars provided the expertise
and groundwork and the small group workshops provided team building through
each school working as a team on their specific aetion plans.

Unlike many other Federal and state programs, USED/ADAEP does not attempt
to impose its values on the local community. The program is not overburdened with
bureaucratic red tape and compliance checks. It simply supplies a training and
national resource base for assisting communities in identifying local solutions to
'local problems. By team effort and group interaction, we recognize and "own" our
problems and, therefore, actively participate in solving thge prpblems.

The training and technical assistance we have received from Region 8 thrrgh the
USED/ADAEP project' been a high point within our district. Each team 'a action
plan focused on improving school climate, and one outcome already has been the
improved moiblA, of school personnel and students. Each sc.bool also developed
specific goals Med at reducing absenteeism, reducing vandalism, improving aca-
demic grades, reducing suspensions, increasing parent involvement in school pro-

--- grams, and etc. Teams regularly evaluate their action plans and monthly cluster
Meetings maintain direction from a district-wide perspective. Within a,short period
of time, the cluster/teams have implemented a peer,educiition program,, applied for
a student career planning grant, and utilized technical assistance from Region 8 in
formulating a discipline policy. In addition, Region 8 will also be providing technical
assistance for a parent education college, class management training, creative fi-
nmacing, and other workshops.

The USED/ADAEP is cost-effective and the results are observable and tangible.
The project trains a few to teach others in the techniques of problem identification
and prpblem solving. I hope that the process started by Region 8 will be ongoing and
that the Center continues to have the opportunity to train so that other school
districts can derive the desired results for improving school climate.
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JOHN SWEPT HIGH SCHOOL,
Crockett, Calif, March 12, 1981.

Re Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program.
From: Pat Contestable, principal, John Swett High School.
To Whom It May Concern.

The -opportunity to participate in the U S.O.E Region' 8, program under the
auspices of the "Awareness House" was a valuable learining and practical expefi-
ence for the John Swett High School Team members. The opportunity to take the
time to examine the John Swett High School scene in relation to drug and disrup-
tive behaviors in an atmosphere completely conducive to thorough examination put
our team 41 a position of truly recognizing the extent of the problems Not only did
it allow us to view the symptoms but also ,to 'study causes, provide .alternative
actions and procedures, and seek ways of implementing an action pl developed,
during the workshop. The leadership qualities of the Region 8 staff w outstand-
ing as they developed our abilities to use the techniques involved i addressing
problems and developing plans These techniques have very broad app cations and
hence were extremely valuable to our teams broader knowledge Ind the finan-
cial commitment of our government to this cause is most worthwhile he program
is one which will have direct application and effect on the students d citizens of
our school district.

At the workshop in Opkland our core team from John Swet ether a John
Swett Action Plan whose goal is to improve the school and its climate Indicators
which will lead to success in this effort will include (1) reducing the absentee rate,
(2) reducing the instances of theft and vandsm, (3) reducing the number of failing
grades, (4) reducing the number of suspensions, (5) increasing the number of parents
who attend "Back To School Night", (6) training students in study skills, (7) intro-
ducing career exploration opportunities at each grade level, (81 instituting an intro-

/ mural program in athletics, (9) instituting a course in peer training eduction All of
the above are objectives in our written pin and require the completion of activities
involving students, faculty and parents/ community people The monitoring and
technical assistance from Region 8 will be invaluable, paticularly in view of the fact

6 that our district is,facing a financial crisis and will not be able to budget for the
type of help they can provide.

We at John Swett are convinced that this type of program, financed through the
/1 federal government and having direct impact upon local communities, should be

continued. It provides all effective means for combating very serious local problems

#1.... JOHN SWEPT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Crockett, Calif, March 13, 1.981.

1'o Whom It May Concern:. A
I am most pleased to comment upon Region 8 and their prograin in addressing

disruptive school behaviors.
The model that has been developed has an excellent conceptual base, an effective

planning process and is pro active.
The ten-day training program (away from school) was the "catalyst" that facilitat-

ed our group/team development. Free of pur everyday pressures, issues and roles we
were able to be fairly objective in Assessing the needs of our school.

'Our training enabled our team to develop a' anagement- Action Plan to address
the specific objectives developed by our team.

As a'veteran" with a 20 year history of being in-serviced, I found the training to
be most effective and professional. Our sessions were well-planned, well-coordinated
and highly stimulating. Our trainers did not "do it" for us .. we created our own
plan ... all members felt ownership.

Region 8 has shown us that a pro active prevention approach in dealing with
,disruptive school behavior really works .. . programs developed at the local school
level are the most effective. Region 8 was the resource that allowed our team to
create our plan .. . their ongoing support and expertise is most beneficial as we
itnplement our plan.

Sincerely,

25 .

NORMAN DAVIS,
Principal, Ifillcrest School, Rodeo, Calif
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MARCH 13, 1981.
To Whom It May Concern:

This is in. support' of continued funding for the U.S.0.0. Region 8 Program
sponsored through the Awareness-House in Oakland, California.

In a time of "tight money" for social programs in general, the approach exempli-
fied 5y Region 8 appears to be one of the most cost effective.

Specifically, the emphasis on prevention rather than treatment (re:active ap-
proach) in Alcohol and Drug Abuse projects should promote continuing benefits,
with slight additional cost.

Further, the continuing support and expert assistance to our local effort quality
facilitates modifying our plan to meet changing needs.

Our experience, thus far, has been an increasing feeling of cohesivenlim between
the school and community, and a feeling that the Alcohol and Drug Abuse problem
is capable of solution The assistance and training by Region 8 has been a highly
effective resource in maintaining the school-cjimmunity focus.

Carquinez Elementary School Team: Pete Cardinale, Principal, Pat Nordstrom,
School Nurse, J. Mohrman, Master Plan/Testing; Sharon Collins, School Board
Member and Parent; Kathryn'Ballard, Teacher.

Respectfully,

7

KATHRYN J. 'BALLARD.

2C



k#ANAGEIVIEN+ ACTION PLANNING
AND EVALUATION

T.team SWET cluster JOKY SuETT UNIFIED

problem statement
John Swett sigh School isexpetlencing too high a rate of unacceptable behavior. Unacceptable level, of behavior

are related to the f student self- concept (excessive number of fights, high rate of absenteeism, obvious drug re-
lated symptoms); ability to utilise coping skills (truancies, theft, vandalism, number of failing grades): parental
support (1o4 percentage of parents at "Sack To School" nights, programming conferences, progress report eppo(fttments,
number of parents at extra-curricular aetrvities, few parents willing to chaperone).

In addition to the above, concern is noted with respect to Staff-Student relationships (number of classroom refer- .
' rile, atudent rapresKation on school committees) and a lack of student stfuctured time (Participation in extra - curricula

activities, degree o tudent tomnitment to their choices, number of studeng generated activities, vandalism).

In the 1979-80 school year there were; 397 teacher referrals (excessive.tardits, failure to bring materials ig
class, 'disrespect toward others, leaving class without permission, disobeying class rulei, failure to participate, Verbal
abuse of teacher, creating class disturbance, safety violations), 463 miscellaneous referrals (truancy, fighting,

smoking, falls fire alarms, vandalism, etc.), 352 truant occasions, 192 different students truant 1241 periods. 10b dif -
forst,. sealant. suspended 'SO tines for a total of 299 days. The enrollment st.John Swett in 1979 -80 vas 389 Students..goal statement

Our goal is to inerrove the school and its climate. Toward.this end we woulcrexpact the schOol to be:
1 A comfortable plats 'where students will want to attend and participate in curricular and extracurricular

.

2. A better place for staff, teachers, and edmfnisifaiors to work.
3. A place where students will achieve academically and nature in total.
4. A place Ohich community and parents will support.

strafg-re.l.'ingtho instances of unacceptable behavior described by the descriptors in the problem stafamene inprovenent

e will be evident within a four year period (a cycle of high school students).
-- .................

1.. Enhance life skills /social competencies (self-management, values, decision making, solf.confidence and an eclogue'
selfconcept. .

2 De4elop alternatives that assist in understanding and coping with life situations (non-drug induced ways of feel!
good, positive ways of'strueruring time)

.

3. .!rain ispactors (students isadlutEs Varentalfasalias) to effect the self esteem and satin comerencieo41 others.
Utilize consultants when.appToptlata.

"2
4. Provide factual informatics about behavital change ilabstances (from the ppaitive as well as negative aspects),

and encourage positive decision making.
. .

5. Infjuence school-community policies, both formal and informal. .

41.

4, t
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The absentee rate at John Swett will be reduced.

Criterion for qucceps-
The level will bi reduced ftom a present level of approximately 125 00 below 102 br Jung 1982.

. objective
The number of instances of theft and vandalism at John Swett will be reduced.

criterion for success

4,4,7114

i.

rf-1`(r.
The number of instances of theft and vandalism will be specifically determined in the 1981-82 school pier.
By Jung 1983 the reported number of incidents of theft and vandalism will be reduced by 102.

objective
The number of failing grades at John Swett will be reduced.

criterion for .sticcess tr`

The failure rat. will he reduced rims the 1979-80 rite of 105 to 82 by June 1983.

ti

u,L t 28
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The nurser of students suspended at :ohn Swett will be reduced.

criterion for success

6

of>
The number of students suspended will be reduced from 100 in 1979-80 to loss than 90 by June, 1982.

.01

number of parents attending "Back-To-School" night will be imcreased.'

criterion for success
The number of parents attending "Back-To-School" night in 1987-83 vii be 508 more than the nuzber'that attended'

the fall 1980 event. (75) --4(4/1 bdyfri)

0

1. objective
T,.., participation (completing the commitmenS to the activity) by a. dents in the John Swett extra-curricular
program will increase.

criteriori for success
The amount of total participation for the school year 1980-81 will cream by 50% by the 1981-82 school year.

0 I2



John Swett students will be trained in a study skills unit.
_

, .

criterion for success
At. least five hundred students willba trained in a study skills unit by inn* 1986.

tObjective
John Swett students will exam potential career choices at each trade level by June 1986.

criterion .tor success
At least five hundied sSpdents'will have the opportunipy to cum petential'careet choices at each grade
1.9.1 by June 1986.

.objective'

John Swett will have an intramural program.

criterion for success
At least 100 students w111 participafi in an intramural prime during 1981-62 schobl year.

30



4

John Swett vill have
course credit Program' for training students in Peer Counseling.

.

criterion for success
Mss result of,including

a toursa credit program for 31., at least 45 studZits will be trained in Peer Counselingby.Jvna 1954.

objective'

criterion for success

objective

t,
criterion for success

1r

40
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A

'activities and responsibilities objective(s)
.

activity , who's responsible
, completion

date
.

Surv4y ocher schools Uith res.-
pent to various aspects of
their athletic progress. lyA June Issi.

1
Objective: Vt, IV

.
Terry. John Taro= g

,

.

..,
June 15.94,,...

,

Coopile data related to the
degree of tonal participation
by students in the 1980-81

Bextracurricular program by
June 1981. Sane for 81 -81 Iii
June 1962.

Objectives VI

Terry. Jack Tumor

.

,)

.

June 1961

.

.

.

Solicit sore ideas for activi-
ties from faculty snd students
by June 1981. .1,

.

4:;

Objective: I -X

.
84, Student Cowell, Faculty

.

- -

.

:

Jute 1961
'

r

.

.

Work with other schools sod the

district adainistration io deo.
elopins and Offering programs

D .for parents.

.

a
CblectIve: V, .1 ,

Mark, Lorna Wiggins

,

.

June 1992

.

...

.

r.

' Survey the students and faculty
Eat to interest and fassIbIllty

1..* of cresting nevclzbs.

Mark, Student Council
'

Jude.1981 .

, I.

=,; 1 32
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activity whor's responsible
Otilite the resources of

y "Awareness Howe" to provids
I-sere/co for faculty to it
prove skilla in interrelating
with students.

Objective: IV, III

Tat, Awareness Rouse

completio.
date

Juba 1982

Develop curriculum materiels
G for s study skills unit to be

included to the curriculLn.

/
Objective: VII, III

Pat, CurricultmaCo-ittee September, 1981

Latent/eh 4 parent adviory
coexiggis for John Swett

High School by December 1981.

Objective: V. Vt

Tat

1 Compile data related to the
m...eb-r of casts of theft end

vans:also in 1981-82 and in
1982-83.

Objective: It, IV

Ed, Jack Turner

Decr.ber, 1981

June, 1962

J Develop a comprehensive four
year career education program
In ')111 -82.

sajective: VIII, I, %1I'

Yred, Counseling Office

06 33
Jun*, 1962

t
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activles and responsibilities lbjectiVe(s)

A.

.activity
..

who's responsible
completion

date
.

Institute in intramural
.; program at lunch tine in

1981-82.

.

Cbjecriva: IX, III

,
Tarry. Ed, Vary Ann lochs, Mona to a

N

. -

June, 1962

.
.

.

.
,

.

Cat board approval sad Dapla-
art a course in Pear counsel -

L ing, which will include an

tioutreach component forth*
second semastar of 1980-81.

Objective. X, II

Fred, Mark, lanais Cheney, Lis Shay, 34 Embers

,
.

,

.

June, I481

. .

Establish s cocalttea of stu-
M dents, faculty, end parents

to Increase positive contacts

between teachers tad parents.
,._

a

ibjectivel V, III

Pat, Staff '

.

,

....

.

June, 1941

r

.

11 Reeatablish a school newspaper
In Septanber 1981.

i\s/kjective. I, VI

Mark, David Eakin, Mita Sherro84,Jogn Epp
...

.

Saptenbar, 1981

.

0 Develop a yrotrax for incress-
IR2m2 vocational liaison with
local industry for the purpose
of Increasing vocational train-
intsrd_job opputunttles

Fred, td, Bob %matins, bOT -SOP

. .

. .

June, 193+,

34
-1 9



,zpianning shee

fOth,ity ' lotrecnv IV. vi)

responsible
team member .TEIRT

ask -why
,

when who resources
1. Create a aeries of signi -

ficant questions to ask.

2. identify successful prat-
reins in schools comparable

. to our school in efts and
socio-economic make-up.

3. Interview A.D.s and sig-
nificant others involved
in a successful athletic
program.

4. Analyse theinformation
- gathered.

* Evaluation -
5. Decide whet to do with

this intarlstion so our-
school an be improved. ,

.. .

A

.
.

r

. . _
Reed an organized way

to obtain and correlate
infordation.

To establish which
Athletic Directors we
waat to coatatt.

OF--*
...

To collect iaformatiaa.

.

.

To put the information

into a usable fora.

'!o help the school's

athletic program sad
begin to meet objective

IV and VI.

.

e

.

January 1981

January 1981

March 1981

.

April 1981

June 1981

.

.

'

L

TerryssJohn, Mary Ann.

Coaching Staff

Terry. John. Mary Ann

Terry, John, Nary Ann

TeKry

Coaching Staff

.

..L. '
'1 "5

Time

Typing

.

Release Tire

--

.

CAO



task planning sheet

activity 1011JECTIVE

I

- responsible
team member Terry

task Why . when who resource

. Define total participation
ad exactly ',bat to-includa

, for extra - curricular astir!

ties.

Create a simple, clear for
to be used by all teachers
involved in extra-curricula

activities.

Distribute the fora and

handle any questions.

.Collect forms at the tom-
clusiom of each extra-
curricular activity.

Tabulate results and give

to Pat ty establish base-

line-for Objective VI.

Compile the say data for
1961-62.

Clear definitions used
to complete the task
successfully

Need an easy L40104 to
keep track of extra-
curricular participation.

Collect data.

Process data.

Met the baseline require
sent for Objective VI.

Neat the baseline re-
quirement for Objective
VI.

36

January 9, 1961

January 16, 1961

January 23, 1961

At end oof each

activity but by
June 5, 1961, at
latest.

June 12, 1961

June, 1962

Terry, ail

Terry, Jack

Terry, Jack

Terry, Jack

Tarry, Jact

Terry, Jack



task pianning sheet
activity C (08JECTITE 1, X)

responsible
teajri member-E.

task why
.

when who ,resource
.. Make up survey form for ntv

activities.

. Survey the faculty and
student body.

.' !valuate data.
. DO

eV

To collect data.

Find new interest::

March '1481

Aortl

April 1981

Student Council,

Paula SloSoda

Student Council

Student Council

ut C 37
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task r3lanning sheet

activity (0)Lnc-rim I)
responsible
team member Mark

task Why :when who resource.

tact Lorna Wiggins to
etermine what parenting""

classes now tetanal dist-
rict and how high school.

can get involved.

Mae( with Lorna and/or
members from othir clusters
to coordinate efforts In
providing "parenting"
el .

Publicise and then irple

_mint program.

. Assess "parenting prograa".

. Work with Lorna, other
closter members to look lot

Other parenting programs.

Determine resdurees. February 1981

.

Coordinate efforts, de-#114pring 1981 -

tarnine need for addi- Tall 1982

clonal resources, deter.,
mine feasibility, and se
up mechanics for program.

Implement activity. Spring 1982

Determine if "Parenting" June 1982

program is worth contin-
uing or how'it needs

tube adjusted.

Ara there otger possibil

!ties. t

September 1951

38

Mark. Lorna

Mark, Lorna. other

cluster menhirs.

from resources to be
determined.

Cluster mashers, per -

ants, conaultants

Cluster

.5tons

Facility, money,
consultants (skill,
knowledge)

Parents, Money, coosu

tants.

Personneliefacility

ersonnel, facility



e.

task planning sheet
responsible

activity I. iv; team member

task . why . when who resource
. Hake up survey form for
. new clubs.

. Survey the student body to
see what if any new clubs

_ . could be formed.

,. Survey faculty to find nev
, advisors.

. 1

.. To form nev clubs..

,

.

_
.

See new interests.

To start nev clubi.

So group can start.

To improve school at-
Mat..

. .

I

h

February 1981

March 1981

April 1981

May 1981

.

? ' 39

Student council

Student Council

Student Council

Club Advisors

44.

'

0

Tine, typing

Tine, typing

,

. .



task .?lanning sheet

activ,lty; (oaacrivEs IV. itt)

responsible
team member IAT

- .
task .

.
.

why
.

. when
.

who- resource:

. Discuss to action plan

with faculty. .

.

. Establish A list of ideas
in which the faculty night

. want outside consultation

..and'creining.

. ?resent list to the faculty
for discussion sbd deli-

slon.
,

. Organize and conduct in-
service training and utii-
ise conaultation.

. Evaluate the activity and
decide if it has success-

fully been completed.

.

.

-I

.

To gat support.

To Unit possibi tie*

so the decision ing

will be facillt d.

.

fu ",

To decide/which areas we
used sass, assistance.

.

To complete activity P
end feet; jObjectives III

end IV. .

To ditto:nine !Ate .

activity was successful
or if vs need to re-
uses our planning.

1
.

r

.
.

January-February

February. 198L

.

Juno. 1981

June 1981

J4 15-198i

,'

.

.

,

........-/-

Teas

.

Team

.

Team. Faculty

w
'Faculty

.

..

Faculty

.
.

,
.

Release tine. /weren't
House

.
.

.

.

40
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task planning sheet
activity. coma-rig viz, III)

re sible
team member PAY

task :when Who. 'resource
Review the details of this
activity with the Assistant

Principal/Curriculum.

. Discuss project with English
and Social Studies Dept.
Chairpersons to,lee where
unit is best suited.

Appropriate Depar
Devel$ study skit a unit

and decide which c rse

to include it i

. 'Order =muss
for unit.

To decide best.pcedure.
e

AP

To put unit in. appropri-

ate department,

W

To devilop content.

materials To be ready fog September
1981.

0 .

January 1981

February 1981

February-June 1981

Pat Contestable,'Lynne
Palmer

Lynne Palest, Margaret

Kendall, Terry
. Oelschlaeger,

Twparesing_Chairpersons
Lynne Palmer'

By September 1981 Deportment Mairpersons,
Teacher

,. 'L; i, el 1

1



0

task. pawning sheet

activity (OBJECTIVES V. VI)

4 '4'

responsible
team member PAT

task :why )when who resource:

Write an article in the
"John Swett Esp2gnings"
discussing our action plan
and the intent to establish
a parent advisory cormictes
andiolicit parent volun-
teers who would'bo willing

to serve.

Call mooting of people

willing to serve set

agenda and establish apprO-
%prism procedures.

to get information to
parents and get possible

committee :tabors.

Establish condattee.

42

January-February
1981

March 1981

*

Pat Contestable

Pat Contestable, Parent

Volunteers

4

a

-VA

a



task planning sheet

activity, ffnlJECTIVES II. IV)
responsible
team member

task why :when who resource.
1, Mika up fora to compile' Collect Data .

data on number of thefts

each year.

2, Haks up fort co compile
data on the number oLyan
dalism instances eacli-year.

3. Implementation of form on Collect Date
thefts fpr 1981 school year.

SZ.. Is-et'iate ,

Implementation of form on

vandalism for 1981 school
year. '

5. Collect data on thefts for
school year 1982-83.

Evaluate data on thefts
during 1982-83 school year.

. .Collect data on vandalism

for 1982-83 school. year.

Evaluate '.2a onvandaAsm
for 1982-83.

Collect DICA

Meet Objective II and IV

:ant objective s

January 1981

January 1981

June. 1982

June 1982

June 1983

June '1983

June 1983,

June 1983

Ed and Jack

Ed and Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

4k
Jack

Jack

(Thi, 43
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task Manning sheet

ctivify. J (o;ncriv,..s.i.tho:A.)
rest)onsible
team member Ta.

.

task .
_...

.
.

. Why
a

:when who resource:
.,

To set up totes/ha of the
Counseling end Guidance '1,
Department of John Swett'
High School with the put-
pose of pLinning.this actin-

ity. .

,

.

.

... '

% ,

.

.. .

.
. .

.

. ,
.

The used fOr input from
all the people presently
in a position to 1..vle-

meat this actitity.

-

.
.

.

. .
.

. .

'
'

.
. ' ,

.

.
t. 0 :

ri .,,: .

A -.

.

rebiliary -March 1981

.
' .

.
I .

- .

I

Fred Swain, Lynne
Palmer, Jan Takes, Tom
Cirinele. Mark Fried -an

,.

'

.

i

.

.

Of

,

r

'

/

.

V

%

.

6
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task planning sheet

activity (08JECTIVES III, 11C):

responsible
team member Tee

task why :when who . resource.
Tdectify successful Satre -
=Aral programs at other
schools and find out why

teeyrwe successful.

Su the students as to
vhie they want in an intra-
mute roma.

7 Explore ways of funding an
intramuial program.

. Meet and discuss information
gathered in /1 -3. Decide

'on bov the program vill be
set up a4d vho vill organise
it.

prograi.

Caches information

Cachet informitiop

Cachet information

Process the-available
information into a funs-
tionftutliograk.

Compete the activity
and hal¢ to most Cbjec-
tivu III and IX.

March 1981

March 1981

Xar4 1981

Completed by May
1981

September 1981

Terry, Ed, Interested
Faculty

Student Council

Tem

Terry, Ed, Interested
'Faculty and Students

Terry

it.: cr 45

ole

O
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ta'k planning sheet
activity y g (CIJECTIVDIS.22,X)

9

responsible
team member m.

task whey when who resource:
trite ti:1 a course of study

for a course on Peer Coun-
seling. obtain hoard appro-
val.

Assign the responsibility

for teaching the course

Develop a method of re-
cruiting students lortrain

. Ins.

'Initiate:ways of. applying
the training to help sew,
dents and faculty at John
Swett High.

,

To create a positive and
cooperative gll-ute at
Joh* Swett Sigh.

To assign definitive
training,responsibill

To obtain impactors.

applicaciOn of he
learning. to help John
Swett High.

T

46

January 29. 1981
will be the start-
ing date of the
course. Sou pre -
paratioo has'al -

ready taken place.

June 1. 1981

4

?red Strait, Hark

Triedsan. Rennie Cheney
Lib Shaw ,

A-4

1



Task pinning sheet
activity. .( fnxTrrrIvs TIT

responsible
team member PAT

..

-task why :when
.

Who resource
1.

2.

"

l

..

,.

.

Explain the reasons for-a
onzmittee to the faculty

and student council in a
memo and At faculty odic-
ins.

write an article in the
John Swett Happening'

discussing the seed for such
a committee and soliciting
parent volunteers.

Establish the cdtmittes
through volunteers or pal-
.tonally asking people to
serve.

Call the first nesting of
the committee and set agenda

Committee to provide sugges -
clone to faculty and etal.

.

To clarify objective(s)

and seek help.

t-

1

To clarify objective and
seek help.

CO

TO set up help needed.

4

.Cat started.

Couplets activity.. .

(
...

January 1961

,

January 1961

February 1981

March 1961

June 1961

.

.
.

Pat Contestable

.

Pat Contestable

Vat Contestable .,

s

Pat Contestable

Co-ittee Chaftpervan

,,,

.

.,

.

'

.

.

.

rit 47



task panning sheet

activity., (outaivEsl, in)

a

responsible
teat member MAC

task why :when who resourceE

As part of activity -r
poll 'cadent* as to their

Interest in school news-
paper.

has mu Sharron. David
Eakin and John Spy whether
they would Ss interested in
sponsoring a atudiEst sews-

paper.

ly utilising school bulletin
palicits and take sign-ups
of interested students.

Arrange for nesting of
interested faculty - student

a 'what resourcekare

needed to irplenent paper.

Arrang! for meeting with
Administration to establish
guidelines. talk about re -

tourcapassibiliclas, and
ieplenant strategies for ob-

taining resources..

Publication of paper

Arnie dueness of publica-

tion

To site up potential'

student support.

February, 1961

Obtain a faculty sponsor. February, 1961.

To find out whether there
are enough studenti in- r
[stetted in working on
paper.

Assess faculty - student
commitment, discuss re-
source needs, discuss

guidelines.

Administrative support,
discuss resource. needs,
guidelines.
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STATEMENT OF BOB BOURDENEi. DISCIPLINE
ADMINISTRATION, LETOT ACADEMY, DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. BOURDENE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think one thing we should point out, the fact that you have a

school administrator from one of the largest school districts in the
Nation sitting on the same side of the table with a school board
member is an indication of success itself.

Didn't you say you were a school board member?
'Ms. Cour Ns. Yes.

"Mr. BOURDENE. To be on the same side of the table with one is a
pleasure.

Mr. Chairman, I am here at my own expense on the first day of
my spring vacation because-I believe strongly in this progfaxa. It
was worth my time td' come up here- and speak with this subcom-

mittee. If you would look around the room at the number of people
in this room, this number of people, and up to two times that
number of people are sent to prison every week- from Dallas
County. Eighty percent of those are drug-related offenses, either
committed under the influence of drugs or particularly dealing
with the sales or possession of drugs. Eighty percent of those

. people do not have a high school education. They are therefore
school dropouts. We have a parse back in Dallas County on the
average of every 90 minutes, 14 hours a day. That gives you some
idea of the extent of the longitudinal type of deviation that can
occur from lack of propet education in this area.

I encourage representatives of my country to expand the level of
= funding for the Aldohol and Drug Education Act and to strongly

discourage consideration of block grant funding because such
would, in effect, be a step backward and result in a mere

trickle of dollars down to the schools in a format that students
refer to as a Mickey Mouse" curriculum. We, in education,
learned in the sixties that such efforts help discredit the relevance
and value of education in general because the students are turned
off by what they see to be academic garbage, contribute to school
dropouts because of the confirmation that educators don't know
what it is, all about; create a void in drug and alcohol education
because' State and local education agencies realize that traditional
academic approaches block grant procedures promote are not only
unproductive but are counterproductive; and worst of all, some
students will feel the need to get stoned or high just to tolerate the
boredom of such curriculum. . .

,As one who must work with teachers and stAdents I am con-
vinced that to reduce and/or block grant alcohol and drug educa-
tion funds would not only assure a crop failurerit-w-ould be a waste

of seeds.
I could recite the statistics of known alcohol and drug use and

abuse by the students and adults in our society, but I suspect the
members of this etreemed subcommittee are aware of the statistics.

. A quick trip around any city, whether Dallas or Washington, D.C.,

would prove equally informative. In fact, my wife and I walked .

around going to some of the museums 'here yesterday, and just
between the museums we saw two winos down on the ground oute
and two or three others staggering about, and I think that would's,
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be typical of most cities that you would see thi,S kind of difficulty
with people. .

Mr. MURPHY. You were in a better part of the city then if that is
all you saw. _ .

Mr. BOURDENE. I in training statistics. I an not a statistician.in
Statistics do not lie, statisticians can be confused on occasion. I
would recommend pra flail approaches to seeing the magnitude of
the problem. Just walk around or drive around the area and ob-
serve the number of school age youth out of school and on. the
streets. Observe the number of people, adults and youth, who are
winos, dope heads, and freaks that are hanging or lying around
areas of town known for flophouses and drug trafficking. Note the
common drug related crimes that are sources of fast money for
drug purchasesauto theft, bicycle theft, power tool thefts, shop-
lifting. Drive by schools and observe-youngsters standing around in
small circles with green smoke hovering overhead. Carefully ob-
serve the drivers and passengers smoking or passing tightly rolled
or slender cigarettes on major thoroughfares. Monitor the sales of
rolling papers versus sales of loose cigarette tobacco. Observe the
number of people with funny lookinz eyes or runny noses whoare
either nodding off or are jumpy on public transportation vehicles.
Find Out the number of paint cans, shaving cream cans, et cetera
that are returned to stores because they didn't have any propellent
when purchased someone sniffed the gas and put the calf back on
the shelf. Do a survey among your dealers, r-Tordrug dealers, your
commercial dealers in the area, and see paint cans and shaving
cream cans that are brought back to them because they no longer
have the propellant in _theni. People walk by and turn the can
upside down and take a hit off the gas in it and get high.

Other common inhalents ,include Marks-a-Lot pens, Papermate,
or Liquid Paper and disinfectants.

Walk into the-schools and find how young people walk around
with paper cups or empty cold drink cans that have airplane glue
or other inhalent . substances in themsniffing, not _drinking the
contents. .

Brownies and other cookies, laced with marihuana, are being'
consumed in theaters, airplanes, concerts, picnics, et cetera.

Songs about Rocky 'Mountain High, Lucy in the Sky with Dia-
monds, LSD; Mary Jane, marihuana; and lyrics about sunshine,
rainbows, can be listened to on your car radio while you tour a city
and observe the drug impact. If yo.0 do not know what they mean,
the youngsters do,

Watch television and count the number of drinks poured and
consumed during prime time, the commercials for beer and wine,

\ the funny cigarettes and reference to dope, pills, et cetera. I think
that we have a substance-abusing society-on our hands. I do not
think that we can do enough in the preventiye nature to get ahead
(4 this thing. ..

A meager amount of funding spread across 50 State education
agencies and funneled through a block education grant, would be no
more than tokenism for the No. 1 concern in education.

Alcohol, drug; and criminal activities are everyday experience for
school youth. It is important that the youth be taught better deci-
sionmaking, problem solving and life coping skills, not in isolation
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via alcohol "and drug education packets that would result from
block gratt funding,. but integrated into their daily school experi-

ences. Peer pressure is a major factor in youth decisionmaking
about lifestylesefforts that encourage positive peer influence
rather than leaving the market open for negative peer influence

must be promoted. Adult' understanding, awareness and invoLve-

t went in promoting caristructive lifestyles among young people

rather than lectures, filmstrips and canned alcohol and drug educa-

tion programs are required.
In Dallas, the seed money made available through the Alcohol

and Drug Education Act provided the impetus for developing

school intervention teams that provided school personnel practical

skills, techniques, opportunities to help youth help themselves. The
direct spinoff of the initial training of 1972 includes the establish-

ment of the Office of Discipline and Student Services designed to

promote positive alternatives and optional approaches for troubl

some youth, a cooperative school program_that is sponsored by t

Dallas County Juvenile Department, Dallas Junior League, an

Dallas Independent School District that provides both a day pro-

gram and residential program for troubled youth, a human services
magnet high school that prepares youth for people service careers

and provides direct assistance to inner city elementary students,
development of a citizenship curriculum utilized as a supplemental
curriculum that addresses self-responsibility and teaches telf-disci-

pline.
Also included is: a peer alcohol and drug education program that

utilizes about 300 high school students who in turn impact approxi-

mately 7,000 to 8,000 middle *0°1 youth a year; numerous in-

school suspension and alternative classroom programs in the 200

Dallas schools; the compiling of hundreds of successful strategies

for school and classroom managementspread across the State of

Texas via a State clearinghouse,process; and we in Dallas are most

proud of a' cadre of nearly 100 teachers, counselors, and 'support

personnel who currently provide thousands of hourskof staff devel-

opment time that are pertinent to youth problems, hundreds of
teachers impacted each year in school-sponsored training events

that teachers volunteer their time or raise money to support; in-
volvemerlt of trainers and staff from Dallas with schools in dozens

of other cities and States to initiate similar programs; and hun-

dreds of parents and community presentation's via PTA school-

sponsored activities.
In short, as a consumer and manager of various programs availa-

ble through CETA, LEAA, NIDA, et cetera. I can without reserva-

tion support the commonsense, grassroot, cost-effective and heuris-

tic aspects of the Alcohol and Drug Education Act. I would not
walk to a pay telephone and pay for the cost in support for many

programs that are peffective or wasteful use of my tax dollars, but

I gladly came here today and thank you and God for the opportuni-

ty.
Mr, MURPHY. Thank you, Dr. Botirdene.
If I "might proceed, it appears that both of your schools have

a rather 'well-developed program. Do you believe that perhaps it
might be then time for the local districts to assume that responsi-

`bility as the administration is advocating, thinking that we have
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developed a, pro)Parn for 10 years and you are all ready to take
, over the reins yourself. Why dd you find; Ms. Collins, the need for

contirwa,' Al Rrpgrainsr 'Thu are off and running in yourdisisic6 ,
Mg. s. Fir all, I have to tell you as stated before were.sfill in fancy with our program. We-finished our training

inaece,mber. leis now March. We have done a great deal because
we do 4-ecogniie the need. I would say that we need the federally
sponsored program' in order to bring the training to our personnel
within 'cur own school district. , r

Mr. MURPHY. Don't Au have the teams now trained and you are
ready to have them carry. the cork? ,, r.

e Ms. COLLIN'S. *That would be nice, but unfortunately it does not -work that *ay. We needed the viable fresh approaches as far as
creating a proper active state and having the trajning to teach us
those skills. But what we need now is the technical assistance, to
enhance and improve upon our skills. We are at the beginning of ,along series of events there ahead of us.

Mr. MURPHY. I will ask then both of you to comment separa 0Do you believe that 4ir,Sta ktare able and willing t'C'con_program if they'lr n Ogre moneys from the Federal Govern-
ment and drug and hol is one of the categories that they may,0 address, if they so desire. Do you believe that your States areready, willing, and 151e to assist your local districts, in similar'programs? ,,

Mr. BOURDENE. 1 wou like to address that if I couldieom;nene
on your previous question lso. I am not here simply to be -self-
serving for the, city of Dallas. I know there are many districts,
some within 'a matter of 30 or 40 minutes dritre from Dallas who
have yet to havelothe opportunity to get this type of thing going on.
They.frequentlygall on us to bootleg in services as a matter oftfact.

In response to the question about the State government ability,1,
am not sure-about. I think that perhaps 'tlfey recognize the need-',
and they are .vi ling, but I really doiiht that they are able.

Ms. COLLIN For the State of California, 1 really cannot speak
for our legislature, but if you are familia with proposition 13, now
.that wiped out ajOt of our funds right ere. Governor Brown this
year has extensive cutbacks already roposed for 'the new fiscal .year. I could hot even predict how t block grant funds, comin
into theState, would be applied educa onally at all.

Mr. MURPHY. You have the same fears I might have that your
legislature and Slate administration would use these funds to help ..balance their budget. . .,
' Ms. COLLINS. You said it. I didn't. 4.4.
Mr. BOURDENE. I would concur with that. $
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Erdahl. '
Mr. EIWAHL. A question I asked the other two people who preced-ed you and I think you really answered it, but maybe you could

elaborate. You stressed "tt bit more the drugs and the paint and
glue and that stuff. Would you cur Anth the lady that preceded
you in that? 4

,

,

Ms. COLLINS. It really is the WO. 1 oblem we face in schools, or
do you.see it differently than that:4, ;,

. . . a \.
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Mr. BOURDENE. Alcohol is the No. 1 problem we face among
students and adults in our schools.

Mr. MURPHY. And adultszin the school,
Mr. BOURDENE. Yes, sir, and in our- State government, and I

suspect in our Federal overrunent,,too.
Mr. MURPHY. I just g t into town.
Mr. ERDAHL. Would Y u care to comment?
Ms. COLLINS. Yes. I see this as a serious problem. Even driving by

our high school during .the afternoon or during the -noon lunch
time it is very evidgnt that you see the kids smoking and you
actually see the kids rinking and even the statistics I heard on'
the TV they may not relevant, but it really took me off guard
last night on the nati nal news when they announced that more
people are killed by than guns and half those people are killed'

because'of alcohol.
I see that- as very serious, a very grave state that -we have.

Mr. BOURDENE. I believe the third major cause for 'adolescdnt

death is vehicular accidents, the majority of *hich are under the
influence of alcohol primarily. I believe the No. 1 cause is suicide %

-and actually all heavy drug use or drinking is suicide by_the*
installment plan. \.1

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you for sharing that.
I had the same question that you had, Mr. Chairman, if these

programs could be done on the local or State level. As far as I
know, the administration Jias not really come up with the fines
tuned statistics of how the block grant program would be imple-

mented. One concept would beand I suppose it would .be a com-
promiseif block grants are extended to the States, the States
would have to spend within the various categories. What would
your comment be to that? Of course, the other thing in addition to
the Conceptual change going from a categorical grant to" blOck
granf, there is also a reduction in funding of about 25 percent.

So if y had a direct tradeoff in olla we coil argue about

the phil .phical concept of goric gran versus block grants,
but there are also indications y of th programs, I am not

sure specifically 'about this one, that the change ould be combined
with reduction in funds. Would you care to resp d to the concept
of, I suppose, a compromise of the block grants at the State and
still 4eping up I suppose a categorical concept from their. total

CoLuNs. Once again you, (now that is a statement that I

cannot guarantee that my pai-ticular State would guarantee the
money and the necessary training and expertise needed in our
school districts-to address that issue. I think it is important to look

back ,the program. Sure it is over 10 years old. But as I have
st the background of how they have developed and what not

an o heThave- been flexible and went to a preventive state
a how I see them work in our school district, how -I see the
professionalism of the staff, I just see that whole program going
under.ifven if it were 112 go back to the State, and the ideal setup

would le our State wruld implement a comparable program, I

wander about its effectiveness. This I see as working:
Mr. BOURDENE. When I was in the Navy, we used to have the

expression: it works, its obsolete. I am afraid perhaps we have that
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kind of mentality going on here. We have got a program that is
working and working effectively and the consumers which I repre-
sent, I think probably the majority of them, are comfortable andhappy with it, and it has affected the use of a relatively small
amount of dollars,. virtually tokenism for the major concern ineducation.

I do not see why we have to mess with it.
Mr. 1341)AHLA concern we frequently hear, and I will address

this to you, Dr. BoUrdene, is that various Federal programs bur-
dened persons like-yourself and others with excess paperwork. Any

/problem in this area? -
Mr. BOURDENE. That is a truism for the majority of cases, that iswhat happens with it. I am glad to sit here and tell you that is not

true of this program.
Mr. ERDAHL Thank you. Just one more question, if I might.As we think about responsibility in this area, two questions I

would address to both of you if you care to comment on them.
First, what are groups like,the PTA, NEA, the AFT, doing in this
area and the second one would be, what information on drug andalcohol abuse is already provided for in the curriculum in the
health classes, special lectures, other classes?

Ms. Cows. Regarding the participation from AFT or CTA or
any of those affiliations, I cannot really comment. I really don't
know their involvement, PTA, local community groups. The onething that will be implemented this May is the parent education
workshop. That is under the auspices of -the PTA elementary
schools. That is a beginning change in our school district.

Would you repeat your second question, please.
Mr. ERDAHL. What information do the young people get nowabout alcoh aid ctrug abusethroukh the regular curricula, healthclasses, s 'al
Ms. Co . In our particular school istrict it is minimal.Through the nursing program. Law. enforcement agencies come in

with their samples and displays and help the children recognize
further that this is what you do and this is how you use it, et
cetera, but not giving them the preventive information that 'theyneed to hold them responsible for their bodies or for their well-.,

, being.
Mr. ERDAHL. You really think it is inadequate then? -
Ms. CowNs. Our program in our district, yes.
Mr. EOURDENE. It is 1950's education for the 1980's for the most

partreefer madness and that type of approach, scare tactics thatin lumpy Cases for young people that is exciting to think about
tryinTsomething out that is antisocial because they tend to be
somewhat antiauthoritarian in their developmental years anyway
as they are breaking away from the family ties.

So this is another way-of perhaps thumbing your nose at the.
ults. Anybody over 30 is weird anyway. We have got a lot of over
mentality in 'the materials that are presented to them and that

-what I said in my very first statement undercuts our credibility I
amh afraid.

Mr. ERDAHL. Shouldn't the schools be doing a better job in thatea? It seems to me you` said it was the No. 1 problem. I am not
Wring to defend the curtailment of funds or shift in the philosophy
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of distributing them, Vui it seems to me the school teachers,-facul-
ty, administration, PTA, parents, all of us ,have responsibilities to
see that the scliOols are doing abetter job just to show what thtse
things are going to do to these kids and have done to many people
in our society. (

Mr. BOURDRD/E.- With all due respect, there- is a lot of concern
about the economy of country and it is addressed to the Feder-
al Government,and yet I am sure you are confused in that major
responsibility of knowing just exactly how to execute corrective or
innovative aeons, and there is a lot of disagreement. We haVe the
same thing irreducation. We were caught off guard with this and
yes, sir, I would agree we have done alousy job in educating in this
area. I am afraid with the proposal as I understand it will be a step
back to the very beginning when we get off base and did such a
lousy job instead of giving us an opportunity to improve what we
are doing. We have done lousy job in education in this field...

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. You had a final comment?
Ms. COLLINS. I would like to address that question if you don't

mind. I think it is important. Your statement you just said de-
scribes the program most effectively. I think it is very good that
this program comes out of the Office of Education, that way we are
dealing with the educational issues. When it comes out of the
criminal justice system, the defendant or law /enforcement, all you
are doing is getting individuals, telling them 'they are dbing wrong.
If it comes out of the social services, by the time they get the case,
it is too late. Damage has already set in. That is the biggest selling
point this program has now. It does come out of the Office of,
Education, and we can work with the individuals in the classroom.

So your statement just made me feel good because what you are
saying is this is what the training is all about.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Have a nice spring vacation here in town.
The next panel is Bernard McColgan, Dr. JPennis Tolsma and Dr.

PatricikO'Gorman. They are from the. National Institute on Drug
Abuse, the Center for Health Promotion in Education, Center for.
Disease Control, and National Institute on Alcohol and Alcoholism.

Mr. McColgan, we will ask you then to proceed.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD McCOLGAN, DIRECTOR, PREVENTION
BRANCH, DIVISION OF PREVENTION AND TREATMENT DE-
VELOPMENT, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE; DR.
DENNIS TOLSMA$ ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PROGRAM OP-
ERATIONS, CENTER FOR HEALTH PROMOTION IN EDUCA-
TION, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL; AND DR. PATRICIA

.O'GORMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PREVENTION, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLISM

STATEMENT OF BERNARD McCOLGAN, DIRECTOR, PREVENTION
BRANCH, DIVISION OF PREVENTION AND TREATMENT DE-
VELOPMENT, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

Mr. MeCoLGAN. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to be ,
here. I am going to give a brief overview of my testimony.

NIDA's drug prevention program, we feel, is consistent with the
Department of Health and Hutnan Services concept of healthyi
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people. As expressed in the recent Surgeon General's report on
health promotion and disease prevention, the concept of prevention
is an:idea whose time has come. Leadership is needed to -alert
individuals that good. health is greatly influenced by personal deci-
sions and healthy life styles.

NIDA's drug prevention program emphasizes this concept by
providing programs that not only promote good health,' bur also
encourage individual productivity. It is the view of the Institute
that healthy people should also become more productive in commu-
nity and workplace as a result of effective prevention progiams.

The long-term goal of the Institute's drug prevention programs is
toehable youth, families, minority populations, and the elderly to
be healthy and productive members of our society through the
reduction and prevention of drug behaviot not within the param-
eters of medical therapy.

Toward this end, shool-and community-baied preventiontidn pro-
grams, in an attempt to restore self-confidence, build life skills,
foster indep4ndence from debilitating effects of drug-taking behav-
ior and betterment of home, school, workplace and community.
Each of these four target environments are the focueof NIDA's two
prevention strategies. 4

One is knowledge development through evaluation research and
community resource mobilization and coordination through techni-
gal assistance and information dissemination. NIDA's prevention
grant program validates specific drug abuse prevention strategies
through the application of rigorouS evaluation procedures' including
experimental, quasi-experimental, ethnographic studies, qualitative
studies, and so forth. The primary purpose is to determine which
strategies work best for specific target groups. New knowledge that

_ is developed by this program, as well as ge erated by the preven-
tioq_fiefd, is then shared with State and prevention profes-
sionals, families, community organizations, d educators. To put
this new knowledge to work, NIDA promo, the coordination and
utilization of a variety of school-and community-based resources
from both the public and, private sector who pIan andiimplement
local.preventiop programs.

NIDA's community resource mobilization strategy involves the
establishment and training of State prevention coordinators. We
now have eight prevention coordinators in all States and territories
with one exception. The, prevention educators and formations of
professional alliances with cooperations in the private sector for
such as Prudential Insurance Co. and Drug Fair and a variety of
others. In fact, we have now over 50 local companies involved in a
project we call channel one. These companies have an inherent
interest in a healthy community and a productive and safe work-
place.

As was previously-mentioned, and I just want to say in conclu-
sion, we are pleased to report on some changing trends in drug
abuse problems which suggeStsfihat the combine4 efforts of local
communities assisted by. the Federal Governmenf and others are
beginning to have measurable effects. The recently ~completed high
school survey which was referred to earlier found specifically that
the percentage of seniors who used marihuana daily dropped from
10.3 percent in 1979 to 9.1 percent in 1980. This encouraging report
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reflects changes in student attitudes about regular drug use. The

proportion ofi,eniors- attributing great risks to regular marihuana
use has risen substantially in the last 2 years, from 35 to 50
percent. And the proportion who think their close friends would

disapprove such behavior rose for the first time this year from 66

VI 72' percent.
Although the leveiikof abuse of drugs are still, as we have testi-

fied, unacceptably hig , we see some evidence of the beginning of a
slowdown in these few examples. Thieis not cause for relaxation of

our efforts in drug abuse prevention, but is encouraging to note
these trends is some indication that our efforts may be having a

positive effect.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I will be

pleased to answer any questions/
[The prepared testimony of Benard McColgan follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF BERNARD R. MCCOLGAN, CHIEF, PREVENTION BRANCH,

DIVISION OF PREVENTION AND TREATMENT DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL INSTITUTE

ON DRUG ABUSE, ALCOHOL,' DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRA-

TION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I thank you for the opportunity

to appear today to discuss drug abuse prevention.
TherNational Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) provides national leadership in the

area of drug abuse prevention, as authorized by P blic Law 92-255 as amended, the

A144, Drug Abuse Prevention, Treatment and Rehabil tion Act. -
Over th, =1:NIDA has Worked coo ively with the Drug and Alcohol

Education P formerly of the Office of Edgcation, now the Departmenof
Education, and we believe that our respective programs have been complementary

in nature. The Drug and Alcohol Education Program has provided a national
leadership role in training for drug abuse prevention, especially for educational

personnel. NIDA's involvement in prevention training is different in that our efforts

do not concentrate primarily on school settings but are targeted on the community

as a whole. The primary roles of NIDA in prevention are knowledge development,

knowledge dissemination, prevention services`; and the mobilization and coordina

tion of community resdurces.
An example of the close working relationship between the two Federal drug abuse

prevention agencies is the Drug and Alcohol Education Program joint regional

meeting being held today in Long Island, New York. The meeting is for educational

personnel involved in prevention activities in the northeast and will also be attend-

ed by State Prevention Coordinators funded by NIDA, with the stated goal of
maximizing efforts in prevention education.

Given the national scope ofdrug use and drug abuse, prevention program efforts

have increased in importance as part of NIDA s mission. Our prevention program
can be described in terms of four roles mentioned earlier:

1. Knowlkdge deuelopmen?
This includes research and evaluation on prevention programs and the identifica-

tion. and replication of effective prevention models. The development and implemen-

tation of evaluatiqn methods for prevention efforts has been a major pribrity in this

area, and a National Prevention Evaluation Research'Network has been establEhed

to promote and enhance evaluation efforts in the prevention field.

2. Knowledge dissemination
NIDA disseminates approximately 3.5 million soft cover materials annually.

Recent publications the Institute has developped have included Community and

Legal Responses to Drug Paraphernalia, Developing an Occupational Drug Abuse

-Program, and several instruction prevention booklets including It Starts With
People, Parents, Peers and Pot, and For Parents Only. Two recent publications,

Saying "No" and Teaching Tool's for Primary Prevention, provide specific examples

and advice on prevention 'in school settings. In addition, the Elder-Ed program,
which encourages an informed approach to the use of prescription drugs by senior

citizens, includes two booklets: Using your Medicines Wisely: A Guide for the

Elderly discusses sensible precautions aWtit taking medicines and the Passport to

Good Health Care, an eight page, passport size booklet which has space,to write

so
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down medical 'emergency information as well as complete description: of all themedicine the senior citizen takes.
Innovative approaches to prevention strategy development and information dis-semination are also being developed. For example, this past year NIDA began

distributing publications within cooperating supermarkets and retail outlets by
means of bulletin boards displaying notices to shoppers. Brochures on spwific drugs,as well as, general drug abuse prevention booklets, are be,ing made available throughthis mechanism.

Complementing these activities, NMA's National Clearinghouse for Drug AbuseInformation is initiating a national drug abuse information program this year. Thisprogram includes: designing of a long term public information program in drugabuse prevention and assisting 10 speciality organizations, such as youth, minority,women's and volunteer groups, to reach'their constituencies with drug abuse infor-mation and prevention ideas.
In addition, the Institute is co-sponsoring the Scott Newman Drug Abuse Preven-tion Award to honor outstanding network television __programs focusing on drugabuse issues. The awards are designed to encourage creative and informative televi-

sion programming-about drug abuse. The first awards will be given in September
1981.

NIDA disseminates prevention strategies, shares resources, and provides technicalassistance to States and localommunities through two major national' contracts.
the Pyramid Project .and the Center for Multicultural Awareness. The PyramidProject has over the past 3 years mkiponded to more than 6,000 requests for informa-
tion and assistance from States, communities, and local druetrograms. In addition,the Center for Multicultural Awarecess focuses on program developnient and serv-ice delivery to communities having significant populations of minority groupsBlacks, Hispanics, Asian-Pacific-Americans,and American Indians.
3. Prevention SEervices

44-NIDA provides limited support to the single State agencieslor drug abuse preven-tion to ,provide prevention services within each State. NIDAs role with regard tothese projects is Otimanly supportive{ ar abide inforrnatiob.,and tedWdical assist-
ance, to enhance public awareness and support, and to provide national leadershipto the field in the development and promotion of effective prevention practices.
4. Community Resource. Mobilizationand Coordination

recognizes that drug abuse can only be effective if etch local community
becarties seriously involved in the effort. NIDA therefore developed a number of
prOgrams to mobilize and coordinate local community efforts throughout the coun-try Every State and Territory now receives a NIDA grant to support local preven-
tion programs and underwrite the salary of a Prevention Coordinator. The Coordin-
ators provide technical assistance and disseminate prevention materials and tech-niques to local communities.

NIDA 'also supports activities for parent and family groups - working to preventdrug abuse by their children These activities encourage family-centered approaches
to drug abuse prevention. Over the last 2 years an estimated 600 parent organiza-
tions have developed across the country. The formation of these organizations andtheir work are among the most promising private initiatives in the drug abuse fieldduring recent years.

In addition, NIDA has developed the Channel One Prograni which is a joint
public/private sector approach for prevention services at the community level. The
Prudential Insurance Company has given significant voluntary time and resources
in the devlopment of the national plan with NIDA. Oier 50 local companies areparticipating in the program at present. Local business leaders and prevention
workers, with assistance from the State drug abuse prevention agency, work withyoung people to plan and implement constructive community projects. Over 130such projects are now operating.

Mr Chairman and members of.the Subcommittee, I would be pletise to answer
any questions you might have at this tied..

Mr. MURPHY.13r. O'Gorman.

STATEMENT OF DR. PATRICIA OtORMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF PREVENTION, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL AND
ALCOHOLISM

Dr. O'GORMAN. I am Dr. Patricia O'Gorman, Director of the
Division of Prevention at the Natkmal Institute of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
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I am pleased 'to be here today to describe for you the prevention
efforts carried out by the National'Institute of Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholisral These efforts, while complementiry in many ways to
those actfKties carried out by the Department of Education under
the. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act, have a distinct, alco-
hol-specific health focus as we have been discussing.

Childhood and adolescence are among the healthiest periods of
life. Yet an increasing number of our youth are dying during
adolescence as a result of the acute effects of their own or someone
else's alcohol use. Problems associated with alcohol use constitute

4 major health issues.
For example: Most problems indirectly attributable to alcohol,

suicides, homicides, car crashes, have the highest rates among
young adult males aged 18 to 24..

Alcohol is the most widely used drug among youth; 87 percent of
10th to 12th graders report ever having used alcohol; 132 percent of
10th to 12th graders are categorized as moderate to havy drinkers,
15 percent inhe heavy drinker category. Moderate/heavier drink-
ers are deSmed as those individuals who drink medium amounts
per drinking occasion at least once a week, or who drink large
amounts per drinking occasion three to four times a month. Heavi-
er drinkers are defined as individuals who drink large amounts per
drinking occasion at least once a week.

Approximately 6 percent of high school seniors report daily use
of aibbhol. -- _

Weekend binge drinking, which is five or more drinks at one
time, is more acceptable to high school seniors thiin is moderate
daily drinking.

The proportion of binge .drinkers, defined as individuals who
have had five or more drinks per occasion during the preceding 2
weeks, among high school seniors increased from 37 percent in
1975 to 41 percent in 1979-80.

The Division of Prevention has been developing an alcohol-specif-
ic health focus by funding demonstration projects with a major
evaluation component through its alcohol prevention demonstra-
tion grant eilogram... Through this program, we systematically
evaluate the effectiveness of different approaches* the prevention
of alcohol problems. Generally, under this program we fund 'proj-
ects in the areas of Spedial populations, for example, children of
alcoholics, youth in the juvenile justice system; community alcohol
education =strategies, studies evaluating strategies to reduce alco-
hol-related accidents; alcohol education and teacher training.

I would like to describe briefly some of these programs.
The objective of these programs is to demonstrate the effective-

ness of a wide range of model programs and then disseminate the
results to States and local communities. .

As part of this effort, three model programs were selected and
ted for suitability and effectiveness in eight different States

across the country.
These models are:
Prevention of alcohol problems in predelinquent youth, Denver,

Colo. This program is evaluating the effectiveness of an established
volunteer program as well as the effectiveness of efforts aimed a%
preventing alcohol problems among preadolescents and teenagers.
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Adult-volunteers are recruited, trained, and matched with young
people referred by police or schools who are felt to lie at. risk of
developing alcohol problems. Program staff are trained intensively
concerning adolescent alcohol problems.

California Indian youth alcohol education project, San Francisco;
NIAAA is currently funding an alcohol problem prevention,

evaluation, and development project for the prevention of alcohol-
related problems among American Indian youth. This project is
evaluating the effectiveness of cultural and recreational alterna,
tives as well as developing culturally relevant alcohojism Preven-
tion educational materials for American Indian youth in two di-
verse Indian communities. 4 <1.

Westchester County student assistance program, Westchester,
N.Y. This program is an adaptation of the adult employee assist-
ance, in which intervention in alcohol-related-problems occurs on'
the job, to high school' students, whose primiry job is their educa-
tion. The target population is both adolescent children of alcoholic
parents and youth with nonsevere alcohol and drug-related ptob-
lems.

Minimizing alcohol problems by albcus qiq youth, Pittsburgh, Pa.
This project aims to minimize alcohol problems in youth in three
adolescent populations: Poor achievers, dropouts, and young people
who desire individual instruction about alcohol and its-effects.
Some intervention techniques include individual and peer instruc-
tion, peer modeling, and tutoring.

Fetal alcohol syndfiine prevention program, Ingelwood, Calif.
This program attempts to reduce the occurrence of the fetal alcohol
syndrome by a community education strategy. The target audience
is 1.5 million women of childbearing age. This includes 300,000
females aged 10 to 14. The audience also includes health care
providers..

Assessing the impact of legislation raising the Massachusetts
drinking age, Boston, Mass.

Raising the legal drinking age in Michigan and Maine, Ann
Arbor, Mich. These programs are studying the impact of the law
raising the drinking age in Massachusetts, Michigan, and Maine.
The findings can be used to help States and communities assess the
relationship between the leading cause of death of young people
drinking and dri*ga.nd the legal structure.

One way we hove disseminated findings from our ietnonstration
grant program is through the prevention model r.grialication pro-
gram. The objective of this program was to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of a wide range of model programs and then disseminate
the results to States and-local communities. Aspart of this effort,
three model demonstration programs for youth,were selected and
tested for suitability and effectiveness in eight different sites across
the country. These models were chosen as exemplary becauSe of
their plogram design, their attention to evaluation issues, their
ability to document significant program events, and their potential
for generalizations:

CASPAR alcohol education program of Somerville, Mass. This
model is a school/community project offering a field-tested curricu-
lum for grades 3 to 12, teacher traiding, peer education, and com-
munty education.
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Here's looking at you, King County, Wash' This model is a school
based program offering a field:tested school curriculum for grades
kindergarten to 12th; a teachers manual and aides for each grade
level a training guide for implementing teacheY training, and a
design for using trained teachers to educate others.

University of Massachusetts alcohol education program, Ars-
herst, Mass. This model is a puswide program which includes
peer leader education, works ops, academic courses, inservice
training, and outreach efforts.

We provided seed money to various State alcoholism authorities
to implement these replication programs at selected 'sites within
their respective States. We also provided training and followup
technical assistance to the sites. e

We have also undertaken efforts to interest colleges and univer-
sities in prevention programs. Toward this end, we have developed
a manual and training. programs. The result is aproliferation of

'> alcohol education programs on many campuses.
We also offer technical assistance to national voluntary groups.

The American Red Cross, for example, has developed a peer coun-
seling program with only technical assistanceIrom the 'Institute.
They did not receive Federal funds for this effoR.N

And currently, we are producing TV, radio, and, printed materi-
als on alcohol prtblems among youth. These be 'disseminated
by State alcoholism authorities and a variety of voluntaasroups
and organizations.

-While I have_been, asked to address NIAAA prevention activities
which complement those of the Department of Education, I would
like to close by mentioning several of our joint efforts.

In conjunction with the Office of Education, we have completed
-two series of filins and supplementiry print materials' for junior
and senior high schools. These films, "Jackson Junior High" and
"Dial Alcohol,' have been seen by over two million studdnts.

plAAA has assisted the Department of Education in the develop-
ment of technical assistance for the alcohol and drug abuse train-
ing and-resource centers. The Institute has also provided consulta-
tions to these centers.

And finally, NIAAA, through its National Clearinghouse for Al-
cohol Information, has developed and disseminated a list of alcohol
curricula for use by teachers and school systems interested in
developing, updating or ordering new curricula or in designing
their guidelines. -

In .summary, some of NIAAA's prevention efforts are similar to
those of the Department of Education. Our efforts differ, in that
they focus on evaluating various prevention strategies and have an
alcohol-specific health focus. -

I will be happy to respond to questions you may have.
Mr. MURPHY. We will proceed with Dr. Tolsma.

TATEMENT OF DR.' DENNIS l'OLSMA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
R PROGRAM OPERATIONS, CENTER FOR HEALTH 'PROMO-

TION IN EDUCATION, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL

Dr. TOISMA. Mr. 'Chairman, I am the assistant director for Pro-
J., gram Operations of the Center for Health Promotion and Educa-

tion, Center for-Disease Control. The ultimate goal of health pro-
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motion and education is to reduce preventable illness, disability,
and premature' death associated with personal choice behaviors.

Thus, one of our concerns is deterrence of abuse of alcoholic'
beverages among children and adolescents. It has been well docu-
mented that alcohol abuse yields costly human and economic con-
sequences, and the programs we administer al-e aimed at lessening
that cost by using health education as an instrument in prevention
of alcohol abuse.

In cooperation with other responsible agencies, such as the Alco-
hol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration and the De-.- p,artment of Education, we are developing, testing and promoting
community and school-based alcohol _abuse education programs

----that have been shown to be effective in changing attitudes and
behavior toward the abuse of alcoholic beverages.

The Center has been involved for several years in promoting
effective school health education. These educational models, known
as the school health curriculum projects-, have been developed and
tested through local government action in many locations and ix
diverse situations. School health curriculum projects are now
active in more than 500 school districts around the country. They
are the only twgschool health curricula to receive Department of
Education validion based on the evidence that they do affect
knowledge and behavior. Both include careful attention to alcohol
abuse at the various grade levels within the general context of
developing responsible broad based personal, familial and commu-
nity health attitudes and behaviors.

In 1980, under Public Law 95-626, Congress appropriated $10
million specifically designated for grant programs to deter smoking
and the use of alcoholic beverages among children and adolescents.
Because CDC was already successfully administering a health edu-
cation-risk reduction program aimed at reducing risks for today's
major killers, we were given the responsibility for managing dis-
bursement of the additional funds.

Approximately 144 State and local intervention projects concen-
trating on smoking and alcohol abuse have been started around the
Nation during the past year, many in school systems. A number of
these local projects replicate the alcohol abuse education models
developed in the school - health curriculum project, and several
other th education approaches are also being tested and evalu-
ated. g ischool-based approaches range from preventive education
programs with predrinking ages to. intervention programs with
high-risk teenage populations who have been identified as problem
drinkers. There is also considerable emphasis on the Use of the
school as a focal point foe community action regarding collective
alcohol abuse problems. -

We believe that the impact o-f this program will be significant in
the targeted sites. In most of the local projects, objectives have
been set for achieving, specific improvements in attitudes toward
alcohol abuse among young people. For those not yet a choice
point for drinking_ aldoholic beverages, many projects anticipate a
50-percent gain in knowledge and understanding of the adverse
health effects of alcohol abuse.

The projects aimed at teenage populdtions already exposed to
alcoholic beverages expect to achieve gains in knowle ge and un-
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derstanding as well as a reduction in arcohol consumption and
behaviors related to alcohol abuse such as automobile accidents,
DUI arrests, and vandalism.

More than a half-million students in these programs throughout
the States and territories will have exposure to alcohol-abuse edu-
cation by competent trained educators. Thirty-four percent of the
funds for these programs were allocated for projects oriented
toward predominantely minority populations, where alcohol abtie
has been identified as a major risk factor.

We are confident that the services provided under this program
along with the strong emphasis on longer range ev ation, bene
fits school health education by improving the tee ogy for alco-
hol abuse education as well as providing a mec m for reduc-
tion of alcohol abuse behavior for those s currently exposed
to this risk.

- Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you yery much.

,'I would like each of you to briefly address how you believe your
present program will be affected, in the proposed administration's
block grant approach. It is my understanding that you will be
included into the health services block grant approach, and would
each of you address how you think the States are prepared to meet
the challenge and what would be the remaining or physical out-
functions of your particular offices.

Mr. MCCOLGAN. In the first part of your question I think the
States through the State pKevention coordinator if giveji the re-
sources are qualified to carry out n good deal of what die Institute
is doing in service delivery programs.
J. think it is too' early for us to speculate, because both our

reauthorization legislation and there is one Senate version at the
mordent and one Rouse version at the moment. One has a set-aside
I believe from the)Institute. putting money into prevention and I
think the other specifies that the 'block grant will set aside dollars
for prevention. It is a little bit speculative at this point.

Dr. O'GoamAN.'There has- been at we hope to have indicated
quite a bit of concerns-On the State level and community and parent
groups about the issue we discussed and it-remains really to be

seen how they would be implemented on the State level. At this
point/we, are not sure.

Di.'Toi.smA. The primary focus of our program in its originally
implemented, health education reductiop program was to create a
focus to State 'health department for risk reduction programs, and
the intervention projects that I mentioned come to us as part' of the
States application for health education risk reduction grant. I
think it is not pogsible at this time to know how much of the

\ State's grant money prevention block grant money would be in-
cluded in for the State's program or for the intervention project,
but they would have the ability, under this mechanism to continue
to fund the ldcal intervention projects.

Mr. MURPHY. You seem to be in pretty much the same business
as the alcohol and drug abuse education program. Do you think we
might be better off to consolidate all of those prevention programs
under 8 single heading?

77-891 -S
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Dr. O'GORMAN. We approach it from many different ways even
though we are approaching the same efforts and in the area of
prevention which is aairly new area, our feeling has been that it
needs to benett from a variety of differdnt aPproa-Ches until-we can
begin to reduce the Incidence and prevalence. of some of these
issues.

Mr. MURPHY. It is'all geared right at .the school student.
Dr. O'Goabi.e.x. In part. INAAA's efforts are community based in

part and also looking at adults as well. They are not all just school
based efforts. That is part-of it. We also, for example, are looking
to evaluate what happens under the raising of the legal age of
purchase of alcohol, hbw that 'affects the prevalence of alcohol-
related accidents. Many .4 our efforts go beyond the school setting.
It is not just in the school setting that we have worked at this
point.

Mr. MCCOLGAN. I would reiterate what Dr. Now lis and Mr. Hays
said this morning that it is a Multifaceted approach that is called
for. It is not just the scaols. It is the parent groups, community
groups, the law enforcement, the churches, religious organizations,
all have a critical role.to play.

Dr. TOLSMA. OU'r- situation1 think is a little different in that the
health education k reduction gr t program aims at a number of
what we call nal choice behavi rs for which there are educa-
tional approac es and is carried out rough primarily health de-
partments, such things. as smoki4 and alcohol, but in addition
hypertension programs, obesity, lack of physical fitness are all
programs which the basic risk reduction grant addresses.

The local intervention protects, about 103 of the 144 projects are
school based. The remainder are community based, and they are
bOth by law addressing both smoking and alcohol since the choicesall
children and adolescents make in these areas are often related to
the same kiiid of decisions that they have to make about their
health.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. ErCIELVI. 1)..\
Mr. ERDAHL Thank you, Mr. Chairman. _Thanks also to the

panel.
As I listen, to this panel and others,.,I have often thought how

Government and society are really very inconsistent. We spend
millions for tobacco subsidies and spend millions of dollais telling
people those cigarettes are going to kill you. We talk about millions
of dollars at various levels dealing with alcohol and the thiziks that
happencrime and car accidentsyet alcohol is legalized and we
collect a lot of taxes from it.

If you have beeti around this building between 5 and 8 o'clOck at
night the various receptions, there is more booze dispensed here
than in a lot of fancy saloons around the country, so there is an
inconsistency. Maybe we should be looking at a user tax. Maybe
some of States do have a user tax on booze and tranafer part of this
to these education-programs so at least to try to pay part of its own
way.

If you care to comment on that, that is fine.
Another question: Is there coordinated effort between these pro-

grams. It is almost like an alphabet soup here. We have got the
alcohol and drug abuse education program under the U.S. Depart-'
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ment of Education; NIDA, NIAAA, LEAA, DEA under the Depart-
ment of Justice, and just how well are these programs coordinated?
Is the coordination rather informal, or is there a structured mecha-
nism trying to improve efficiency of service delivery by better
coordination? Do you care to comment on those points?

Dr. TOLSMA. One of the reasons that we gave these health educa-
tion risk reduction grants it° State health authorities, the official,
State health agency, is that first of all they have a statutory
responsibility for public health and second of all are in an ideal
position to coordinate various public health education messages

, that are deli erect.
When you are dealing with students, for example, with young

people, children, there are many different avenues through which
health education messages come to them. An important one is the '
schools, but when they receive clinic services, for example, from
various health department supported programs or through commu-
nity agencies and are voluntary organizations, Cancer Society,
Lung Association, and so on, local chapters are very, very active in
that sort of thing, we thought that grants to the health department
fOr this purpose was going to improve coordination, and we in fact
have reports from them in terms of,what coordination they do,
working. with the schools, with the local agencies, with other relay
ed States organization, and totally unrelated projects to the discus-
sion today is in the State of Maine where the State of Maine is
experiencing a tremendous boom in the use of wood heating for

-homes, and while this is important in a way 'of conserving energy
and fossil fuels, it introduces certain kinds of risks, people who
perhaps were unfamiliar with that form of seating, and so they
have a program that coordinates a wide variety, they work with
the, county extension services. They work with the fire marshal.
They work with local fire departments and so on and with schools.

So in terms of these particular projects,, it is the specific point
,-.. about the teceipt of the grant, they carry out a coordinative effort

at the local level involving the various participants in this kind of
activity. .

Dr. O'Goammv. We are required to coordinate our alcohol educa-
tion effort with the Department of Education, which we do.. Some-
times that cooperation has been through formal transfer of funds
in order to have joint efforts and sometimes it is informal working
groups, for example, which we have one now, where we are at-
tempting to look at the whole range.,of disciplinary issues that
confront schools in this area. .

Therefore, we have several different ways that we do work to-
gether in order to get other efforts and make sure we are not
duplicating efforts but complement each other as we proceed.

Mr. McCoLGAN. I think the Institute programs especially in coop-
eration with NIAAA are exemplary. As I indicated in my ,testimo-
ny Way in New York,.thg Department's regional center is hosting
a meeting in which the Mate prevention coordinators, the single
State agencies are jdining with the educatidn people and some
People from the alcohol interest.in a joint effort.

Another particularly successful program that we have worked on
with the Departments is on the replication through the national
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slefusion network. We are Allocating the ombudsmanaprogram.
Mere are a variety of individual examples.

Mr. MURPHY. We thank you very much fOr being with us today.
Our next panel is Greg Sinner.,:headmaster, Stowe School, Stowe,

Vt., Richard Stephenson, principal, and Dorothy Dawson, assistant
principal, Dunbar Vocational High School; Chicago, Ill.; and Chuck
Ree,tor, social worker, St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. Sinner, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF GREG SINNER, E1D ER, STOWE SCHOOL,.
STOWE, VT.; RICHARD E. ST NSON, PRINCIPAL,. AND
DOROTHY DAWSON, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, DUNBAR VOCA-

:TIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL.; AND CHUCK RECTOR,
SOCIAL WORKER, ST. PAUL, MINN.

STATEMENT OF GREG SINNER, HEADMASTER, STOW SCHOOL,
- , STOWE, VT,

W. SINNER. Thank you. I would like td thank Misi y for .,
making this transition from Vermont to Washin&t6n. easy as.' , -11/ possible. -.. ' .

In the next couple of minutes I am going. to, try to perstige you
that the Department of Education A hol and _D g Addiction

funded by the taxpayers. Like many' of you, well as other citi-
zens of this great Republic; I am concerned that my tax dollars be
used well rnd in a cost. effective manner. Yet, I also' know .that
childrearing is the first industry of every species and the extent to
which we fail in this endeavor our species, our culture, our Nation:.t.and our culture drift toward extinction. ,

I believe this particular program is cost effective and is one of
the few of which I am aware which effectively trains adults who
make childrearing their profession or their avocation and Who-are
willing to commit themselves to wprking with kids Who drink too
much alcoholror szpoke tOo much pot or use other. reereational
drugs to excess. This program and these 'adults are in the fNpnt
lines doing battle with the anger, apathy, and'alienation which is
manifest M most'of.the_youngeople who are actually or potential-
ly drug and'alcohol abusers.

The training prOgtam is singularly effective in helping these
adults learn or relearn three important basic things: Hope better

isthan handwringing and desgair; that each of us is er u
p
"there

are no scapegoats; there is no one elsef-to blame that one must
listenreally listen to young people if one is to be effective with
Vim.

It does these things through intensive mindblowing, jarring and, -,-

,provocative techniques which are followed by hands-on; real-envi-
ronment sessions. The training is follOwed by technical assistance

... for those- of us in the field which helps keep those who were
trained involved, committed, and supported as they attempt to help
-young people learn that there is' indeed more life than sex,
drugs, and rock 'h' roll, But what' about specific o mes of this,/program?

a
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As a direct result of the training &hic I and other members of
our team received, the followingprogr- s and options For young

people are alive and well an living in Vermont schools.
At Champlain VaYley Union High School with 1,100 students:

Life, a self-contained alternative program for 30 students which
has graduated over 100 students all of wbom have jobs and none of
whom are in jail; the Duo program, a .released time, program in

which 300 or more students each-year 'spend 1, day per week as

interns or apprentices in various work or volunteer settings in the
community; peer counseling, 'which is a training program for young

people themselves to be helping, su rtive listeners for one an-
other in terms of stress, pain, and fferm , d, an overall drop-
out-Oda. flr the school of less than 3 percent of the senior class.

At the Sfowe,Sehool with 80 boarding students, and approximate-
ly 20 staff, we have a governance system in which the students
share with the staff institutional policy and decisionmaking respon-
sibility through council, academic review commission, social review

commission and- utcloor program evaluation committee, student,
evaluation of both program .and staff on an annual basis; an advis-

ing system which-is organized into staff-led, student peer groups
with responsibility for school community duties; program planning,
career and college- counseling, commiireation with parents, nrob-
lem solving and personal confrontation and support. /

These.are some of the specific outcomes which derive at leapt

part from the training program we are discussing today.
But for me perhaps the greatest value was that the program

helped me to relearn that our children are not our adversaries,
they lam no impossible, and they are not worthless, incomprehen-
sible `manics. They are our future, they are our hope, they are in
the final analysisus. .

I am struck by our present administration's interest in improv-
ing our national security. I think that the other side of that is that
if it is a national ,security that we hope to enhance, that we really

need to have young people who are committed to becoming produc-

tive useful citizens in order to have something to protetct. ,

I ask for your support for what I believe is a really excellent

program that helps young people become useful and productive
citizens %f this"cduntry.

Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
We will hear from all of the panelists and then get to the

*questions.
'Dr. Stephenson ,and Ms. Dawson%

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. STEPHENSON, PRINCIPAL,

DUNBAR VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. STEPHENSON. I 8111 Dr. Richard Stephenson.
Dunbtir 4is a 99-percent black high school with about 500 stu-

dents. I suspect that it can be duplicated in many spots throughout
this country. It is' unique in some respects in that all tn. students

are successful it it or they cannot get into the school. W wind up
selecting about 1 out ofievery 6 who want to come.

As I listened to the committee testimony, I was struck by a
couple of queStions I think I can answer. One is what does this

.
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kind of program mean at the local school level? Well, let me give
you an example of something that happened during this football
season. ,..4

Picture if you will 10,000 students at night in a stadium, and a
closely contested football game between two blood enemies and the
lightS go out. Those lights were out for over an hour, yet there
were so few incidents that you could not say anything about them.

r As a matter of fact, am very happy to say thosekidents were on
the other side of the field. But that was the d of thing that
region 5'rtraining has made for our school. Our students were
secure in the knowledge that what we did on our side oft,tthe field
had to be the right sort of thing and they did the right "Sort of
thing.

---*4 The sort of dilemmas that a high school principal finds himseir
in, for instance, what happehen the state says at 18 years -of
age, you can buy beer and wine and the principal says you cannot
drink it?-What do I say to kids in this litigious society when they

-it .say the state says I can buy it. The state says I can drink it, and I
say you had better not show .up at the game with it or I am going
to suspend you.

We are in trouble there. Our national attitude towards drugs and'
liquor is such t it is simply accepted. We assume-that everyone
will, drink to sohi-degree. I suspect that because of our national
attitude and bee of the amounts of money spent by the liquor
industries, and because of the economy, also, that beer, wine, hard
liquor and drugs are here to stay. And what we must grapple with- is having young people understand that there are certain drugs
that you will have to deal with and you will have to deal with
them because they are legislated as something you cad have, you
can impede, but that you have to deal with them with moderation
and that is the problem that we have.

You cannot frighten young people any more with horror stories
about what is going to happen if you use drugs or if you use
alcohol. You cannot order them not to do it. They do not care if-------- you are their mother or their father or their minister or their 0
Congressman. They are not going to do it.

I suspect that if you grew up as I did, if a teacher said jump, you
jumped, and you asked, can I eome down. It is not that way any
more. _

You may do the jumping. At any rate, what has region 5 of the
JU.S. Department of Education done for us? It has bridged a real.J.S.

gap. It has made our young people aware that
they have responsibilities. They will meet these responsibilities.
Pictur'e if you can a night dance at which there are 1,200 students
and only 4 adults and no problems. The students assume responsi-
bilities. They see to it that there rinking, that there are no
weapons, thaetheie are no drugs this is the kind of thing we
have to have. You cannot order th :' not to do it. They have to
know that this is our responsibility at it does not happen if we
do not attack in the right way. Why do we have to have outsiders
do it? Because a prophet is Without honor in his own country. You
have to have a now voice. You have to have somebody who has not
been here before to talk to teachors, to let them know these are
young people. They do have rights. And you have to also say to the
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students these teachers have rights also and their are also human
beings in addition to being teachers. And it is only when that kind
of communications gap is bridged that you have any success. I
Would plead that, this program be reauthorized, indeed that it be
expanded, because as someone who preceded me said, those young!'
people are us. And in the years to come, they are going to assume
every one of our roles.

Thank you. . ,

Mr. MURPHy. Thank you very much. *.

[The prepared statement of Richard Stephenr;on follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. STEPHENSON, PRINCIPAL, DUNBAR
VocAncntm. HIGH SCHOOL, CHICAGO, 11-1.

I am Dr. Richard E. Stephenson, Principal of Dunbar Vocational High School in
Chicago, Illinois.

It is a pleasure to testify before the House Subcommittee on Select Education
during its oversight and reauthorization hearings of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Education Act.

Dunbar Vocational High School is known nationally and internationally- as a
"ghetto school" of whose graduates approximately 60% go on to various types of
institutions of higher learning. They include schools of engineering, such as Illinois
Institute of Technology, liberal arts institutions such as Northwestern, Princeton,
Howard and Junior Colleges. The remaining students enter the world of work or, a
few enroll in work-study programs of the sort typified by the General Motors
Industries in which a student receives a degree in architecture, electrical engineer-
ing or some technical area at the end of five years.

Actually, Dunbar is surrounded by luxury highrise apartments, hospitals and
Illinois Institute of Technology, with only one small pocket of public housing
nearby.

Our attendance boundaries include the entire city, and students must be recom-
mended on the basis of their achievement scores and do well on a placement test in
order to gain entry. We accept approximately one applicant of every six.

Although our students are success-oriented, our current national attitude toward
use of alcohol and drugs is an adequate inducement to insure a thwree of use. In
addition drugs, marihuana in particular, seem to be readily available. Previous
attempts to reduce drug usage by the use of "horror stories' proved to be almost
totally ineffective as students would almost snicker in the faces of their teachers.
The truth was, that the students often were much more knowledgeable than many
of their teachers about drugs:and they were rapidly gaining in the areaof knowl-
edge about alcohol. .

The "school-team" approach pioneered by Region V impacted heavily on both
staff and students. There was a cautious, but undiediate effect apparent in the
interactions of those first involved in the program; and these participants produced
a "ripple" effect that pervaded most of the school.

As a result of this program a grotp of students function within the school with
the following goals:

(1) Raise the consciousness of teachers and students regarding each group's atti-
tudes and sensitivities toward the other.

(2) Provide a forum for student input into the delicate areas, of dealing with drug
possession or usage.

(3) Provide a student peer counseling group which is available to students on a
voluntary basis.

(4) Explore with students and staff the perceived reasons for alcohol and drug
usage. '

These students work as a team with teachers, counselors and the school adminis.
tratioh.

The portance of the Region Five role in this effort cannot be overemphasized.
Beca students are all too familiar with the admonitions, warnings and counsel-

ling eff of their own teachers and administrators, in order to fully grasp thpir
attentio it was necessary to introduce a "new voice". The human relations skills
and grow counselin 'lls of Region Five personnel were crucial to the successes

that we ve had. .,
There' ve been me failures. It is enevitable that as adolescents experiment

with drugs ere wil6e casualtieswith varying degrees of seriousness. I will cite
three. Two ultedsuicide, and all were the-qpparent results of hang smoked
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marihuana into which some other substance (we suspect "Angel Dust") was intro-duced. In the third-case, the,student was still in an institution, unaware of his
surroundings, six months after his exposure toe drug.

If real inroads are to be made in handlin^lcohol and drug abuse an ongoing
dialogue must be established. Teenagers no longer can be intimiclate4 by a persons
title, age, profession or relation to the teens themselves. Nor on the graphic
horror stories affect diem greatly. Our electronic and press media, b eir some-
times sensational coverage of news events have to some degree desens us all.
That dialogue can best be established or enhanced by the expertise of groups such
as Region Fivepersons who are uniquely prepared and are outsiders who objective-
ly and sensitively assess situations and bridge the gulf that exists between studdnts
and adults. We believe that our present effort will have a lasting effectOne that
will go far beyond the time that our present students are with us, for our staff will
provide continuity. The effect upon our total community is incalculable as the
attitudes and behaviors of itudents and staff regarding alcohol and other drugs are
observed.

In spite bf current atteaii pts by the state and local agencies to meet drug educa-
tion needs, further efforts are needed. Badly eroded state and local revenues are not
likely to be augmented ,to the degree that such programs may be enhanced.

Finally, at best alcohol and other drugs sedate otherwise keen, alert minds. At'
worst minds,and bodies are destroyed. Our plea is that we be given the wherewithal

'--to-edurateto teach moderation and-good common sense in those-areasthatiligisla=-
tioirand morality agree are acceptable, and in numerous, effective ways to awaken
our youth to the dangers of indiscriminate drug use. I need only remind you that
these are the young persons who will in years replace you and me in our roles.

Mr. MURPHY. Ms. Dawson, do you have anything to add?

. STATEMENT OF DOROTHY DAWSON, ASSISTANT PRINIPAL,
DUNBAR VOCATIONAL HIGH' SCHOOL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Ms. DAWSON. Just a few other things, and I really wanted to
show you a few of the things that we are exposed 'to everyday in a
ghetto schoolanything that you want. This is the latest in drug
use. They fill it full of marihuana. They light it. When the smoke
comes in in order that they don't lose any of it they, take it and
they put it in and the3vet the *hole thing.

Mr. MURPHY. Do they burn it?
Ms. DAWSON. They burn it right inside. The smoke gathers in

here and then they put it out into the mouth and into the lungs. I
just want to show you some of the things.

Mr. MURPHY. It is an economy kit.
Ms. DAWSON, It is an economy kit. It is part of the paraphenalig

that if you catch a kid and you say well now, this is just a regular
little figure head on there but it is also used, the tip end of it has a
little paraphenalia where they catch the small paof theMg and
then they can-smoke it without biting, without burning the lips, all
kinds of little gimmicks. These are things, you think a guy had
something, just talking with it, and that will match a head a long
ways. The pipes that they use, .these are instruments of gang kids
that NVe have caught here inside of our school,

Mr. MURPHY. H6w did you get on the, airplane with all that
staff?

Ms. DAWSON. flow did I get through the guard? I told him I had
something I wanted yot; to see especially here this morning.

I am assistant principal at Dunbar Vocational High School. I
handle all of the disciplinb for the students. I am in charge of tie
student activities and the building security. The school team has
bgen one of the most informative and invaluable experiences for
both the students acrd staff of the Dunbar cluster. We say -the
Dunbar cluster. We have four. The way region 5 is doing it with us
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is That we have four feeder schools that most of our students are
fed from We work with these feeder schools with the same pro-
gram with the students. There is some done with the staff, but
mostly with students. We have inservice leadership training with
students. I am telling you they really are eating it up. At this time
if this school teaching approach is just blown out of the way, we
will really be in trouble.

Mr. MURPHY. How does yur schoof-Team approach work? Can
you describe the structure of it?

Ms. DAWSON. We are not like most of the teams. The Chicago
-Public School system is different.

Mr. MURPHY. I realize that.
Ms. DAWSON. We have no release time. All of this work has to be

done during our various schoolf hours. There are no salaries in-
volved. What we get from region 5 and the Department of Educa-
tion is technical assistance. They send out as many people as we
want to deal with our young people and talk with them and try to
build in them some self esteem, some self pride so there is a
different way of life that they take.

Mr. MURPHY. Are they part of your team?
Ms. DAWSON. They come to most of our team meetings. Someone

from region 5 is with us at All times when we meet with our
students and staff.

Mr. MURPHY. Region 5 is one of the regional centers
Ms. DAWSON. Yes. One of the centers from the De artment of

Education located in Chicago. We feel it is the best. as one of
the most imaginative persons in charge of that program who has
been into the gang scene and with the drug scene in Chicago since
the early sixties, so I am sure he knows quite a bit about it and the
new approach that they have gotten now is something that is
really outstanding and it is really important that we get into the
schools.

If the state and the city of Chicago have any kind of programs
that we could tap into I do not know about them. I have been there
for 22 years. This has been the only salvation that we have had.
Region 5 is our life line. They have really done wonders for us.
These kinds of things, we are allowed through working with.:our
students, when drugs hit the campus we immediately know it,
some way, those students that regipp 5 have worked with. They
worked with a select group. And that group worked with another
group of students with region 5 staff. Then we have another group,
expanded wider but to stop it now means that we have not rea ed
over a third of our students with this leadership program. To tot)
it now and to go into a block situation would be really disaste for
us. We .have started something good. They have scratched the
surface. Nov we want to complete the work.

Thank You.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dorothy Dawson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP DOROTHY DAWSON, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, DUNBANt

VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL CHICAGO, ILL

It IS indeed a privilege that I have the opportunity to share with this distin-
guished committee, some of the concerns that are of utmost importance to me and

9-1S-0 168-LL



4 T.-MURPHY. You sum up.
.Mr. REcroa. I have rewritten this thing three times this morning.

trying to say something new, and everybody steaks my guns along
the way, but there seems to be two prevalent questions. One*:
How does your team work?' I am a line worker, a social ,worker in
an elementary school and cluster coordinator of five schools, Har-
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the young people I work with through thi Dunbar High School cluster, funded by
the United States Department of Education's Alcohol and Drug Education Program.

Their very survival will depend upon decisions that will be made by this commit-
tee.

I am an Assistant Principal at Diinbar Vocational High School in Chicago, Illi-
nois. The school has an enrollment of 2400 students and 12 ,' staff members. '

In the past two years we have actively pafticipated in the Region Five's Drug
Abuse Prevention and Education Training Program.

The school team approach has been one of the most informative and invaluable
experiences for both students and staff in the Dunbar Cluster. . -

During the school year of 1978-79. and 1979-80 we have witnessed marked
changes in the attitude and behavior toward the abuse of drugs and other, forms of
disruptive behavior.

U S.D.E. Region Five has been providing maximum services to the Dunbar Clus-
ter, with on site training and workshopd.

We are Wing a mammoth problem at present. "Gangs": The gangs have been
recruiting members in the school since September 1, 1980.

Traditionally, when this occurs, there is an increase in the abuse of sales of drugs
and alcohol.

The gang's chief resource of funds are derived mainly through distribution and
sales of drugs.

The gangs are recruiting high school boys and girls between the ages of 13-16
years--Thts-age- is- desirable because they are juveniles -and- are-less likely to be
incarcerated. In 95 percent of the cases that we had arrests made for drug peddling
or possession of large quantities of drugs, they never made it to the'courts. There
was literally a slap on the hand and a station adjustment made.

In a survey at our school, 75 percent of our students have either used marijuana
or alcohol, haft some experience, or had contact with the products,iand knew friends
who are frequent abusers of drugs and alcohol.

Seven of every ten students that are brought to the office for disciplmary action
are in some way connected with drugs and alcohol.
/When discussing the matter of drug abuse, students state that It is cheaper and

msy for leveral people to get high off of one marijuana cigarette that costs' only
$1.00 each.

However, we have been successful with handling these kinds of problems, with
the help of U.S.D.E. Region Five Program.

To decrease the funds, or drop funding for this program will literally mean
disaster for the inner city schools.

You must keep the program alive. This proltm has had a great impact on the
behavior and attitudes of the students and faculty members in the Dunbar Cluster.

There are no programs on A local or state level that are dealing with the kidds of
services we need that are available through U.S:D.E. Region Five. Teachers are not
required to take courses beyond those they need to teach the students assigned to
them each day.

This program gives them modern means of dealing witch the troubled youth of
today Teaching methods are improved, better communicative skills are learned,
better coping methods are taught, and attitudes of students are changed. These
young people are the citizens of today, tomo the future. This important
growth mechanism must not be yanked awayrrftWi'stime. The surface has been
scratched, we must now dig deeper to help young people become accountable to
society I am thoroughly convinced that the U.S.D.E. Region Five Training program
is the salvation for our young people and it is imperative that you allow them to'
continue this most valuab157service to schools.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Chuck Rector from St. Paul.

STATEMENT OF CHUCK RECTOR, SOCIAL WORKER,, ST. PAULMINN.

Mr. RECTOR. Being the last one on the last panel, what do you
say?

7.5
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ding High School, three feeder schlools, junio4.highs, and the pie-
.

mentary schools, and how it works is we trywent to regioh 5
under the LEAA portion of the grant, and that was a big thing.

We trained teams in each one of those schools as the leaders for
the remainder of the schools. It is the only program, visualize a
line worker with everything coming down from the top and all the
stuff coming up from the bottom from the parents. All. of a sudden
somebody cones in and says, "I want you to look at what you are
doing and set up a plan of what would be most effective in your
school." They are not throwing down operation X and this is the
way you do it. You devise it. It is a morale builder if nothing else.
It gives you some feeling about it.

So region 5 came in. We devised our own school team approach
in each one of the schools. And all the action plans were devised
for 18 months and they were detailed. We could not leave region 5,
Chicago, until we had those action plans submitted and approved.
We went . though these action plans for the next 18 months and

tparns got all the waythrough the action plans. Some things
came along and they didn't get through au of them,-but throughoiit
that 18 months we were prodded. We, were given all the technical
assistance, and if I can digress for a minute here, again, think of a
provincial Minnesota, which is very prideful, thinks they ha;.re the
best of almost everything there. Coming from Michigan, they are
almost next to Texas. But anyway it is a very progressive state. We
have been helped by a nationwide network, five regional offices set
up all throughout the United States that tap into all the resources
throughout the states, the latest things, the best things, and those &
things are all available to us.

So you sit in St. Paul, Minn. I should not speak for Minneapolis,
heaven knowsbut in St. Paul and all of a sudden ybu have access
to a whole ream of new ideas, things that you had never heard of
or never even thought of just becausti they came out of it for region
5. I will get to that later. Anyway out of this group of resources
you pick and choose what you think will serve your community
best, your school community. And you train parents, teachers,
children, in the areas that you have chosen. We chose areas and
that may ,be a little confusing to some people who do not work in
the field. What does making a person feel better about themselves
have to do with the use of drugs? Therels a study out of Chicago, I
just happened to clip out of the paper because I have to justify my
taking some of it for income tax purposes, and it says you can
predict social use of drugs in first gradersI don't know how valid' this isin first graders, by their aggressiveness, that aggressive
children will try mor things. They will take more chances and in
first grade you can prMct some of these things,

I do riot know that I adhere to that entirely but at the same time
I think it is something that bears a little bit of thought and maybe
looking into.

So your team ,looks at its problems, de;ices, and outcomes, and
tk they proceed. Then you have technical assistance from that time

on. I can say region 5 has never deniedsme any technical assistance
that my teams wanted. Only once have they failed me and that
was because there was a Beath of a mother of one of the technical
assistance people and so consequently it didn't come.

7G
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Does that help you understand how we are trained and what we
do?

[The prepared testimony of Charles Rector follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF CHARLES L RECTOR, SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER, ST. PAUL,
MINN. -

Mr. Murphy's letter asked me to address four questions. I will to do this to the
best of my ability as the Harding Cluster Coordinator for Region V Training Center.
I will also try to speak for my peers, who I have contacted prior to coming here.
Question I

"Has the school team approach proven effective?"
Region V first funded a project in the Humboldt High School attendance area of

St. Paul in the early 1970's and has funded team activities since then in St. Paul
Schools. The schoolteam concept was introduced and refined with these early
efforts. It has been successful and as far as I am concerned is probablylthe best way
to go if you want a sustained effort with commitment to get things done because (1)
it is the schools plan not a package handed to them to accept, (2) the training of the
team creates a spirit between these individuals which stimulates frank open com-
muffle' atiens by team members, (3) it stimulates creative thinking among the team
members which with No. 2 gives them power,and self confidence, (4) the experience
and their part in it gives them drive tb complete the agreed on tasks to reach their
--goalTand-t51-the-efforts-of-team fibers -is infectious. As other staff see the team
overcoming obstacles and changbs being made, they then are willing to risk more:

The school tiara approach introduced by the Training Center is being used (with
some variations) by the St.. Paul Schools to solve tough problems which need staff
support to be successful. In fact, we have fewer and fewer committees, such as the
Pupil Problems Committee, but now have Child Study Teams, Drug Prevention
Teams, etc. which try to identify the problem, discuss alternatives, and make a plan
that each is tart of and is comfortable with All these teams try hard to get parent
Involvement in the decisions. There are some problems with the program that really
point up the need for on going training and rej uv enation.

Question II .

"What programs have evolved in your area as a direct result of your training in
this approach?"

I have alluded to the acceptance of the school-team approach in more and more
areas in our system. As to programs that evolved, I can list about 26 that have been
tried and are still goingThe Peer Counciling Program m several schools, Advocacy
Programs in cluster schools, the Mounds Park publication of the history of the area,
stress rogra for teachers (these now are system wide), Student Peer Coordinator
Training, StudStudent Peer Training and T.A., Student Council Leadership Training, 9th
grade pilot curriculum, Whole Person Day, New Games Festival, ME Curriculum,
Parent Awareness of Chemical Training, Single Parent Family Seminars, Parent &
Peer Sharing Sessions, Prevention Strategies for Classroom Teachers, New Games
Training, Theatre Games Training, Diagnosis & Referral Training, Coping With
Chemicals, After Care Support Groups, Policy Development, Action Planning, Pipce-
dure Implementation of TA., Family Awareness Chemical Training, and I Care
Week. I'm sure there are more but these are some of the specific programs in our
system. Our citywide drug program evolved out of and was shaped to a goodly
extent by the Region V efforts. Also we have. in the past o years, had a Region V
Activities Coordinator appointed at the administrator 1, who is paid by the
school district to help take the activities of the clusters' put them in a broader
Context.

Question III.
"What will be the lasting impact of this approach on the scjiool and community"
I think the acceptance of the schoolteam approach in so many areas has had a

lasting effect on our system. I say I think because one of Region V's gdalslis to train
the teams, their team leaders and coordinators as trainers so that this method of
problem solving will be on going. Our cluster was trained under L.E.A.A. (violence
in the schools) and Social Action Research of San Rafael did pre and past testing of
school climate. This last Thursday and Friday-our teams were in-a training session
to learn how to do this for ourselves. The reports from principals are very positive.

,They want. the teams to continue to monitor the climate of their schools I think the
affect of the school-team approach has impacted us in St. Paul and will continue
both through the programs and also as a problem solving tool.

I
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Question IV
"What do you feel would be the impacLof the inc;usion of the 'Alcohol & Drug

Abuse Education Program in block grants to the states?"
I personally like the block grant idea. If you are going to give professionals money

to implement programs do it and let them set priorities I wish block granting would
be enacted but I hope that with it some of these very specialized programs will also
be funded individually for as long as they can prove effective. In St. Paul I'm sure
we would not have the same' ype orexperience or the high level of training by such
a specialized staff as Region V has been able to maintain. No school district could
justify a specialized training staff whose job it was to search out nationally new
innovative ideas and methods and specialists to train staffs to use these methods In
some specialized areas where the scene continues to .change, such as drugs, and
where a high degree of specialized training is-needed block granting falls short
Region V fills this gap and has put us in touch nationally with ideas, methods and
experts to help us implement these programs. No single system could do this The
whole experience of getting away from family and job obligations to search out
solutions to problems that your local district has not addressed and to do it as
equals tadministrator, parents, teachers, school specialist, businessmen, etc) and be
forced to look at the problems from each others perspective and come up with an 18
month action plan involving each of you is a wonderful experience. Then to know
that for the asking you will have available Region V staff experts as well as
specialists from anywhere in the country for technical assistance to help you imple-
ment your brain child is a unique and wonderful experience.

Region V has had an impact on us in St. Paul that will last but as time erodes
everything, we will slip back not into thetrikime nitch but one at a higher level, and
there we will stay because it is a great big hassle to sell anything new and create
institutional change. Most of us with our daily jobs do no have the energy to tackle
that without a great deal of support. Region V gives that support I have never in
the last four years had a single request denied by Region V. IN.re had rrifiny denied

isnxiliatiV

usual work life as a social worker at state level in two states, in different
agencies, and school systems. Region V's impact is in St. Paul to stay but Wit

is refunded and continues with us, the impact will improve by mathematic progres-
sion. We now have an administrator-coordinator, we currently have three clusters
workingbut we continue to need Region V support and expertise.

What` kind of a budget are we looking at-31/2 million? Divide that by 50 states
Minnesotewdl get $70,000. Drug treatment, inpatient hospital runs $5,000 for the
usual stay, hospital such as Hazelton is about $2,500 for the 6 week period In
Stillwater prison that $70,000 would support about 4 prisoners for a year Region V,
is a prevention program_ I 'wish I knew how many kids did not enter treatment or
jail because of this effort. We don't know but I would venture to guess that the
$70,000 would not cover those costs.

Mr. MURPHY. Region 5 is the same region you are in?
Mr. RECFOR. Yes. The midwest region.
Mr. MURPHY. Is that one of the established regional centers that

is under contract with the Department of Education?
Mr. RECTOR. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. And it is a group of people who are under contract

with the Federal Government to provide these services to the
school districts in geographical areas.

Mr. REcro*. Right.
Mr. MUAPRY. And they apparently ha- ve a pretty good success

rate. There are five regional centers I understand.
Mr. RECI`OR. That is the network comes in. It is so fabulous.
Mr. MURPHY..Do all these schdol districts in that region have the

-ability to send their teachers, school board members, even students,
to be trained at the center or have the center personnel come to
the school district? Is that how you handle it?

Dr. NOWLIS. Only a limited number because we do not have the
resources.

Mr. MURPHY. Whenever you have the resources you are permit-
ted to go to the center or the center people lend the schools?

Dr. Nowt's. Yes.
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Mr. MURPHY. And they continue both.
Dr.' Nowuif: Always both.
Mr. MURPHY. Apparently they have been successful at Dunbar.

Do people from the center actually work with the students?
.Ms. DAWSON. They work with the students. The first group they

tried out at Dunbar was about 150 students who, had some offense
with the police. They were class cutters. They were just real losers.
I want you to know the second year, and I have the statistics to
show, that we worked with them, those kids made a 180-degree
turn for the better.

Mr. MURPHY. Turned them into winners.
Ms. DAWSON. Yes. They ,graduated and there, were only just a

few of them left that are marginal students and some of them are
still there now. So to take this away from us now you would.really
kill us.

Mr. MURPHY. Don't you think that your State would enter into a
contract with the personnel in region 5?

Mr. STEPHENSON. My observation of that sort of approach is that
it simply does) not work because subtley or sometimes overtly the
focus- has chaInged. If not, then the funds are diverted for one
reason or another. I think it is important that these funds and that
this assistance be pladed at the local level where the unique prob-
lems of that particular school or school district can be addressed.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you make application for the center's efforts
through the national office? Is that how you handle it?

Mr. RECTOR. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. How do you handle that in your school districts?
Mr. SINNER. In Vermont we work through the Adelphi Universi-

ty National Training Institute in Long Island. In the school district
which sent the team from this particular high school, Champlain
Valley team, we applied for a grant from the Department of gduca-
tion through our State. In other words, we went through our State
office of Federal funding, received a grant that allowed the four
people from our high school to go for the training program and
then periodically we would report on the progress of our efforts
and based on the successes we were having, been supplied with
continuing technical assistance. I am not exactly sure how that is
administered vis-a-vis the Federal Government:versus the State,
hut it was through the office of Federal fundilig in the State of
Vermont.

Mr. STEPHENSON. In Chicago our departrdent of government
funding programs acts as a liaison between the schools who are
involved in the program and region 5.
' Mr. MURPHY. You do have a State office in all of these States
that is coordinating it now. What makes you think they would not

',take this money and-7
MS. DAWSON. No; not in Chicago.
Mr. STEPHENSON. This is the Chicago Board of Education, depart-

ment of government funded programs. It is not the State.
Mi. DAWSON. It is ,Mist one of those groups in there.
Mr. MURPHY. They won't get it until it goes through the State

capital under the new system.
Ms. DAWSON. We hope nqt..
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Erdahl.

.o.
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Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to thank this panel and a special welcome to Mr.

Rector who, while he works in St. Paul, comes from an even more
important city named Hugo. Hugo is important because it happens
to be in my district. I am glad you are with ustoday.

I have aA,map here that I think Miss Kinsey provided, showing
this national network and the five regions. Are these regions that
encompass various Federal programs or as you understand the
change: f we went to a block grant, would these regions be main-
tained as far as you know?

Dr. NOWLIS. No. We originally had eight cente e divided
--the country up. In 1974 we had 6 cut back to cente as our

appropriations went down. We have just taken 10 Sta = eas
around the country. We compete for the contract for the region,
but it has no relationship to the typical education region offices or
HHS region offices or LEAA region offices.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
Another question comes up, and I think you were all here when

the other panels participated this morning. What are the possibili-
ties that if _this change is made that we could have more activity on
the part of the classroom teachers or others to really have an
emphasis on this area? Are they all already overburdened or don't

- many of them feel they have any special expertise to deal with this
area? It seems to me we have to start in the grade school in the
preventive training. What are the options for doing that? What
stresses are being-,maybe there are other stressesmaybe empha-
sis is a better word, what emphasis is being made to try to make
teachers aware of this, they are not only teaching arithmetic and
geography, but they are teaching kids hopefully. Are things being
done in this area?

Mr. SINNERA think one of the things that the team approach did
successfully was just that, Mr. Erdahl, that we came together as I
was an administrator and an associate principal, physical educa-
tion teacher and two guidance counselors, all of whom had various
responsibilities, which in different ways' had different emphasis.
Some with drug, alcohol abuse prevention concerns and some not.

What we discovered was that it was not anybody else's job. It
was our job. That is each of us to figure out how to overcome the
institutional inertia which resists change. We all get in ruts which
sometimes beconies trenches. How do we clamrner out of those and
recognize the problems, readjust our priorities and then more effec-
tively come up with a plan which is usually referred to in this
jargon as an action plan which allows us to affect the change we
want, whether- it is to institute counseling or get increased aware-
ness amongst English teachers that drug and alcohol abuse is an
issue for them.

I see that was an effect of the program on the schools I have
beepaassociated with.

Mf. ERDAHL. I will put another appendix on that. Do the teacher
organizations resist this ideaof the extra duties whether it is the
lunchroom supervision or something like this or just emphasis
withoui additional compensation?

Mr. STEPHENSON. In answer to the first part of your question, I
think for the first time, students and teachers see themselves as
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something other than adversaries. They became a team. This is our
tome. We man it. We sustain it. We make it go. We make it look

. That is the first part.
The second thing ,is I think that the teachers seeing themselves
more effective, are willing to give up whatever amounts of time

they have to give up in order to be a part of this, because in the
long run there is less aggravation, less abrasiveness, more together-
ness. .

Ms. DAWSON. Let me give you one instance about a little incident
that ppened that we had one of the young peopleberitight into
my ice for a little heat for the seat, and we literally do that. I
havo. e option. I have the name Momma D and I handle it like
that. I am the momma away from home. If I feel like I want to
heat the seat up I do just that. But this particular kid told me, he
says, "You know, I am really better this year," and I asked him,
"Why don't you think I ought to suspend you?" He said, "I am
really better this year. Last year I just was acting out and disrup-
tive and doing other things. But this year every minting before I
go into class I take a hit off the pot," andhe.said, a_go in and I am
mellow. I haVe Cooled down'," So he says, "I just have to dolt to
cope with the teacher." So when I told this paiticular teacher, I
said, "Boy, you are driving. the kids to marijuana." Her eyes kind
of perked and she said, "Well, wheri region 5 comes along again I
am going to take advantage of it."

We do have a thing now where region 5 offers incentive to
teachers that in order to learn some of these latest methods of
dealing with students with the troubled youth and making lesson
plans exciting for kids and letting kids have a part in what the
lesson would be for today. They can get consortium credit from .:-

colleges, for colleges in the Chicago area, which would give them
an incentive toward 'getting their 30 hours to get more increment
in pay raise.

Mr. REc-roR. Ours State organizations have not been one bit
upset partly because nobody ever complained about it. If the princi-
pal said you had to stay over to take region 5 it might be some-
thing different. But they are coming there before they want to
because it has got a p am that they can work with and there
has been no problem. Olir labor groups do not do anything in this -

line for the State.
The teacher morale factor in this is really probably one of the

biggest things, that there is a team approach, parents, teachers and
students and they look at the school as something that they can
have-something to say about and it is the first time in 13 years in .
St. Paul that I have run into that approach.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. 4 , n
Mr. MURPHY. I want to thank you very, very much. It has been

very enlightening. We do appreciate your coming to Washington to -
be with us. ,

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ALCOHOL, AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT
AUTHORIZATION EXTENSION

FRIDAY, APRIL 3,_1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCA,146 AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

- The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:35 a.m., room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Austin J. Murphy (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Murphy and El dahl.
Staff present: Ftoseann 'Pulley, majority administrative assistant;

Cheryl Kinsey, majority, professional staff; 'Gary- Caruso, majority
legislative director; and John Dean, minority senior legislative as-
sociate.

Mr. MURPHY. The subcOmmittee will be in order..
We are meeting today to continue hearings on authorizations for

the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act.
Our first two witnesses will be Mr.lames b. Kazen and Mr4

Walter Hollins, of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Training and Re-
source Center, San Antonio, Tex.

Without objection, the_statements of Mr. Kazen and Mr. Hollins
will be included in the record.

[Prepared statements of James'iazen and Walter Hollins follow:]

PREPARED TESTIMONYMONA' OF JAMES D. KAZEN, DIRECTOR USDt REGION VII
TRAINING CENTER, S4N Arrromo, TEX.

My name is James D. Kazen and I am the Director of the Regional Training
Center located in San Antonio, Texas, funded by the Department of Education. Our
Center is one of five regional centers created ifi 1972 by monies appropriated under
the Alcohol and Abuse Education Act. The other regional centers are located
in New York ty; Miami, Florida; Chicago, Illinois; and Oakland, California. Iand

the opportunity tb appear before this Committee to provide you with
some firsthand information on the work of the national training network.

In a recent press conference, President Reagan called drug ablise "one of the
gravest problems facing us internally in. the United States." He went on to say,
"Whatever we can do at the national level to try and launch a campaign nationwide
. . . we should do . . . because I think we are running a risk of losing a great part
of a whole generation if we don't."

I agree with the President's statement and I submit that we have an effective
nationwide campaign already functioning. It is a prototype of what federal assist-
ance to local communities should be. It has the enthusiastic endorsement of local
school administrators, law enforcement officers, teachers, parents, and students. It
has impacted school districts in every state of the union. It has reduced the inci-
dences of drug and alcohol abuse in schobls and in the process energized whole
communities to action. Officially it is known as the Alcohol and Abuse
Education Program and it utilizes a school team training approach to fostgr preven-
tion and intervention strategies in local school buildings.

(77)
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The'work of training and technical assistance is .car out through the five
regional training centers. Each funded team receives an intensive training experi-

. ence which facilitates team battling; provides in(ormation about various kinds of
approaches to -problem solving and-transmits skills to team members that will he
necessary for developing and implementing a local action plan. Yhi's action plan,
conceived during training and su ported by the regional training tenter through on-
site support, is' the resia0.of a : , 's analysis of the needs of its ,school community .

and its own resources in meeting e- needs. A (partners* is formed between a
local school team and the regional tr,aini : center for one year, during which time
the center provides follow-up, on-site su . rt. and field trailing The goal of such....

tramingand technical assistance is to noble the local agency to become self-
sufficient and develop the capacity to 1.- tify and solve their own problems of drug
and alcohol abuse.

A I
The Alcohol and Drug Abase Fthacation.Program is a prevention effort in the

finest sense of that definition, for it is entirely fociped on the causes of drug and
alcohol abuse and not on its syrnptom,s Ineffective teaching, ineffective parenting,
and ineffective role modeling are 'Some of the causes initially addressed by the
school teams Improving the school' climate, reducing pectr'pressure, and improving
skills as teachers, counselors, and administrator becomes a high priority. The
problems of drug and alcohol' abuse are multifaceted and so also are the solutiops.

Throughout training'partimpants are invited to consider thct-
,,,,We are not,helpless in.the face of,this-problem unless we choose to he

A team of individuals of complementing strengths is more effective than kndivid-
uali working alone. 1 4 A

Good drug and'alcohol prevention is really good parenting, good teaching, and
pod modeling in whatever,we're about. ,

When a family ar a school Or a community cannot solve their own problem, it is
not likely to be solved by government intervention '

. .

7
We seive as guides to the young only to the extent our- wn rhetoric and behavior.

' is consistent.
- . Solutions to problems of human interaction begin with a sense of community.

Each man, each- wWnan, and especially each child is capable of fantastic .gowth.
'How effectively,schooj teams accept and implement these :id is best, obsetved in

thpir own testimony. - ,,.. . n . .
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Vrogram is an educational program in

thb finest sense of the wprd. It enables ourtschool administratdrs to take the nsks
associated with basic human behavior problerds which government and other insti-
tutions cannot assume It armsthe teacher, coach, or counselor to face problems of
chemical intoxication and disruptive behavior, the likes of which were not seen in '

../,5
our schools twenty years ago Lessons learned in this training will not be found in

( college pre-ervice progfains, or practice teaching courses.
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Edu n Program answers the popular call for a.

return to basics in education Before ,,Pircan teach reading, 'nting, and 'rithmetic we
have to first get the students to the school and get them to class with their central ,

. - . nervous system uninipaired. A typical student might lay this more succinctly, We
got to get to class with our head on stiaight.' I think that is.,basic education. ._

I am not an educational theorist, but I believe in education the closeness of
students to a good man or'woman is the best we can offer our children When our

4 children get the very best and the school agar% becomes a community of scholars

drug abuse decline dramatically As an exkle of the effectiveness of the progiWitt
- some amazing things happen The inciden f disruptive behavior and alcohol ..,

I would like to cite few examples froth around the country. --.*
According to the recop4 from the Fort Worth Independent Schpol District in

Teas', the school teams Werating within that district have spcceeded 'in redueing
drug and alcohol elated referrals by 25 percent since participating in the school
team approach training. -

In the Rochester City School District in New York, at Franklin, High School there
has been a 32 -percent decrease in ieferralt for drug/alcohol incidents.. In the

.4 ' graduating class of 1981, 23 were in danger of not graduating. Through the efforts of
the school team 18 of those,23 students will definitely graduate. Prior to the teams'... sr work, 13 students were' referred for vandalism. Following trainirig there was no

,, repetition from these students, resulting in a 100 -percent unprovement in this
,

zinc
ou. . . . .. .

hicako's Dunbar High School, prior to training suspensions were-reporte(1 at
'300 per year Following training and4the work of the school team in 1978-79 only 27
student *ere suspended and in 1980 the number of Cuspensions was down to five.

The' Racine, Wisconsin Cluster reported an observable 50 percent decrease in
4 di,sruptive.hehavior as manifested by a drop in discipline referrals. The prevention,. .

S3. ,,, ..
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programunplemented by the team reflected an effort which covered kindergarten
thro h 12th grade, impacting the total school population.

Jean rb Middle School in San Diego; California reduced its number of discipline
referrals nsiderably According to school records, the number of referrals is down
15 perce from that of the previous school year. School pri 1, Bill McLain,

,attributes this reduction to the alternative activities Farb Prevent Team
has implemented for the students and teachers, Following their training, Farb
Middle Schdol has succeeded in obtaining gi loWer suspenspn rate than other*
schools located in the same area.'While other comparable middle schools reported
126 and 305 suspensions there Were only five frdm the Farb Middle School for the
same time period.

At Madrone Intermediate School in,Winyvale, California, the school team pro-
gram requires teacher, parent, and stuZent participation and focuses heavily on
student attendance. It has resulted in the following actual reductions:

ABSENCES

1979-80 1980-81

1

2
3

4

187 30

142 40

43 la
23 ' 2

At the end of the 1979-80 school year, Covington Junior High in Vancouver,
Washington had a 20 percent reduction from the previous year in vandalism costs
The school cluster coordinator has reported that the number of students being
suspended has alAp decreased by approximately 15 percent since the team has been
functioning in the school

inAt Cascade Junior High School in Vancouver, Washington the in-school suspen-
sion program instituted by the team after their training experience resulted in a
600 percent reduction in the suspension rate from school. .

South Shore Middle School in Seattle, Washington has been experiencing 70

rcpeent reductions in suspensions and expulsions since the beginning of the
1980-81 school year aslitrect result of team activities. .

At Lafayette High Sehool in Lafayette, Louisiana, discipline referrals have de-
creased 53 percent and drug and alcohol offenses on campus have decreased a
remarkal 80 percent. ,

Jordan Intermediate School Ili Salt Lake City has exilerienced a 95 percent
decrease in drug and alcohol offenses on campus, a 98 percent drop in vandalism, 75
percent drop in truancy, a 90 percent decrease in drop-outs,. a o0 percent drop in
discipline referrals, and a 95 percent drop in criminal arrests.

At Clayton Intermediate School in Salt Lake City, dropouts have been eliminated
completely, having been replaced' by alternative placements Suspensions have de-
creased by 35 percent and truancy has shown a o0 percent drop Alcohol and drug
offenses on campus and criminal arrests have become too infrequent to maintain
figures on them.

Adams High School in Portland, Oregon has ThOwn definite reductions in the

- number of suspensions at the school as A result of their peer program

Offense: '
Alcohol:

1977-78.
1978-79

Treoncy:
1977-78 .
1977-79

. Number of
Suspensions

9
0

175
33

These sample successes in participating schools to be placed in so Pers -.

tive. There are approximately 87,000 public schools {h the United States r efforts
have been beamed.at the secondary schools and their feeder schools Since 1974,

. with our 'linked funding level, we have been able to impact Approximately 2500
schools directly and about three times-that number indirectly Teams and clusters
of teams have expanded the training to include, as in the case of Dallas and Salt
Lake City, every school within theirltirge metropolitan districts.

As you know, in Fiscal Year 1980, the national appropriation 411 this effort was
down to three million ddlLars, from a high in 1972 of $5,07,000, Each year we have
found ourselves at the regional centers implementing larger scopes of work with-,

ci
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less resources. Certainly if cutting the rate of growth in f eral spending is a goal of
this administration, we are 'nine year veterans or the ause. This program has
succeeded because it has developed models of cost effective thlt would brighten
the spirit of every auditor. I hope that your question's regarding this program do not
stop at the issue of effectiveness; but continue on to ask how such a vital program

,

can afford to be funded at a level slightly above Metric Education and slightly lower
than Consumer Education. We may be inconvenienced at times by forgetting the
conversion from gallons to liters, but I have yet to see a student die from such a
lack of knowledge. In every region of our country within this school year, students.
have committed suicide, students have been assaulted and a few murdered, and
students have lost their lives in alcohol and drug related incidents. In my personal
appearances before PTA's and othei school groups, I have yet to meet a parRit
desperately suffering about law related education, or career education incentives,
Parents' chief concern, borne out in every national poll, is drug abuse and discipline
in our schools. I think it is time for us to put our educational funding prionties- in
order In three years at a modest funding level of ten million dollars, this program
could reach the 16,000 school 4istricts in the United States This is an attainable
goal at an extremely modest cost. At a three million dollar annual appropriation it
will take us over ten years, and if *is program is consolidated and sent to the
states in a Bloc grant, it will never happen.

In this day and age when very little seems to function efficiently and effeetively,
we should all be Incensed fiat anyone would recommend tampering with something
that works It violates a very important rule of thumb and underlying profundity,
"if a systein is working; leave it alone." This would be reason enough for me to
leave something along, but if additional justificationVis required,, here are son{e
more facts to. onsider.

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education program has neve r been a part of the
,elementary >and Secondary Education Act It has had its own legislation since 1970.
The most recent amendments (Public Law 95-336) mandated a separate Office of
Alcohol andDrug Abuse Education within the (then) Office of Education.

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program is not, like the standard discre-
tionary.program, a grants program It provides training and technical assistance to
local sClooT &lands across the nation to 'design and implement local Tri'ogrgiis, to
build local training capacity, and tv develop state and regional support networks.

Fdt the relatively small appropnation of three million dollars, this program is
currently working with 450 schools. in 36 states, Guam, and Puerto Rico. The same
three million dollars, divided by the 50 states and territories would scatter the
relsources, dissipate the irtipact, and result in a piecemeal approach to the problems
with no opportunity for sharing successes across the nation.

If President Reagan'is correct and an entire generation of our youth is at stake, is
this the time to think of including monies for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Educa-
tion Program in a Bloc grant to the states? The word consolidation is used in
reference to funds under this Concept and I think it is a more acceptable term than
"killing" although the result is the same We are speaking of the possible-denuse,sf
a national school program that has been operating since 1974 and is overwhelming-.
ly popular with local school districts across the nation. Do we have the luxury of
more time. and money to launch another nationwide campaign when the data
clearly indicate there is an. effective national prograni already functioning? All the
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education .Program has lacked for the past niqe years is
administrative support and t egislative will to .make this effort a high national
priority

My colleagues and L ave tried faithfully to adhere to the provisions of the
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act, Give us the renewed legislation and a new
national,pnonty and we can finishothisyork through the local school districts of
the nation. I seek a new begitring with our priorities and rhetonc in line. I. want,
on behalf of the regional training centers, the school teams, local edutators, 'grid our
nation's child he greatest reward for doing this job wellthe opportunity to do
more.

.
PREPARED Tis-r imoNv OF WALTER H. HOLLINS, DIRECTOR OF TRAININO.USDE Reciox

VII TRAINING CENTER SAN ANTONO. TEX BEFORE THE SENATE. SUBCOMMITTEE ON
IF 11166ilfousii AND DRUG ABUSE, APRIL 6, 1981

Mt. Chairman and Honorable Senators of the Unit 'ed States Senate Subcommittee
on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. Thank you for this opportunity to testify and to
offe? some of my experiences and observations concerning the effectiveness of the
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education, Program. My hope today, due to the seriousness
of ecision before you, is that the inf ation I offer will in some way aiti you

determining a means of funding whir will continue what I and many ithers
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'consider to be one of the most cost effective and programmatically effective pro- ,
grams devised and developed by the federal government. .

4.,
My name is Walter Howard Hollins and I am currently serving as Director o'

Training for the U.S Department of Education's Region VII Training Center undert
the auspices of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program Since 1973 I have
been affiliated with tke,4Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program in three

'different capacities. Fittl.4. I was part of a community based team which went
through the early years cif training provided by the Region VII Center The theme
of the training during those ytars was "Help Comrhunities Help Themselves", thus
I am capable of offering information from the perspective of a recipient of the
training Secondly, I served as a consultant to the Region VII Center, providing '

4 technical assistance to trained community and school-based teams in the ten state
region, thus I am capable of offering. a perspective abclut the effeCtiveness of the
p m as an 'outsider looking in" and finally, since 1976 I have been a full-time

metnber serving as a Trainer/Facilitator, Director of New Programs, and now
as Director of Training, thus I am capable of offering infprmation from the view-

, pont,of a professional helper working directly within the system As requested by

Senator Gordon J Humphrey, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism
and Drug. Abuse, I-will ,limit my comments in this text to two main areas of
concern First, comments do the Alcohol and -Drug Abuse Education Program from
the perspective of a twiner, and secondly, comments concerning the development of
the program and the o ution of the school team approach. -,---.

,/-./ . Before I begin offer' g comments concerning the training aspkt of the Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Educat on Program, I would like to include as part Of my testimony
a letter J recently received from the Oklahoma City Public Schools, II think the
letter will address some aspects of training). I

'OKLAHOMA CITY PUBLIC 4.7,00,..
Oklahomit ay. Okla,. M 2.4, 1981

S

Mr WALTER HOLLINS,
Center of Education Development, Inc ,
San Antonio. Tex

DEAR WALTER It is often said that you should "Make this a better and a more
beautiful world because you have lived in it ". Oklahoma City is a better place
j:.ause oT your recent visit here

The approximately forty principals, assistant principals, guidance counselors,
classrom teachers and members of the staff of the superintAndent have asked me to
convey their gratitude for yolk having brought the "school team process for change"
workshop to our city, and to express their appreciation for the value received from
it

,It was universally expressed by these educators that the character of the work,
shop represented method of fulfilling a need in our schools, its format was loge %l

and asily unde But it was your presentation that represented the diff erence
betwten its bei just another needed workshop, and a workshop in which participa-
tion was primer ly a pleasure, and secondarily an educational benefit Your knowl-
edge of your subject was thorough and it was obvious that you have great confi-
dence that schools using the 'process con achieve success in educational problems
resolution

Several of the schools have for?ited school teams, applied the procesS and deft
oped a product That is a start The long range results are yet to be determined but
the future is promising

On beh f of the participants of the workshop, please accept my thanks and
further, le us extend,an invitation to you to return to Oklahoma City at any time
You will &lost welcome 0

Sin erely,
THE MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS,

6 Counselors, and.Administrators.

The text of the Oklahoma City letter says a lot about the reception of the training
from local people The focal point or central focus of 61e Alcohol and Drug Abuse ,-

Education Program has been training. Training *in -would aid in the development
of school based people in the following areas.

Problem solving skills .

Communicauon skills t - ,
Program deribpment skills such as planning, community organization, fundrais-

ingg, and'effective management ,

''' SIdils in observing and facilitating group process and interpetaonal interaction
Developinent of program models such as peer counseling, parent effectiveness

training, peer resource programs, and examples of coordinated school and coriimuni-
.
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ty activities implem oted'by teams that ve qlreadg developed effective programs
after being trained y the regional center.

Skills related the development of effective drug and alcohol programs.
Skills that would lead to the develbpment of classroom and school discipline

models.
Besides_the skill emphasis on training, four key assumptions are used:
1. People ;take ownership in thingrthey help create.
2. Those who want'to, do.
3. People do not fail, plans do.
4. Local people solve local problems best.
Thus, the training provided by the Region VII Center is geared toward the

develOpment and training of school based teams of seven members each. School
,distriets send four teams to training forming a cluster of teams. Four teams .with
seven members each and one overall coordinator which equals the school team/
cluster approach. The assumptions apply accordinglythe seven member teams
during training develop plans of action to impact Koblems back home, (people take
ownership in things they help create and local people solxp local problems best). But
the plans of actioh are more process related than product related. Therefore, the
intent of training is to have the teams return home with processes whereby if One
solution, or program or strategy fails, they can plan again using the action planning
process, (people do nOt fail, plans do) hence the effort aimed at solving problems is
interactive and proactive.

With four teams from each school -district, rather than one team, a support
system is built into the effort. As well a greater chlince of district-wide impact exists
because of the numbers of people trained.

Thiq, training provided by the center is unique, cost effective, and it works but
mare` importantly, the center staffs do not attempt to . solve problems for local
people, but offer a problem solving process, "local people solye local problems best"
especially whet they are skilled in certain processes.

The components of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program effort can be
Summid up as follows,

Development of an action plan by school based teams.
Direct experience in the acquisition of new. skills fostered by the "laboratory

model" of training, whereby the new skill can be tried id a relatively safe, isolated.
environment prior to a return to the back home setting.

Intensive role modeling on the part of tht center staff and consultants. Highly
skilled profealionals who have acquired skillson the front lines, in most cases, over
six to eight yiars of work. -

A balance of skill,development and personal growth. Many of the skills aimed at
professional growth and problem solving can be used to enhanbe Ikrsonal nowth.

',Through the training provided by the Region VII Center niany successftri local
programs have evolved, I would like to conclude this section of my test by citing a
few of the successes from Region wr

AVIZONA-PHOENIX ONION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

1 Established's revised Opportunityliall prograA' designed as tin alternative to
suspensions and expulsions of students. Program also offers decision making and
problem solving concepts.to students

2 'Tie Phoenix Union High School District Has develo"Ped an employee assistance
program designed to provide services to impaired employees within the district.

3 A'professional growth program has been designed and implemented to enhance
the skills of employees within the,clisttict in addressing problems 00 discipline and
substances.

ARKAL-LITTLE ROCK pusyc SCHOOLS

1. Has trained and developed a cadre of over 20 trainers who conduct personal
and professional growth workshops. During 'the- 1979-80 school year this cadre of
trainers conducted over 100 staff development sessions.

'2. Central High School's TAILS program (Tigers Always Interested in Listening to
Studenls) of peer counseling, designed tY foster student-student dialogue and teach-
er-student dialogue.

3. Hendeison Junior High School's, RFC program (referral f ounseling) designed
as an alternative classroom pr
, 4. Club 70 of ParkvieHighlrlinalol (a student intervention ge toward solving

problems on campus). Vg'
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COLORADO-WOODLAND PARR SCHOOL DISTRICT

1.- as initiated the process of establishing a student coordinating committee
which will develop solutions to student related problems on the high school campus

2 Dare/to Care Program (Drugs and Alcohol Through Responsive Education and
:Change Always Requires Education) a community problem solving effort

KANSAS-WICHITA UBLIC SCHOOLS

1 Has established a school-police_liaiso program where Wichita police officers
are working directly with students ,coven g counseling, awareness of the law, deci-
sion making. etc

LOUISIANA-LAFAYEFIt PARISH SCHOOL BOARS

1 The Cluster has developed 'an outstanding positive discipline program which is
being extended beyond the high school into all the elementary schools in the parish
system The program was initiated at Carencro High School".

2 Comeaux High School's TALK Prbgram (Teachers Available to listen to Kinds)
designed to open up dialogue between students and teachers

.3 The Involvement Center, a parish-wide program geared US youth Focusing on
student problems. o

LOUISIANA-ORLE.AIKS PARISH SCHOOL BOARD, CARVER COMPLEX

I Has developed,* program with a training and workshop emphasis designed to
expand the school tkam approach to its feeder schools

2. Edwards Elementary has developed a program entitled "Teach a Brother,
Teach a Sister The program -is designed to provide role models for elementary
children

OKLAHOMA-TULSA COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

1 Has developed a program called Street School, primarily designed for students
with drug related and behavior problems

2 Has developed Tulsa County Alternative School, an alternative program de-
"' signed to continue the educational process of students suspended or expelled for

drugs or behavior infractions at the high school level
3 Tulsa Public School Drug Committee, a committee composed of parents and

educators who plan and recommeid programs related to substance abuse

. 'TEXAS- DALLAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT .

An in-district training program composed of a cadre of nearly 100 teachers,
counselors. arid support personnecproviding thousands of hours of staff develop-
ment time designed around problems pertinent to yojith

2 The establishment of the Office of Discipline and Student Services designed to
promote alternative and optional approaches for troublesome youth.

3 A cooperative school program sponsored by the Dallas-County Juvenile Depart-
ment, Dallas Junior League, and Della Independent School District

4 Development of a citizenship curriculum. A curriculum designed to address self-
responsibility and %elf-discipline.

5 A peer alcohdl and drug education Program, utilizing about 300"high school
students who work with students in the middle school system

TEXAS-FORT wORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

An on-going School Board Task Force on alcohol and drug concerns
2 An employee assistance program _-

3 A student peeralcohol education program
4 An evening ,training program for parents of the khool district, which is de-

signed to hello parents become preventers of-drug abuse in the family
5 Elablished a drug abuse prevention program in the alternative schools for

susperged students T.* program has a full-time drug abuse prevention specialist,
6. An in-district training program with a cadre of 50 trainers who train other

district staff in the schoolteam approach

TEXAS-HOUSTON INDEPE14DENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

1 Appropriated funds at the local level to continue,the crime prevention and dnig
education program when the State of Texas discontinued funding
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2. The Burbank Junior High School team, wdrkiiig InItonjunction with the Uni-
versity of Houston 3 Teacher Corps Project. has established a model school climate
apprtacy

TEXAS-NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, SAN ANTONIO

1 Has developed a resource library with information on drug and alcohol abuse,
disicpline, personal and professional growth

2 Has the N.0 C Program (Northside Opportunities Center), designed as an
alternative to suspension and expulsion

3 Has dejloped a media approach entitled "Learning for Life" which appears on
Cable Chann 1 11 weekly

UTAH-SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

A trained cadre of more than 20 ftainers who conduct staff developments, in-
services, and weekend retreats for the school districts

2 K-12 Alcohol and Drug Education Program. "Here's Looking at You", designed
to provide information and alternatives to youth in the schtol district.

Gentlemen, the program works, the school distncts prove that, the local people
support the effort, if the categorical grant funding for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Education Program is discontinued one of the most successful programs in Amenca
will die a cruel and'unusual death, it will die because as a program it works and is
cost effective

The school team cluster approach has evolved over a pehod of time and has been
measured and tested against other approaches attesting to the effectiveness of the
effort_ b

In 1972 the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education effort worked under the title
Help Communities Help Themselves'. Under thig concept, seven-member commu-

nity based teams were trained to return to their local communities with a plan of
action to impact drug and alcohol related problems The seven-member teams were
composed of various community elements, parents, youth. civic leaders, law enforce-

----menf-percorinel. firofeisionaGTetc The 'help Ci.-immufilties Help TfiemselVes- effort
proved to be effective in quite a few cases, but the thinking was that there had to be
a more cost effective, more efficient way of making more of an impact. Thejogical
questions Were asked

Where is the heart of the drug and alcohol problem/
, Where will a community's future be impacted most' WO ?

Where is the central rallying point of communities''
The answer was logical, the schools The local school systems would be a much

better avenue and provide an existing *hide for addressing drug and alcohol
issues.

Through the communal approach was beneficial, the initial thought was that by
training school based seams the impact would be greater it has proves to be)
Therefore. in 1974 the training focus shifted from community based teams, com-
posed of members representing different viewpoints to school-based teams consisting
pnmarily of school representatives

The rationale for the shift in focus is embodied in several assumptions
A ppvention oriented program works best invan instructional environment
Current information and hard data reflect that youth are central to the issues of

drug and substance abuse
Schools are a microcosm of the total community impart schools and the commu-

nity in turn is impacted.
By working with and throug the future of Amenca could be better

impacted by providing a by-pr uct (students) capable of making decisions and
solving complex problems Isom

The School Team Approach as n operative since 1974 and has served to be
the most effective prevent, oil designed to this point Has the "schoolte,am
approach proven effective" My response to the question is eSoundingand emphat
is yes!

The approach has produced the followingresults:
Trained school based teams capable of developing action plans to Impact drug and

alcohol and cnme/discipline issues on school campuses.
Development of prevention onented drug educatio curriculums.
Development of program models geared tows students and .paDents (cross-age

tutonng, peer counseling, parent training, P TO . raining. etc 1
Skills to assess school drug and alcohol prtlyris, Skills possessed by teachers,

students, and administrators tr,
.$ .
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Trained student teams capable of training other students and developing plans of
action to Impact school or community related problems.

Team members with skills in planning end implementing solutions: programs,
strategies, andactivities which are prevention oriented.

Trained cadres of school-based trainers caAble of training others in useful ap-
proaches, skill development. and action planning

A plethol-a of ptograms has beau developed geared toward problem solving, deci-
sion making and self-concept.

A proactive planning system capable of addressing issues besides those of drug or
alcohol abuse

torn my viewpoint the effectiveness of the School Team Approach can be demon-
st d n another area besides results. The fact that the approach has evolved over

a pe of time through a trial and error process utilizing logical conclusions The
results are hand in glove with the proceSs. a logical evolutionary process, which has
been tested and evaluated. Because, of the Nature of the process itselL results will
be seen in schools and communities for years to come,

I would like to offer one final point of information concerning the evolution and
development of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse,Education Program,. from Publication
No E 80-.1600 U S Government Printing Office, Washington 1980 Department of
Education bdoklet entitled -The School Team Approach" comes the outline of the
chronological development of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program
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There are two points of interest from the information
I Notice if you will the reduction in'funding from fiscal year 1972to fisca year

19250considering inflation, etc., and taking into account that the program serves 50

states and several trust temtoriest the achievements are rd'markable
2 Note also that in fiscal year l976-fiscal year 1978, USOE and LEAA (Justice

Department( worked together to impact problems using the school team approach
Two federal agencies sharing funds, staff. etc., to impact crime and disruptive

. behavior In this case too, the approach proved effective.
Finally. I jin say very little more about the trajning and evolution of the Alcohol

and Drug '7buse Education Program It has worked and has done the job the
legislation intended it to do, yet here we are again discussing the death knell of an
effective program The States do not possess the capabilitto continue the effort at
this point in time Allow us to continue

In conclusion, gentlemen, I. would state that my' heart is heavy as word has
reached the local level that minds are made up. ad that no matter what the nature
of the testimony the funding for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program

a will be places in Bloc grants-to the states If that is the case I would finally offer to
you these concluding comments'

The lives of our youth are precious, Ire gemstones to be polislkithough we as
adults will one day die and perish as fading of sunlight to dark .glow, our

.
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vigor and essence will ring out loud through the lives of our children and their
children The program I represent at best has prepared youth to say no to drugs and
alcohol abuse, to make decisions and solve problems. These skills will be needed for
the enemy we wage war against, and indeed it is war and is a formidable. enemy,
consider this information from Wet on Drugs magazine.

"I'S Treasury Investigators told a Senate Bank* Subcommittee hearing June
5, 1980, that they had uncovered large scale laundering of drug money through
Florida banks, confirming charges made in 1978 in the best selling paperback,
"DOPE, Inc . Britain's Opium War Against the U.S." The book, first issued in late
19;8 and now about to appear in its second edition, argued that major sections of
the banking system were handkag $100 billion a year in dope revenues, twice the
annual retail Notilurne of all 195 auto dealerships, and all of it in hard cash."

One hundred billion dollars. gentlemen, is a lot of cash dollars. If indeed the
figures are correct, the enemy is great and neet not worry about inflation of Bloc
grants The enemy is prepared and is illing to spend money to make money and
enslave our youth, your children and mine, to drugs. Yet we as a nation are willing
to say that we cannot muster up two million dollars to continue a prevention
onented program. If the training effort is not continued as is and is lumped in with
metric education, sex education, handicapped education, etc., in Bloc grants to
states, we return to the sixties The sixties, gentlemen, when drugs flowed in the
streets of America like water. the sixties when LSD was O.K., when marijuana was
socially acceptable. when pills mere commonplace.

The November, 1980 'issue of Reader's Digest reports the following,
'The latest ,1979) National High School Senior Survey shows that not only does

one out of ten 12th graders smoke pot daily, but these daily users now average 31/2
joints a day. and 13 percent of them smoke more than seven joints daily. Of the 51
percent who smoked pot at all dunng, their senior year, 43 percent said they usually
stay high lee to six hours or more.

If we cannot p the supply, let us at least give the youth the skills to solve
problems and to so no to drugs, decision making.

A war is raging i America, a war of drugs and alcohol, a war waged with dollars
,billion from the side of the enemy) A war that takes as hostAe the Ivies of our
children, a war that takes as casualties the families of America. a war that the
enemy is winning AlIl potiMs aside, gentlemen-of this-eateemed-Serratey chil-
dren are at stake and for those of you who have children, yours are at stake We
face a 100 billion dollar a year enemy and I gear us say as a nation that we are not
up to the task of continuing a national prevention program As a combat-tested
program I urge you to caret Ily consider your decision and let us face this menace
head on, let us not retreat the face of a 100 billion dollar foe Let us strive to
maintain this national foc on prevention To me our children and our future
matter May God guide you well.

.Thank you'

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. KAZEN, DIRECTOR, ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE TRAINING AND RESOURCE CENTER, SAN ANTO-
NIO, TEX., ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER H. HOLLINS, DIREG
TOR OF TRAINING
Mr. HowNs. Mfr. Chairman, primarily we stress the ability to

make proper and good decisions, problem solving capabilities, and
the capability to influence one's- own self-esteem. If a child can
learn to say no to drugs, we have primarily done our job.

Sb in the process of doing this training, we have offered informa-
tion to the school teams that would allow them to go back and
develop curriculum 'based on problem solving. When you k at a
$100 billion enemy and what we have done to stop the upply of
drugs constantly coming into America, there does to have
been toomuch done about that.

So that is the thine I am -enthralled about in tel..ms of the school-
, team approach, not only with the school classroom instructors'

skills and the administrators' skills but with the ability to do
things at the local level. _ -------

Another thing about the, program that impresses me, a program
that has been working over the past 9 years, is that it involves
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local people and depends so much on local prevention people. At
regional centers, we don't solve local, problems; we train local
people to go out and to solve their own local problems. The center-
piece is the creative problem-solving process, and we call it the
"Action Plan." It is not a product-oriented but a process-oriented
instrument where the teams leave,training and they then have the
ability to go back and plan. If the first strategy or the first prO-
gram is not' necessarily successful, they can go back to the pro-
gr and replan:"

TT effectiveness this instrumentality is in terms of develop-
ing the program, t e strategies, and the solutions to not only
address durg and a ohol-related problems but problems related to
truancy, school fail re, parental neglect, and so forthirk fact, the
problems are almost endless.

Also in my testimony is included some of the successful things
that have happe1ed, specifically in region VII, the region I am
representing today Each State and in fact most of the school
districts in each State can substantiate tremendous successes in

,their curriculums. The Dallas Independent School District devel-
oped entire new programs, for student responsibility in the past 3
years, and this has been the case in the entire curriculum.

Addressing the question concerning college preparation, there is
a big gap there, because the collegiate areas and postsecondary
areas don't reflect anything like that, but here'in the local school
districts we see an endless list of results from training to help kids
learn how to make decisions about their lives and become responsi-
ble for their own behavior. This is tantamount tct creating as a
byproduct an individual who would later on lead a successful life in
this Nation

There here been alternative programs developed, because if you
really look at the nature of what drugs and other substances can
do to a human being and when you hear about their effects, we
have to get back to basics, and that means you have got to get a
child in the school, in the classroom, in his seat, without an im-
paired mind, so that that individual can learn. Alternative schools
became a way to do that, because we knew that there were some
students who were so bombed-out on some days that they could no
longer function in a traditional environment.

So a lot of school systems have'developed alternative programs
in order to put the schools back in and get the kids off the streets,
away from the streets and the pushers, where they could learn in
the school system and be helped.

Again, if I could give an example, there is an academy in my
State that has one program that has helped a great deal There are
a great number of programp that have helped these kids from
becoming a burden to themselves and their families and a burden
to society in total. .

So there have been a tremendous number of successes. They are
all included in the testimony. There have been a tremendous
amount of skills developed with local people solving local problems
again. The majority of the school teams that have been trained, tlft
clusters, the team clusters, that have been trained, the team

smember trainers and the cadres of trainers are set up to,constantly
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give them new skills,' because as they go about training others,
they add to the effectiveness of the, program.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you have a followup program with them?
Mr. HOLLINS. Yes; definitely.
Mr. MURPHY. Do they come to your center for training, or do you

always send your instructors to the school district or to an area
close to the school district?

Mr. Hou.nis. In terms of technical assistance, we always go out
into the field from the standpoint of having a regional network and
conferences to develop networking between States and school dis-
tricts. They will come in for heWat our annual conference, but for
the most part, in terms of delivering technical assistance, we do go
into the school district's.

Mr. MURPHY. Then do you go back to the school periodically on a
team or cluster program?
,, Mr. Howfvs. Yes.

Mr. KAZEI,I. We may make as Many as 30 visits to a school ,in 1
year. We have made 500 visits in 1 year with all our staff mem-
bers.

Walter just came back from the field, being in 23 counties and
-.having visited three schools a day. That, is the kind of attention we
have given in our center, and that is true in each regional center.

. Mr. Hou.iNs. The point I want to emphasize is that when I go
out there, I am not solving problems for them; I am helping them,
pointing out things they can do. The team members are the-ones
who- are putting the programs together, the ones who are imple- to.
menting the programs and evaluating the programs. I am there in
a technical assistance capaeity from a planning standpoint, saying,
"Here is something you can think about. Here is a way to do that.
Let's analyze that." They are the ones who are making this pro-

_gram successful. The people in the field are doing that.
Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, may I _make one final statement?
Dr. Edwards from New York, who is in the audience here, has

done a considerable, amount of work in the military and has done
some consulting work also and there are some very interesting
statistics the General of the Army recently testified to: That a
third of the Army personnel, young men and women in the Army,
have severe problems ranging from poor education to drug abuse,
and he called it a hollow army.

There are some things the Federal Government cap do better
/than the individual States. 4; think national defense is one of them.
It doesn't make sense for every State to come up. with a national
defense plan for the United States. And this is an area that goes
beyond education to defense, because the young people are not
motivated in schools and are not able to get through school. Even
though they get socially promoted and out of high school, they
don't get jobs, many of them, and they end up in the military
services.

The generals and the admirals are telling us about their efficien-
cy rate, and they experiencing the same problems they experi
encea in high sch

They are experienci those same problems in the military, and
this program deals effectively with it. So we are not only dealing
with an educational problem, we may in the very long run be
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dealing with national defense and everyt,,hing else. It doesn't make
a lot of sense, with this program operating nationally, consideri4
what we have to pay for one tank and corAltdering what we pay for

one sophisticated piece-of hardware, if these people are supposed to
be operating those in the military program.

Yet this program, which we would be happy to share with every-
one, would work. It would prevent the problem from getting to the
point where we don't know what to do with this whole generation
of young people, as President Reagan said, and w.e,erun a real risk
of losing this generation of young people if we don't get, out there
and d ething and get our priorities in line.

I w nt thank you, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of both of us and
on beha of all the regibnal centers, for having us here to present-
our testimony.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much-.
We have supplied copies of your statement to the reporter, and

also we would like addlildnal copies for the other members so we
can make a packet and give it to them.

Mr. KAZEN. Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. I believe you said, Mr. Callison, that the secrd

group is here with you?
Mr CALLISON. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. You are here. All right. And Sgt. Don Stumpf is

with you?
Mr. CALLISON. Yes, he is here; and Dr. Kavanagh is also with us.

°Mr. KAVANAGH. And Dr. Zucco is also sitting in on the panel.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you have prepared copies of your-statements

with you?
Mr. CALLISON. Yes; we do.
Mr. MURPHY. We will make them part of the record, and We

would appreciate it if you would summarize your testimony. .

STATEMENT OF EDWARD CALLISON, PRINCIPAL, HOOVER ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL, BERGENFIELD, N.J., ACCOMPANIED BY

THOMAS KAVANAGH, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST; SGT. DON

STUMPF. JUVENILE BUREAU; AND DONTO ZUCCO, SUPERIN-
-TENDENT, JOHNSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT,'JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Mr. CALLisorq. Mr. Chairman, just let me say that I am sure itAis
the intent of the second panerto give you some personal experience
of the followup of trained personnel that went through the process
that was documented by the previous panel. We have present on
this panel three of the members of the Bergenfield Adeiphi team of
Bergenfield, N.J., and we will be happy to share our.expce
with you.

With us also is Dr. Donto Zucco, who also went through the
training and also went through another area of training, in Penn-
sylvania.

My name is Edward Callison. I am principal on one of the
schools, the Hoover Elementary School in Bergenfield, N.J:

To my immediate left is Dr. Thomas Kavanagh, director of spe-
cial-education a4phool psychologist of Betgenfield, N.J.; and to
my far left is gt. Don Stumpf, of Bergenfield°, N.J., of the
juvenile bureau.

0'
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"The three of us are members of what we consider to be a unique
team in the community of Bergenfield, a team known as the Ber-
genfield Ade 1phi team. Incidentally, Bergenfield is located about 7
miles west of the George Washington Bridge, across the river from
New York City, and we share all the common problems that New
York City has.

The unusual thing about our team, in addition to the threes of us
having unique and different backgrounds, is that we have five of
our members on the colt team, which we call the child study team
for the youth in the community, and the one thread,of unity that
goes through us that all offs have gone through training at the
Ade 1phi University National Training Institute under the direction
of Dr. Jerry Edwards.

The training puts together a closely knit team. It enables us to
identify our own problems in the community, use our own re-
sources in the community, and come up with projects and pro-
grams that we feel would impact those problem areas within our
community.

Over a. period of approximately 10 yearswe have been in this
now for 10 yearswe have developed 47 programs in the communi-
ty and in the school system in Bergenfield. The main thrust of all
these programs is in the area of pretrention and intervention. .

During that- period of time we have also gained a support net-
work in the community of approximately 300 members, and the./
includes such people as the Acting Superintendent of Schools,
Board of Education members, the chief of police, the mayor, council
members, merchants throughout the community, clergy, and so
forth.

So what I am, trying to get at is that we have developed a broal:I-
based program, with the idea of intervention and prevention in the
community.

The 'other thing that is very unique is that recently. the Bergen-
field Adelphi team was informed by the New Jersey State Depart-
ment of Health that it was to act as trainers for other communities
throughout the State of New Jersey. Over the last 3 years we have
trained 'approxiMately 70 communities in the State of New Jersey
with our process and also some of our programs, which have been
used as State models, and most recently we have been involved in
some national programs to share this process nationally.

I believe the unique thing, about all this, talking about cost, is
that it cost the Federal Government less than $10,000 to,get us
involved in .this project in the original training at Adelphi, and as
a result we have impaCted .on hundreds of people in our own
community and thousands of people in various other communities
throughout the State-of New Jersey.

This is just a quick overview of the program, and I would like to
turn it over now to Dr. Thomas Kavanagh for some general pro-
gram descriptions. -

Thank you, Tom.
Dr. KAVANAGH. Mr. Chairman, I would like tp say something

about the training we received, the background and the theory that
goes into the development of our programs. Also I would like to-
express our feelings on why we feel it would be disastrous if the
funding goes to the block grants, because we feel the States don't

. -
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-have the capability for training that has already been established
in the regional centers.

First, I would like to summarize by saying that the prograniond
what has been accomplighad is the result of the training we re-
ceived at the ,Adelphi Training Institute 10 years ago. Since then
we have been together for 10 years and have developed the pro-
gram, and r think we are living testimony that the program that
has been developed in the -regional centers has, been succegsful.

When we first came to Adelphi, which is the Northeastern Re-
gional Training Center; I came as a psychologist; Detective StUmpf
came as a police officer; and Mr. callison came as a school prindi-
pal: We came together, and the first question we lad to answef
was: Why do we feel children and students abuse drugs?

We had a brainstorm together. What we saw was that the causes
of the. problems were things like alienation, boi-edom, apathy, and
school failure. We were given news print, and we 'had pages and
pages of material to study about the causes of _drug abuse, and, we
were asked to relate at saw about some of the causes.

Then we were ask at is the're that we have -in the commu-
nity to address those group causes of alienation, school failure, -

boredom, apathy, crisis problems with parents, 'things like that?
We had nothing. We had driig infOtination programs; we had

show-and-tell, where a police officer would come in and give some :-
information about marihuana and drug abuse, and half the time
the students knew more about drug abuse and drugs Ahab the -7 .

teachers. We had teacher information programs; we had=care tac-
tics.

1.

We had'noihing that addressed the toot causes.
So our task as-a team for 2 weeks at Adelphi was to identify the

root causes of alienatidnr boredom, apathy, and school failure, and..
to -learn to work at preventing drug abuse rather than reacting.
Out whole approach was to be proaction rather than reaction and'
to address to not causes. ,

$o \over 10 years we have developed,-ds Mr. _Oaths:on said, pro-
grams based.on research, based -on theory,- and besed on good
mental :health principles, which,'No. 1, identify students -in' the
first three grades that come from high-risKfamilies; ffirnilies with
em otional probleinsand 'families. from low -socioeconomic groups:

identify them je-an- early 'stage, There is no denying that
there is regeardi available:that,-A vivIl documented, With, 30-year
fcllowups, that me health professionals working with teenagers
agree, with an 8 - percent.correlation,. thOrth y carridentify who is
gang to a problem latdr in thetommunity and later on

l'f ea eis, have beeri telling us fpr years that thdy. can '
proklemViildren in the" first thlee grades, and-research '

I I shows that to be tittle.
1.- Sp ifipne 'is first, ani,Telementary school.principal or an elemen-

. We don't wait unfil'higher levels. First,
,Aary schoolteaclier, he WI -Tdentif_y risk -at an v;lay age.

make use of our
' 4 resources. We make use- of senior citizens, hpuseWiveS, underuti-

-1; lized resources such as peer models and students- leaders, and we
take these underutilized resource& and haire them work with high-
risk students. We have senior citizenzs come in the schools, and we
have foster goanaparents vnieln the schools and work with under-

-- achieying students who shoi; inaladaptive behavior. We have peer

1': .. I.l 1,

,!.. 1:-._ , . .

. , .
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models, "big brothers" and "big sisters," to walk them home. We
have housewives that do play therapy in the school with children
who are at risk.

Our goal is somehow to immunize these kids from problems later
on. So the problem is early identification in the first three grade
levels.

In our programs we don't use scare tactics; we don'ts haw films
' about drug addiction and films .x addictsall the approaches

lite States have been using for yka..ers. Our concern is that if the
obey toes back to the States, the States do not have a' training

capability, they don't have the number of programs that the pres-
ent regiopal centers have and they don't have.10"years of training
and school in comtriunity organizing and Prograneplanning, as was
pointed.out.

. The second thing we do, we talk about students getting high, and
then we try to provide legitimate alternatiws. We take oRr older
students out'op' field trips. We take them out with police 'officers .

and with comfnunity leaders and take them out in the wilderness
for 5 days. with guidance counselors-10 students, 5 peer models
and 5 students at risk from the high school. We take them out in
the-wilderness and give them a letitimate alternative.

We take them on trips, mountain climbing, white water canoe-
ing, and we try to provide positive role models. We try to show
thein a police officer in a positive role as a model, and we try to
divert them away from the image they may have of a policeman-as
the "pig on the block."

We also use' other groups and show them in a positive role. We
have peer models who go on field trips with children. They are
there to be a positive model. We try to emphasize not the scare
tactics but we try to show the pollee officers as a positive model,
and we use senior citizens in the same way.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you include all children or all young people in
these opportunities, or do you just try to concentrate on the prob-
lem children?

Dr. KAVANAGH. That is a good point, Mr. Murphy. At the high
. school level we identify 50 students that are at risk, that we feel

would cause trouble or are, abusing drugs. We take 50 children who
are at risk or on drugs that we feel would benefit from one of those
programs, and we pair peer models,kkotball players, good athletes,
and successful students in school, we pair them and make a group
of 1G. We don't say who is the "redbirds" or the i'bluebirds;! we
pair them. We make a group of 10.

, Our philosophy is that students can learn from each Ether, and
we take a group of 10 and that is the grg.up we send out in the
wilddrness.

At the early stages, we dotentify the high-risk population, and
we work with them with senior citizgIns, and We also send the
senior citizens into the classroom.

We have used program evaluation technique, too, from the to al
univerSity, We do not measure drug intake. Our philosophy' is,tat
if you identify at an early level, you can't measure drug abuSe,
because we don't do the progressive pit of research. We do some
research, and we have collaborated with the local. university at
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Rutgers, and we have measured the effect of our program by the
drop in the rate of truancies and schools failures.

We try to' bring in piograms to have greater student achieve -

ment.
Getting ba'ck to what I said at the beginning, our goal is to

address the root causes, and I think at this point we do feel very
'strongly that the programs are cost effective.

Detective Stumpf has collected some statistics, and he has looked
at it from a police officer's point of view. Ourfeeling is that if the
rnoney goes back to thd States, they don't have the training capac-
ity and thee don't have the approach to the problem that we have.

They will go back to the old approach of the sixties, the show-and-,

tell and the scare tactics. They don't have the ability to carry on
the program that I believe our centers provide.

[The prepared statement submitted by Thomas Kavanagh, fol-

lows:)
WHITHER PREVENTION: ONE COMMUNITY'S EFFORTS'

(Thomas E. Kavanagh, Bergenfield, N.J. Public Schools)

One frequently hears the plea for prevention programs in the schools since the
schools offer an ideal setting to identify academic and social problems at an early

age Psychologists have lohg been aware of the inter-relationsgips among school
failure, inferior home environment and psychological problems in living (Robbins,

1966) In addition, the judgements of teachers and mental health professionals agree
'closely on which children constitute a-"high risk" of social and emotional maladjust-
ment (Bower, 1969) Systematic screening procedures are available, (Cowen, Dorr,

Clarfield, Kreling, McWilliams, Pohracki, Pratt, Terrill, Wilson, 1974; Clarfield,
197 and idies have shown that not only do large numbers of children give early
warning si?As of serious academic and social problems, but the problems are likely

to become more acute if they are left unattended (Stennet, 1965) r-

Despite this knowledge, prevention is frequently, as Bower (1969) points out, "a
magic wore that, has little action implementation" or wise is limited to highly

financed demonstration projects. Planning for prevention tends to overwhelm people

and they're not sure how or where to begin There is resistance from traditional
health care professionals that are preoccupied with treating illness rather than

building health Child Study eams are Inundated with IEPs and struggle to meet
the requirements of Public w 94-142. Community Mental Health workers fre-
quently lack the credibility enter a school to design practical, useful programs,

and decision makers such pnnci als and superintendents are often concerned

(about institutional change-4 required with no clear data to show that prevention
efforts will be effective There is difficulty in documenting the effect of prevention

since, as Bry & George (id press) point out, "successful prevention means the non-

occurrence of an event."
The purpose of this pdper is to report on the efforts of the community of Bergen-

field, New Jersey to implement and evaluate a multifaceted, multi-level, grass-roots
approach to the prevention of school and community adjustment problems over a

five year period. The adjustment problems included alcohol and drug abuse, vandal-
ism, runaways, school truancy and failure, and family crises The programmatic
approach had been designed and implemented by a team of community and school-

based professionals, and has received the strong support and involvemdnt of the
superintendent of schools, chief of police, Board of Education and other decision
makers and community organizations. The team believes, with Bower (1969), that
" prevention is small beginnings on many fronts" and that'it is possible to make a
beginning The programs are not intended as a panacea for all the community's ills,

but as a supplement to existing services in the school and community. While these

programs were designed on the basis of qne community's needs, it is believed that

This paver was developed with the support of a krant from New Jersey State Department of

Health, Division of Alcohol, Narcotics and Drug Abuse The author wishes to acknowledge
Richard Russo, Assistant Commissioner, who believed in the importance of the prevention

evaluation The author would also like to express gratitude to Arthur Freiman, Charles Maher
and Donald Peterson who reviewed the manuscript and to Gerald Edwards and the Bergenfield

Adelphi Teem for their ideas and support
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the p ess is one that can be replicated and deserves study. The success ofBergen-field s 'rogrammatic efforts is believed to rest upon sevsral interrelated concepts: .
Buildin: and Expanding Support Systems, Preparing for Crisis, Early Detection and
Iritervent'on, Expanding Helping Resources, Evaluation and Dissemination. In thispaper, the major programs illustrating these concepts are identified. A more de-tailed repo on the programs is available (Kavanagh & Maher, 1979).

' BUILDING AND EXPANDING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Tear,: building
Systems theory postulates that change in one part of system will effect a degree of

'change in the entire system (Miller, 1978) The first step in Bergenfield's prevention
effort was the intensive training of school/community teams in team building,
problem solving, prevention progi'am theory and practice, community organizing
and grant writing In 1972 and 1974, two teams of five individuals from the school
and community were selected on the basis of their representativeness, credibilityand potential Impact of decision makers. Under a grant from the U.S Office of
Education, the teams received two weeks of "live-in .training" at the Adelphi Uni-
versity National Training Institute which is directed by Dr Gerald Edwards. Teams
were responsible for defining problems in the'school and commithity and formulat-ing strategies and action plans to ameliorate these problems. Upon their return to
the community, their mission was to influence decision makers.and collaboratively
develop programs to meet the identified needs Seven of the ten members wh were
trained continue to work intentively together (other members were lost by retire-
menu and have been responsible for writing more than $500,000 worth of state and
federal grants to support their programs, in addition to developing local support. Itis the school "community team approach that 6 consider the heart of a successful
prevention effort

Organizational and human development workshops
After teams return from tratining, they usually feel a need to expand their

support network and to involve others in the prevention process. One way to meet
this need which we haveitried successfully in the past two years is the arrangement
of Organizational Development workshops Members of the team identified organi-
zational and inter'Personal problems (e.g., faulty communication systems) in the
school system and police departrhent and requested time from the superintendent of
schools and chief of police to plan 0.D workshops (Schmuch & Miles, 1971). In the
case of the school system, the superintendent involved himself and board members
and scheduled two day "retreats' Involving representative teachers, administrators,;
counselors and specialists and a consultant In the case of the poll& department,
the chief arranged tours of duty and consultant time so that every officer was
involved in the problem solving process The workshops involved brainstorming and
prioritizing problems, selecting task groups and formulating action plans for prob-lem solving For example, in response to the identified problem of teachers and
students feeling left out of the decision making process, the superintendent of
schools implemented an "open -door policy" for teachers and students which has
resolved many personal and professional issues in the system. A "supenntendeht's
rap group" with middle and high school students is held once a month with 25-30
students with the ground rules being that students must participate in the solution
of.problems they identify In the police department, an outcome of training was the
Chief requiring his, officers to get out of patrol cars and walk through the parks and
get to know youth, rather than driving through in _patrol cars. The juvenile officers
have trained park leaders, and youths have been involved with the town council in
rewriting ordinaries concerning town,parks, curfew law, etc.
Teacher and parent training A

Caplan (1970) has cited the importance of the consultant approach to strengthen
the hand of those who deal with the ohild in his environment. In the past two years,
teachers and parents have been 'engaged in child management skill training using a
multi-session workshop approach In.one "high risk' elementary school where 40.
percent of the children are from single parent families, the school psychologist and
doctoral interns work collaboratively to train 18 teachers, the - principal and the
school secretary, using 16 "lunchtime seminars" and a behavorial consultation
model (Bergen, 1977) At present, these workshops are being extended to faculty inother schools In 1977 a 16 sessiorf evening workshop was implemented for 45
parents using a format developed by Formica and Fairfield (1976). This program,
which involves a structured progsam a transactional analysis, behavior manage-
ment and reality therapy, was originally developed for parents of juvenile offenders,
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but waS used as a prevention measuft in Bergenfield and by paraprofessionals

supervised by a psychologist.
Preparing for crisisthe crisis home project

This project is largely the result of the efforts and energy of the-juvenile officers

(who had been narcotics officers prior to training) on the team. They were aware df

the large numbet of "runaways' whicfi was a local as well ova -national problem,

the self destructive potential of some adolescents and the need for predelinquent
" intervention. In 1974, they wrote a $10,000 CETA grant and with the help of a

para5rofessional, located four crisis homes in town and housedIhirty adolescents in

one year and provided 24 hour crisis counseling. In 1976, they wrote a $52,000

SLEPA (State Law Enforcement Planning Agency) grant: refined their procedure

and enlisted the cooperation of the local mental health center. They expanded their

staff and the following year, the program served 14 towns in Bergen County,. The

program, with the support of SLEPA, will be "county-wide" by 1979'and serve 70

communities with six ,satellite office's It is the only predelinquent crisis home

project in the country, and serves police depaments, schobls and local agencies. It

is the "brainchild" of the two police officers who d veloped the pproject against the

advice of administrators and staff of child care ncies ('DYES, probation, child
guidance clinics) who said it was too risky.

Reaching out: Early identification and trite ntion primary ntental health project

This program involves the screening of high risk elementary school youngsters

with social and emotional problems, and utilizes, foul' housewives trained and super-

vised by the local school psychologist to work with "vulnerable" children individual-

ly)or irilrnall groups. It is modeled after Emory Cowen's project in the Rochester

City Public &Idols which is the most thoroughly researched School prevention
program in the country (Cowen, Trost, Izzo, Lorron, Door, apd Isaacson, 1975)

Cowen and his colleagues have had an important effect on our thinking ana have

always been available for consultation. The mother aides in this project are the

heart of the program and the school psychologist is collecting dramatic case study

reports as well as. teacher satisfaction data. The program has been funded under

Title 1 and Compensatory Education for four years, and is one'of tlie few PMHP*

replications in the state.
_ _

Sotial work outreach
This program was piloted in 1977, funded by a CETA grant, and involved hiring a

social worker (BSW) and two family aides to work collaboratively with the Adelphi

Team and the-Child Study Team. The outreach worker has no child study team

responsibilities but was supervised by the regulat school-social worker. She received

referrals from, and acted as a link between the school, police department and Tamil

agencies. The outreach role was to identify unmet social and psychological n

similar to Caplan's (1970) model of interpersonal and social action. Services ranged

from intervention in family crisis such as divorce, death, unemployment, legal

problems etc. to emergency babysitting and transportation, household management,

child cafe, budgeting and nutrition. The workers acted as advocates of the child and

offered services that otherwise would not have been provided.

Ou t Wag! 'bound
This program involves survival training and wilderness education for adolescents

from 12 to 17 years old. The program came about as a result of a counseling effort

for predelinquent adolescents conducted by the school psychologist and guidance

counselor which became ,physically and emotionally draining for the uoup leaders.

This was due to the temperment of the students who were extremely'clisrup,tive in

the school setting. Field trips with the students and police officers involving moun-

tain climbing and white water canoeinrwere so successful, however, that the coup
leaders applied for and received a CETA grant to expand the program. Fifty high

risk" youngsters and fifty peer models were identified and ten hetereogeneous

groups were formed. Students were put in controlled stress situations in the wilder-

ness for five day periods and lean pd to work together as a team. The group, upon

their return to the community, implemented a community service .project and are

followed up with counseling sessions. The Outward Bound model was originally

designed by Kurt Hahn, an international educator, who used it as a character

building technique for British Merchant seamen wh6 ere likely to be taken prison-

,ers of war in World War II.
Our project utilizes trained Outward Bound structors from Project USE in

Hewitt, N.J. Despite the fact thht students lived under extreme conditions (includ

ing the blizzard of 1978), this program,became extremely popular with parents and

faculty as well as p pils.
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Individ,ual needs currtcul
This project was desi: by a high school counselor and, guidance director as an

alternative program in e high schoo0and involves the selection of ten students
identified as possible dro uts by the guidance department One guidance counselor,
who- makes the final sel- 'on of students, administers the grogram and is assisted
by four teachers who are assigned to the program one penod-'a day. Students have
the same classes with in c ividualized ass' nments and receive daily group counsel-
ing they can only remain in e p rh one year and must demonstrate appropri-
ate motivation and adherence .to school rules and regulations to remain in the
program, Participation in ..the rograin is viewed as a privilege and a "second
chance" by many and an espirit almost invariably develops.

The development of alternative n resources -

When .Albee (1967) studied mental health manpower demands, projected over,
twenty years, he noted tharkmand waSfar enough beyond the probable supply so
as to constitute a national 'rrisis. The Joint Commission for MentaltHealth in
reviewing incidence studies for the prevalence of emotional disorders in elementary
sehools estimated that 10-12% of children had moderate to serve problerris while
4% needed immediate clinical assistance and up to 30% had mild adjustment
problems (Glidewell and Swallow). Cowen and Za,) (1972) note that the very nature
of preventive programs will require innovative manpower use and a redefinition of
the role of the mental health professionals. With this in mind, we hate selected
senior citizens, doctoral students 'in school psychology, housewives, peer counselors,
CE'A workers as .candidates for training programs to work with students. In the.
senior citizen program, for example, twenty-six' older citizens from in and around
the community were taken away for a week s training on how to work with children

'and youth in a "foster grandparent" role. On the final day of training, senior
citizens met and posted their skills on newsprint while the superintendent of
schools, members of the Board of Education, school faculty and, police department
posted the needs of students. Matchls were made and dramatic results of the
workshop were documented (Clark and Kavanagh, 1977) Those senior citizens who
continued as volunteers in the school programs have become like extended family in
one school and are regularly invited ti faculty and student parties One participant
of the training became the school attendance officer for the district

Evaluation and dissemtnatton
In March, 1976 the superintendent of schools, chief of police,tand representative of

the Adelphi Team were invited to testify before the U S. Senate subcommittee on
AlcohWism and Drug Abuse Education at the invitation of Sen. Harrison Williams.
After reviewing the programs and some_ statistics (including a reduction in school
vandalism costs from $15,000 to $3,000 in five years), Ben:. Williams called Bergen
field almodelqor other communities to follow. At this point, the team applied for
and received 11'15,000 grant7from the N.J. State Department of Health, to develop
and implement a prevention program evaluation system. The evaluation framework
is one that is being developed by Maher and is explicated in Kavanagh & Maher,
1979 This model views evaluation as a process of obtaining technically adequate
information for programmatic decision making,

The first year of the project has just been completed and the evaluation consult-
ants have invotved prevention program coordinators in the research and develop-
ment of their own programs in order to effect ongoing program improvement. Three
day workshops in program planning and evaluation are being scheduled for 1979-80
through the support of the State Department of Health and a determination will be
made as to the degree the Bergenfield-Adelphi model of prevention can be replicat-
ed in other communities.

Summary and conelpsions
This paper has reported on school and community based prevention programs

developed by primary caregivers trained intensively in program planning and evalu-
ation. Prevention and its evaluation are seen ,as processes where representatives
from the school and community define problems, develop alterrfative strategies to
ameliorate these problems and collect information as to the effectiveness of the
strategies,

While programs depend on each communities' needs and resources, essential
ingredients seem to be building and gxpandmg support systems, preparing for crisis,
early detection and intervention aria alternative uses of human resources
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Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Kavanagh, I gliess the detective will have some
interesting things to-tell us. Yo q mentioned several times in all the
testimony the part about the scake tactics.

Dr. KAVANAGH. Right. 4
Mr. ERDAHL. You feel they don't work?
Dr. KAVANAGH. Absolutely not.
Mr. CALLISON. In most cases they don't work.
Dr. KAVANAGH. Absolutely not.-
Mr. CALLISON. Sergeant Stumpf has been involved in this area,

and I think he get the point across. I am sure he can get the
point across-to the s bcommittee. -

Dr. KAVANAG,H. I ould point out, Mr. Chairman, that. Sergeant
Stumpf served as a n cotics officer before becoming a part of our

team.
Sergeant STUMPF. There are .three reasons I hope I car" point out

why these things 'don't work. First of all, the person giving the
program doesn't have credibility. It-is usually not a paraprofession-

. al 0.ffito is addressing a student body of students and who tells these
horror stories about prostitution and drugs and taking money. But
I believe we are all -credible, and that is. our I am 'laid by the
State.
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One of the reasons it doesn't work is that they give-them all-the
legal things because they think at least that is what they'lle got to
do. That does not help kids. You can't scare kids. They used to tell
kids that if Alley used marihuana, they would end up with two'-'
headed babies, but the kids used marihuana and now they know
there are no two-headed babies around. .

- The effectiveness of thde scare stories is down to 2 percent. The
scare thing, like a lot of other things, gets laughed off the credibil-
ity board. The reakons why that doesn't work is becausewe act too
little and too la .tenrou can't talk to seniors about marihuana. That
is like talking to nuns about laboi pains. We fdund out it doesn't do
any good, because there is no relationship between the two.

That is why we are trying to gat with the kids. We act as a team,
and when we deal with kids who grow up to hate cops and hate
teachers, we want to get with the kids when they are 5 and 6,
when they are malleable. We say, let us; do that with a positive
program, because it is cheaper in the' long run, and the ratio of
success is 2 to 1 while they are at that age when they are mallea-
ble. We are more successful, we find, and if we, don't get them at
that_age, we just find we have wasted a lot of time. We must do
that sooner or later, and when they are .malleable, our programs
undoubtedly work better when they know what we have to say
about the drug thing.

Mr. ERDAHL. Yes; it does remind me of our experience until our
oldest son became 20. We had four teenage sons, and we found that
out about drug talks in school. They hear those things in school,
and it just gets a laugh on the ride home on the bus.

Sergeant STUMPF. I found that to be very true. They talk to the
kids, and they tell them about cannibussativa and say, "This Is
marihuana and it is very dangerous." They tell them about the
laws in the State of New Jersey, and they say that 25, grams is an
indigestible dose, and all they are doing really is they are just
telling them what size package.to make.

Dr. KAVANAGH. It is also a popular approach to tell kids how we
have tried to deal with drug abuse. Of course, tliat is what' we are
supposed to do, but there is no relationship between giving kids
information about drugs and getting them to stop using them.

Sergeant STUMPF. I would like to say a word about juvenile
justice' which I think has been overlooked. The reason why I per-
sonally feel strongly about this approach, which is 10 years In the
making, is that we sit here and we appear here as an oddity. A
police officer and a psychologist and a teacher even sitting together
is an oddity. In our system they run separate stats on kids, and the
police have a record this thick. The kids are there, and by the time
we get out to talk to them, the kid is 18 and he's gone.

Because vp don't communicate and don't have any system of
°.,,communiciating, the kids are taking off and using different drugs,
and not being treated or given any attention.

So Bergenfield has taken this broad approach and has taken the
approach that we are going to meet people's kids and we are going
to defeat drug abuse, we are going to defeat a lot of the alcohol and
drug abuse, so we systematically said:

What are thekids thinking about? Aie they going to have these problems because
they have low self-esteem, because they are unable to make different decisions and
because they are in domestic turmoil?
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We see mall. areas Whefe 51percent of all these children live in

-' 'homes with single parents, and they get into these crisis situations.

The only time juvenile justice reacts is after a crime is committed.

' That is not the time to'react.
When kids run away, who is there to help them without charg:

ing them with a crime? .We address this whole area of Elrug abuse,

and the way we do it has proven that it is cost effective. One of

programs we have is to get out with the kids and to identify these

crisis homes.
One of the re sobs we have done this so successfully is that we

have run a methodology program that works 24 hours, and we see

these kids anytime they are out of the school districtsno lawyers;`
no judges, and no family' help. One reason that project has been so
successful today, it started at Bergenfield 5 years ago, and it is now

;countywide,, dealing with 840,000. peoples and with those numbe'rs

we are intervening with over 900 kids, losing only 26 kids to Ithe

Court system.
.3.

If you contrast this with the court process and the monetary
costs you are talking about, keeping a, kid confined in my State, it
is $60 a day, and-if he is given an education, it is $105 a day. He is

usually held 45 days before anything happens. As a residential

' place, you are talking about $40,000 a year.
if you can intervene at a very early -age with him and his

faFnily, you can save untold amounts of 'holey,' because you are
keeping him in the system, you are keepingng him in school, you are
not putting him out someplace to try to get better.

Mr. MURPHY. Why can t this be done with this administration's
approach, a block grant going back to the State of New'-Jersey and

/ having them set up the program? Why dowe need regional centers,

and so forth?
Sergeant STUMPF. Because the State of New Jersey's methodolo-

gy, has always .been along the thinking of getting the child into
treatment.. They send up a block of money. We are going to be

talking abo slots and we are going to talk about methodology of

treatment. e have an epidemic in the metropolitan area of
heroin, an epidemic, as Mr. Russo says, in the county, and a lot of

people can't be treated. They are talking about treatment, and that

1.1 where they are putting the money. '
We are going to talk about -prevention, And we are Ong to get

nickels and dimes if we are lucky, because they are dealing with

crize,s.
The State has crises that are happening out on the streets in the

cities, in Paterson, Elizabeth, Newark, Bayonne, and they have got

to treat people. They have got to cut back. You are talking about a
25-percent cutback, and with this cutback and with the money
going to block grant, you are going to lose this program of preven-

tion in communities.
Dr. KAVANAGH. How are you going to divide up $2 million among

the individual States? How much are you going to give each of the

50 States?
Mr. MURPHY. You 'would get about one-half of the drug enforce-

ment program.
Mr. CALLISON. There is- another problem, and. tliis is another

reason the State couldn't take us under the block grant. I think
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our situation in New Jersey is a perfect example of this. This is'a
team trained through one of the regional centers, and when they
went to the idea of prevention training and went into the program
on a State level, they found they couldn't get results because they
had no other capabilities within the State to do it, so they came to
Bergenfield, the facilities at Bergenfield, to receive the training
because they didn't have the capability.

Sergeant STUMPF. Ten years is a'very long. time. The` reason why
we are successful and have been for 10 years is because of the
technical assistance we received from that center. We really-relied
on the .Federal Government to get our program going, but we
didn't get far until the third year because we had failure before we

..., finally received the technical assistance which we got. '
We couldn't get that sitting' here in front of you. The State can't

do that. We need assistance on the local level, and we need that
shot in the arm.

.

I don't think that is a broad-scope field. The urban centers is not
going to be all we are going to have; we are going to be dealing
with the interurban. and the suburban, as well as the urban, popu-
lations and whatever. We aren't going to have just one expert to
come around and program plan for ifs.- .t

What I am saying to you is that for the 10 years of our efforts it
is costing the Federal Government 60 cents a month 'to put the
training in and put the plan in here, and I don't care about the
cost factor; I am saying that three major things are happening in
Bergenfield.

We now have the lowest rate of school vandalism we have had in
5 years. That may not, be exciting to you, vandalism; but it tells
something about the attitude of the community people being
around to help us We have saved $38,000 in our public schools
through the last 4 years, inclufling this year, and we are4znder
$2,000.

That maybe doesn't affect you or the panel, but that says some-
thing about our healthy attitude. When the program started this
year and last year, we had a 94.6-percent decrease in vandalisms in
buildings. Our dropout rate is down to 2 percent. We haven't had
an,assault on a Policeman for 5 years. ,

The pther day I was talking to Cheryl of your staff, and she said,
"Can you Plow me a graphic reduction in drug use?" .

And I said, "Yes; I can."
I told her that there was an 85- percent'reduction in drug arrests.

The reason why it dropped is because we dismantled our drug
treatment force because we weren't catching them in time, so there
is a drastic* reduction. We can run those numbers back and forth
all day.

I am saying that thiS is broader, the community approach we
have, and not just take kids in turmoil areas'and having them
wait araund for 24 hours. You see, the health offices and the social
serfices, they run 8 hours a day. The analogy on that is, would you
open up a hospital and close the emergency room on weekends?.
Because that is what social service does.

Kids get into crises 80 43ercent of the time between 5 o'clock
Fiiday and Monday...at 8 a.m. People would call, but they Would
find out everybody went home, and the kids need help on Saturday, .

, -
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and they have to live oh their `-`garbage" for 2 days and wait until
Monday. They come to their parents for help when they have no
responsibility.

So good community planners don't close down until Monday, but
they would be there Saturday, Sunday, Christmas, and holidays,
and that LI whatwe have done in the community.

We have -a Social Outreach program. We have a family aide who
comes to the school at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and 'she works
until 11 o'cloCk at night, and she is off Tuesday and -Thursday. She

,goes 'into high-risk families, because they just call her firom the
elementary school andshe goes to deal with the problem.

I am tr3sng'to. share with you that kind of cost effec"tiveness with

that kind Of a step approach. Instead of charging the kid, we will

send someone to the ho'me to make an effort to deal with. the
person's kids.

We have, lees say, a high-risk family,'and -the mother, at 5
o'clock is assaujted and she calls the school for help 'because she

needs intervention with the kid; and the janitor answers the phone.

That's no help.
Dr. KAvANAGIV. I think it is important to point out that Detec-

tive Stumpf was a narcotics officer before hig training with the

regional `center, and we didn't have these attitudes before our
training, but after our training at the regional center there has
beensomt rethinking.

Mr. MURPHY. He has changed his attitude?
Dr. KAvANAGH. Right. He has changed his attitude in the way he'

looks at his services as a police officer, anal think all the energy. is

now going into prevention and social service rather than coming
in with too too late, after the battle is lo

We are s ing.our,energy putting out fees and' preventing
crises from h.

Mr CAtu soN I think another example Detective_ Stumpfs
attitude is his assuitiption that he is as much a memberof the staff

of my institution as the regular classroom teachers are.
Mr. ERDAHL. An interesting point that obviously has been em-

phasized, I think, pretty ll here has been the theory of idehtifica-

tion and prevention.
Mr. CALLISON. There is no question about it.
Mr. ERDAHE. It seems like at is cost effective. How mild does

it cost to keep a kid in the Federal pen or someplace? As much as

it costs to send them to Yale?
Sergeant. STUMPF. Those are the lucky ones. We'doni place all

the kids we should. We do allot of detail. If you identify these kids
before they are 15, 151/2, 16/ before they are cast off and. commit
crimes, you don't have to pay anything. But the juvenile justice
system in my_ State and around this country is jammed' up; it
doesn't work. It really doesn't work because there are too many
people in it, and the wrong people are in it.

You have people for domestic solutions. This is a gradual alterna-
tive. You have a single mother coming home, with a 200-pound kid,

asking for help. Not only can't she solve his problem, but she can't
solve her own, and that lummox is going to beat her up. That's
what we are talking about. If we can support that single mother,
whether it be with the family and get her problems straight, or

77-89; 0 -81 - -R
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whether we deel with her child, we will be there when we are
needed.

So if he is going to punch,his mother's nose, we are going to take
him out in the woods and kick him around.

All of these things we do are inexpensively done, and like the
previous witness said, the Bergenfield plan is one that costs less,

d it has worked in New Jersey, everyplace where thit plan has
bee used. I am not sure the Bergenfield plan would fit all over the
country, but it works in our region, 9,1' the country, and these
problems-can be solved if people come up with other alternatives
that succeed.

Dr. KAVANAGH. I think this process would not have taken place
if it were not for fhe training we received. But now you are talking
about cutting up the money and dividing it up among the 50 Btatet
and the territories. It is just not going to happen; all the money is
going to go into treatment.

Mr. MURPHY. I want to thank the panel very much for their
testimony.

We will now hear from Dr. Zucco.
Mr. Zucco: Thank. you,-Mr. Chairman:'
I am DOnto Zucco, superintendent of the Johnstown' School Dis-

trict, Johnstown, Pa.
We have had the Bergenfield people in to worlt.with us, and they

have been part of the whole network that goes on. We get familiar
with what is happening in other schools and 'try to trade off some
of the things that have been working successfullyfor us.
%As with other superintendents, I have got a system in a state bf

decline. I lose 300 students a year. We have enormous problems
trying to manage that kind of a decline.

Deis° have the- task of dealing with the kids brought to me for
expulsion, children who are put rout of the school. I get to see them
the following yeat because they are all that much wiser, having
been out on the street.

We have viable alternatives in our program which we put in
pike as a result of being in a situation where-we need alternatives,
for kids and technical assistance provided to us.

Jerry Edwards and his staff came in and worked with our teach-
era, because they don't have the skills and the ability to identify,.
the children! It is difficult to identify the children prone to poten-
tial trouble; however, they have all the characteristics,'and these
are the problem, children that identify themselves as people who

maren't going to make it through school. So you need some special
skills for the people that are going to work with those childien.

It takes a unique kind of training, and that is what is available
to us. We have a variety of programs. We are working with gifted
students. When You initiate a program in a system, there are all
kinds of trauma in the flow system. We.%have to put in a gifted
program for everyone with an IQ of 130 and above. Those ,children.
get involved in alcohol and drugs. You put additional attention on
them in terms of new programs. You have got trauma in the home;
you have got trauma with a teacher not familiar with the program.
You have training techniques. Some of the people have been up in
tiew--"c'ork working with the staff students, and we have good
results.

'1 0 7
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Mr. MURPHY. Have you established that type of school-team
system? Do You have it started in the elementary school?

Mr. Zucco. -Yes, we do. Have a ,good team now, three different
teams present in the overall cluster. We have a group now apply-

ing discipline.
Mr. MURPHY. How long haVe you been developing this program?
Mr. Zucco. Three years. I have been superintendent for 7. I have

-been involved in watching children come to me, put out of school

with no alternative, and then watching them tome back next year
in October and get put out again. One of the biggest problems I
have is there are a lot of lonely people. As a 'school superintendent
you get isolated. I have only 5,600"childre % but with eight build-
ings you can get removed from what is hap 'fling out there.

`We developed an office called a think ank. I have a group. of

people made pp of citizens, children, parents, and faculty who meet

in my home, onc9 a month, and we talk about the system, the
deficiencies, and the needs. They assist me in working it out to

prioritize some' of the strategies we need, to put on kids in a
positive way. The net working that goes on with the faculty and
the system is good. We do a lot of traveling with the faculty in the
buildings so they get some better sense of the people they are
working with and what, successes they are having.

My concern would be if you dilute the funding, I don't see that '
there will be any impact at all. I liavk had other superintendents
in surrounding districts cone in to see what we are oing. I have
someone modeling an alternative school after what do. I have
people trained in New York in Adelphi out in other school districts '
training other people because they have got enough skill to do that.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you-lhink Pennsylvania would havt any more
success than what they predict New Jersey would have0\they had
the funding fromhere in a block grant program? Do you think that
that would continue to support the program?

Mr. ZuCco. No, I don't because I had a State Department official

in my system yesterday, and'h told me they'had $2 people out of
the Department of Education in Harrisburg, which means there is

less and less available to us to deal .with some of the problems.

Mr. MURPHY. Well, there.would be a few dollars flow through to

Pennsylvania in this block grant approach? ,

Mr. Zucco. I tend to think the way it is arranged at this point,
the best way to go is Gerry has had me up to work with other

, superintendents. It is an opportunity to use thescenter approach to
train people to give them specific roles to develop camaraderie with

other States, other people. We have been involved in 'sending .,

people to Ohio to take a look at what they are doing. I don't think
putting it. on a State basis is going to achieve what A have got

,
going right now.

Mr. S'ruMPF. Mr. Murphy, let's assume the block grant arrives in
Pennsylvania, and there are many people vying for those dollars.
Prevention doesn't have black and white numbers; treatment has

+lack and white numbers; and the nly way we Would survive is by

excellent training and the abilit for technical assistance. Even

with the possibility that excellen training could be had for one
State, if you do not prescribe the technical assistance to those

.
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.. ., ,.. teams in the field, they will not survive no matter what' their skill ,

'level is: .They needtcontinuouS techniaki assistance. - "
We ire,, been drawing continuous technical assistance' froni er. :

-GertrEilivarclsfor 10', yeah. We (were allowed. legally 1 year. I
-think he has 'oven 9 free years' to.. us.' But we need technical

all OA time.
f ',Nike officer. We go home

..

e and kick people around. Theseam
people :each.. This is .a fine line. We have -other job skills and
centers, but without the technical bssistance in the changing scene, '
and new methodologies to deal with, we would fall. We would
become of hioned. and deal after the fact. 1NVobody listens in
block is about ,early intervehtion. Nobody hears that word.

Ho can we say to you, we have prevented a problem that did
4 not cur? We can't say that, so we don't, have an argument to take
. to the bank,"-and when we get to the bank, it is closed' because all

the money went 'to sloth and 'hospitals. 5o if you go into a block
grant operation, you can kiss us off. .

Mi. MURPHY. All right, gentlemen. Thank you very mach.
4 t [Letter submitted by Donato Zucco follows:]

GREATER JOHNSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Johnstown, Pa., April 1, 1981.

Hon. AUSTIN J. MURPHY,
Chairman, Sete* t Education Subcommittee, Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: In response to yer invitatiern to testify before the
Subcommittee on Select Education during its oversight and reauthorization hear-
ings of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act, we have summarized the
programit, groups involved, goals, rind outcomes of the. Adelphi Cluster in the
Greater Johnstown School District.

In our opinion, the' "school team" approach has proven effective. in addition to
local programs, we have established connections with other school districts and
cofnmunities similar to us and share problems and solutions. The uptikites every

. bluster mepijer receives .keeps us all up t$ date on "currenerictivities of all those
trained at AUNTI by pr. Gerald Edwards and staff. "'

It is our hope that the current level of funding will continue to provide the
support necessary to continue our work to help staff, community and boys and girls
in our school district.

Sincerely yours,

Li

V
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DONATO B. Zucco,
Superintendent *Schools.
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SUMMARY OF ADELPFII CLUSTER liEAM A TIVITIES-4E

Year ?wain

February 1978 tralabession

May 1978 District staff .

Development in service

September 1978 Ouster reorganized,,

0

RUARY.1978 TO DECEMBER 1980, JOHNSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT, JOHNSTOWN,
PA.

invotved
Manes

21 individuals organized teams rede.

stinting the slkial agencies, parents, and

stall from the Seccodary.schools

Incfmdual training
Teams functioned and new leas were tried.

26 members on teams Trukncy related to

tu drug use and alcohol 8 students were

helped

no Program faded because staff members were

transferred to other schools
Continuing process with new programs each

,, Tear New thrust is in the elementary

Reduce truancy in schools
Establish equal enforcement of rules for s

Improve school climate Cochran lu
dents. Garfield School

High School

4

41$ school stall
Improveltaff relations within bwkings

Dr Edwards, AUNTI-staff, and,support groups
Improve school climate
Develop programs for studentteacher interac-

tion
Continuation of programs

a 'Truancy

b School climate
c Staff development '
Renewal of self ideas and exchange of ideas

with other coordinators
Develop coqtrol of programs

Team andduster development

Build support from educational leaders within

the district and schools

Develop a Wets* for closing the high

. school and moving to 2 secondary schools

Determine student problems related to family

and social mores
Developed additions to timetable for closing

the high school

els "I

Obster members
Adeldu technical assistant

October 1978 AUNTI training coordinators . AUNTI staff

Ouster coordinators

November to December 1918 Develop more specific duster admbes ..., Ouster members -
AUNT! technical assistant

April 1979 AUNT) training session .,-AUNTI staff

New clusternembers

September 1979 AUNTI training session for superintendents AU1111 staff

and principals edited meetings Superintendent

Secondary principals A4,
Ouster members x.
Superintendent .1

Secondary principals

October 1979 Student training session at alternative school AUNTI stall and alternative school staff

Continued development of timetable., . Ouster members

er

Some improvement

Programs introduced for datsroom use
18 teachers are using techniques introduced

in the cl0sloom.
Aid from social agencies for truants and

families Six positive cases

New Ideas ignited within the duster

Involved mpre social agencies in truancy

program.
New members added to duster and program

to aid aged was developed.
Supenndendent and three principals became

actin: members

Specific tasks were assigned to district staff.

Recommendations were formulated for use by

the staff
Timetable was fohowed 4nd aded in the

process of closing the high school and

change to 2 secondary schools. EV,
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SUMMARY OF ADELPHI CLUSTER AND TEAM ACTIVITIESFEBRUARY 194876 DECEMBER 1980, JOHNSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT, JOHNSTOWN, PkContinued

vex

Hove Met 1979

December 1979.

January 1980

etriary 1980

March )984.

AO 1980

May 1980

June 1980 ..

Jut/ 1980

September 1980

.4 'rpm
Groups rim,* ,Cwats

Student, parent, andkteacher problem $0fritIg

sessions to gifted qasses at the high
school

Teacier problem-solving session fa gifted

Program

Camden of bmetable fa HS dosing . .

miring session for citizen's advisory com-
mittee

T in-semce . .
fonnatott of drug committee fa development,

of is curriculum in grades K -12

Cdmpletion of parent, student, and teacher

problem solnng for gifted dasses

Goal setting fa (Rug curriculum committee
and cotlecton of hard data

Team baking session

Goal sitting fa new Math

Administrative support to new team.

Reagarozed drug curnculum committee.

Hitt school prinaPal
A team from the cluster students of gifted

classes and their parents and teachers

AttifT1 lechnal assistant

High school PonaPal

Teachers of gifted classes

Choler members

.AUNTI technical assistant

Cluster members

Cluster members

Otiten's advisory committee

5 teachers

Duster members

Duster members

School idnunistrabon

Parents .

Representatives from nail agencies

Pareots, teachers, and students involved with

the gifted program
Duster members

School acknintstrabco

Parents

Repiesentahves from social agencies

AUNTI staff

Cluster members

Technical assistant from AUNTI

duster members 1

V
Cluster members

Parents ,

Schad admirustratan

Names

Seek'sdutans to problems in a new curricu-

lum fa gifted high school students

Problem solving la new curriculum

Complete listing of sequences la timetable

Introduce probktmsolving format

Methods introduced to staff fa Use m stu

dent interaction
To develop a curriculum fa instruction about

drugs

Problem soenng fa new culncutum

Set goals fa curriculum development

Teachers and students need to understand
soaal problems and set needs fa in class.

instruction together

Same as above

Have administration understand and support

team efforts

Continue curncutum development

Problems were expressed by each grow and

%Milani sought

Many Problems soiled

Thew* completed and decks set to have

followup
Set method of problem 'sdving in use by the

committee

Teachers used -k ler,haques In class

Collection of infamatan needed

Program has many problems solved

Speafm goals were set

a
Team developed a program .on interaction

Su built and goals were set

granted

Carunittee is working

cr)
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1980 Otto's meeting on Om-related problems--

- Team development on schcolscoiet-Problerns,-.

Develop program for sciving problems at
Meadow& Elementary School.

Number 1980 intake sessai and tortnation of a student
paiimittee for drug curriculum.

Mani co poblem sotrg at Aleadowale
continued

Cluster mantes
ParentsJretto high school team

Ouster members
Schad
Wool

administratrn
staff

Ouster members

Clustermembers
scbAdmonusc:i sWidon

Colect data from parents concerning drug
curriculum

Understand scdat knPoots on students and
develop programs to help h problems

To ard in soling problems

Seek student input

&olve problems '4

I.

f

Support for new curnculum was great

Several new programs were developed.

Program established to he solve problems._
Students presented many suggestions.

Problem on colstrucbon of m open.
space school solved. Wags well not be.
constructed. problems wag be saved

as time

"er

s, t
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STATEMENT OF GARY WAPPES, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION4OF
PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS -,

. .

. Mr. WAPPES. I am Gary Wappes from the .National Association of
Prevenfion Professionals.

I would only like to reinforce a couple of things I heard from the
members of the previous panel. First, there is kind a catch-22
involved in block ants in this situation, and that is at for block
grant monies tha go to the States .there are _so m y people in
chronic need tha there is really desperation involved, and States
are going to ha e to use the .money to meet the needs that are
really expressed to them.. .

Mr. MURPHY. How do you get ,away from the, argument, then,
that if there are that many in such desperate peed that we do not
take those resources and take care of the, desperate need first?

Mr. WAPPES. My point is that there is such a despetate need now
that t re are not enough resources to meet them. If we don't start
intervl g in the beginning, our systems are going to break down
utterly, use we are going to produce continually people with
chronic problemsif we cion't have some tangible, long-term com-
mitment to prevention. That is what I tee this piece of legislation
as doing and having done-for several years. I think the resources

.are most effectively spent. 6

I have heard others talk about how little mpney there would be
even if there was a requirement of the States to use money for
training of prevention.

Mr. MURPHY. There will be no requirement.
Mr. WAPPES. Right. Only I am saying even if there were, it would

be such _a small amount of money that it wouldn't be able to get
the quality of ..aff together to stay with the state of theiart to be
able to .pro that technical assistance effectively over a larger
area. One of the strengths of this programI personally believe
that what is going to work in New Jersey isn't going to work where
I 'live in Oregon is that eadh of our communities has its own
individuality and Omit the people who live in those communities
are best able to make judgments about what works for them.

What I have seen the regional centers do is really focus- on
transferring skills to individuals and locart-ommunities so that
they, can take those skills and then use that process to design the

,programs that are going to be effective in that sense.
I don't know that there is 'a real conflict for me in block grant as

long as someone maintains thvesponsibility. Someone, I think hab
to be a Federal presence to make sure that those People get skills
so that they can focus their dir,vtion ancLdesign the kind of pro-

.... gram that 'Gan work for them.'There is not a right wax I don't
think for any of us. Luckily, we are all still real individuals, I
think, and there are the commonalities existing in how are systems
work and how our processeswork to impact those systems.

So we have to combine that skill with the local decision, and I
think that is what the regional centers are able to accomplish.'

Mr. 'MURPHY. Do you think the States could make some contrac-
tual arrangements and keep the regional centers in existence,' or do
you think that would be too cumbersome to put together?

Mr. WAPPES. I think it is unrealistic to expect that they will do
it. I don't see any,system in place to facilitate that cooperation. It
44
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has been a Federal arena for so long that the States don't have the
on-ping ability to relate to each other to make those kinds of
decisions and contractual relationships.

Mr. MURPHY: Have you worktd at one of the centers?
Mr. WAPPES. No, I have not. About 9 years ago I went through

one of the training programs and have not had much contact with
them since. But I think that it is precisely one 'of thejtrengths of

this kind of system.
Now, the focus is on training people in school districts. As an

association, it may saund counter to our purpose, but we are really'
not looking to 'build another hierarchy of people who are preven-
tion workers, and the people who are members of our association
almost across the board their primary job is something else. ey

are educators. Theykare counselors, but they are inco ating

-prevention theory and methodology into what they, ar doing. I
think the centers art able to do that 4nos effectively.

Mr. MURPHY. Most of your members ave had training from the

centers?
Mrs WAPPES. No, no, I am not sayiyrtig that. About 30 percent of

our members are involved in educati n systems. I would say rough-
ly 5 to 10 percent of our members have been involved in some of

the training center's' activities at some point or another.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you have any questions? t
Mr. ERDAHL. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. All right. Do you have a prepared text at all? Oh,

excuse me; I did not see it.
I would like to enter that as part of the record.
Mr. WAPPES. Yes.
Mr.IMRPHY. Do you 'have anything additional that you think we

should know?
Mr. WAPPES. iga,i! could conclude the point that by training

people, you have o er joblunctions..We are not building expensive
4, systems. We are going to have educational systems, and if we ccan

train people to incorporate prevention activities into othei job
roles, I can't see anything that is more cost-effective. They are
already getting paid to spend a lot of time with young people in

their most formative yars, and if we can withthis relatively, small

amount of money provide them with the technical ability to incor-

porate some prevention theory and some positive 'health motiva-
tions within kids,. I think it can start resolving the prbblem that we
are always running up againtt of so many people in chrodic need
thit our systems are not able to handle them all. -

In that I think we need to make some commitment Co starting
and continu,ng that pre4ention'effort.

Mr. MURPHY. All right. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Gary Wappes follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY WAIVES, TREASURER OF THE BOA/4/, OF DIRILGTORS,

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ay PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS, INC. .

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Select Education, Cryy name

is Gary Wappes, and I am the Trwurer of the Board of Directors, National

Association of Prevention Prokssionat. Our association is composed of individuals
involved in programming designed to prevent drug abuse; alcoholism and other

Socially and personally destructive behaviors. Our members, frOM throughout the
United States and Canada provide their services in a yride variety of settings'
including drug and alcohol treatment program's, youth service agencies, mental
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health centers and community action programs. Approximately 30% of our mem-
bers are active, either as teachers or administrators, inlocal school systems.

I am pleased to be herewtdday to share with you our support for reauthorization of
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act currently under your consideration.

The Vational Association of Prevention Professionals believes that prevention
programming should be a component of a comprehensive response system for the
family, school and community in addressing problems related to substance abuse.
State and Federal prevention efforts should support programs which have account -.ability and demonstrated results, as well as cost-effective management. Finally,
programming should address the feeds and priorities of local communities and -'schools. These local efforts should be supplemented by cost-effective support systems
that provide training and technical assistance, that increase local capability for
generating local supped and that decrease problems related to alcohol and drug
abuse I have submitted a fuk copy of our Position Paper on Prevention for your
information.

We feel that the services mandated in this Act are consistent with this position inseveral ways:
1. The Technical assistance services provided under the Act for the last nine years

have never seen used to dictate to local school systems the "right" way to deal with
drug and alcohol abuse issues prevalent in local .communities. This is clearly an
arena in which local teachers and providers, intimately familiar with the cominum-ties they care about and work in, have much greir ability to judge and develop
appropriate strategies to meet local needs. Rather,'the Regional Training Centershave stressed putting an arsenal of tools info the hands of those local providers;
tools to help them idehtify community needs and support, tools with which to plan
and design workable programs, tools to incorporate preventive services into the
ongoing fabric of local schools and communities, tools to evaluate the effectivenessof those programs, and linkages to others addressing similar issues to efficiently
share successes and avoid ekpensive failures.

2 The Regional Training concept strategy of training teams of administrators and
teachers from local school districts assures the most cost effective utilization of
federal training dollars in these- ways:

a. It incorporates prevention programming into local systems where, our bestknowledge shows, it has the greatest potential for impacting young people where
they spend the majority of time during their formative, growing years.

b School teachers _and administrators tend to remain in current settings longer
than many people ifi the helping professions. Thus, the trained team is most likely
to remain cohesive the length of time necessary to bring preventive programming tomaturity, train other teachers and incorporate the principles of health promotion
and drug and alcohol abuse prevention into their particular school environment.

c By focusing the training on school personnel already salaried and supported bylocal sources, the" Act avoids the costly, and inflationary cifvelopment of another
hierarchy of specialists requiring continuing, and increasing levels' of - financial
support to mainaun programmatic commitments.

3 The Block Grant approach to service funding is, in geperat consistent with our
position on local contro and responsibility for program design and service delivery.
We don't, however, fee that a blanket, approach to this issue is, a responsible one.
As I stated earlier, those local efforts should be supplemented by cost-effectiya
support systems that provide training and technical assistance on a regional, multi-
state basis This service, by its xery nature, mug remain a federal responsibility
and function. . I .

It is my understanding that approximately three million dollars are recommended
for tke continued operation of the Regional Training Centers during the next fiscal
year By withholding these funds from propelled Block Grant programming, and
focusing it on the Regional Centers, a tremendous cost benefit can be realized. The
centers can recruit and maintain the high caliber professional trainer that can stayabreast of the current state-of-the-art while efficientlytransmitting that knowledge
to local practitioners from a multi-state area.

If the funds were incorporated into Block Grant programs there is no assurance
that they would be utilized to provide the training'And technical support/ made
possible by their expenditure in the Regional Centers. Additionally, that three
million dollars, divided fifty plus ways under Block Grant formula would not pro-
vide any one state the funds to develop anywhere near the quality of programming
being conducted today. .

Currently, the Regional Centers are providing training and technical support to
local teams in 450 school programs throughout the United States, Guam and Puerto
Rico. The prevention programming that the thousands ofgraduates of the Regional
Training Centers have developed during the past nine years has been, we feel, one
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of the most signifcat factors in the development of a preventive, positive health,
health promotion mentality in this country. ,Maintaining that momentum,'to devel-

opment is 'crucial. gr.

In conclusion, we feel that the Act is consistentA our belief in local program-
ming supported by federal support for technical assistance and training. We feel
that this concept is a responsible, cost-effective, efficient and proper use for federal
resources, and we urge your recommendation for reauthorization of the Alcohol arfd
Drug Abuse Education Act.

Thank you for your patience and interest, and for your consideration of ours
opinion ori'this matter.

POSITION PAPER ON PREVENTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PREVENTION

PROFESSIONALS

PREVENTION' PERSPECTIVE

Prevention programing should be a component of a -comprehensive response
systern,for the family, school and community in addressing problems related to
substance abuse. State and Federal prevention efforts should support programs
which have accountability 'and demonstrated results, as well as cost-effective .rnan-
agement. Finally, programming should address the needs and priorities of local
communities and schools. The local efforts should be supplemented by cost-effective
support systems ttiat. provide training and technical assistance, that increase local
capability for generating local support and that decrease problems related to alcohol
and drug abuse.

i.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES ,
Integration and utilization of volunteers as a program management strategy
Program management and accountability in producing cost-effective services

which meet the needs of local schools and communities utilizing local resources
Comprehensive pfograms which utilize various prevention strategies, including

those which address community and school policy. ,

Programs which deli er services as opposed to only academic research Program

Programs which en rag
accountability`and eva ration should not be confused withacademic research

e and have mechanisms for working with the, privdte
sector. .-:

The development and maintenance of support systems, i.e et,raming and technical
assistance, which address the management needs of local programs and which have
experience/influence in the various systems in which they operate These systems
should be able to assist existing local agencies, such as schools, in the development
of cost-effective programing. .

Programs with local autonomy and control in responding to school and communi-
ty neeis.

.... - > .. -
I. Our common background o.

As the Association has developed, it has attracted members from many disciplines
and fields of interest. From child development to education and from sports medi-
cine to public health, NAPP has represented a point of common ground tot-profes-
sionals committed to health promotion. Diversity of background is neriAirprising in
the preVention field. A regent review of federal prevention strategy revealed over

) one hundred (100) governmental agencies involved in some aspect,pf prevention
services or policy. . t r

Figure Lbelow depicts tile range of interests and experiences that have become a
-. cornerstone of the NAP? membership. Despite these differences, however, many

.. .4_Prevention professionals share a common core of concerns:
That federal, state and local prevention strategy is being developed without

systematic input from prevention practitioners; .,

That preventiie approaches continue to be de-emphasized when compared to
treatment and remediation; . v

That adequate training and professional deVelopment opportunities do 'not exist
. within the prevention field;

That similar prevention strategies are *being employed within various disciplines
without coordination or information exchanged.

That preventibil practitioners continue to be on the fringe of their respective
professions.

3 .4
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Beyond the desire for networking and a more effective voice in publicrslsioccy,

9iere also lie similar beliefs and values that are widely shared within the Associ-
ation:

We believe in the ability of people in communities to change in healthy, construc-
tive ways;

We believe in t e process of empowerment, whereby individuals and groups are
able to assume nsibility for their health;

We believe that reventipn should be consumer-centered, and that our programs
and strategies are eans rather than ends;

We believe that preventive services work with people rather than with labeled
"clients."'

These convictions united the early founders of liAPP and they continue to emerge
as individuals discover the Association's nationwide prevention constituency.
Whether unfortunately or tb our credit, many prevention professionals find mere in
common with other NAP? members than they do with colleagues within their own
discipline. As the field of prevention continues to expand, oifr common ground will
become the foundation upon which an articulate and effective organization is built.
II. Our understanding of preventioh

Occasionally, individuals who first become interested in prevention are frustrated
by the field's apparent inability to clearly define itself. Definitions of prevention are
frequently lengthy statements which nonprofessionals find awkward and df little

'help in explaining the prevention process.
Interest in preventive health, though, developed in hybrid f hion from a timber

of health and human service disciplines. Only recently has vention emerged as a
legitimate and distinct area of interest within government policy and health plan-

' ning. As it parallels trends toward low-structured treatment services and self-care
practices, prevention can expect to undergo a gradual process of redefinition and
refinement(

From its inception, NAP has4attempted to offer a perspective on preventive
health-that reflects our interdisciplinary nature. We have tried to emphasize several
key dynamics:
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That prevention needs to be perceived broadly,enough to yhclude concepts of

, wellness and health promotion, but also ,needs the -ability to focus on problem-

specific risk behavior;
That prevention needs to address the personal and developmental competencies of

people, as well as the quality of the social/environmental systems that Afect their

lives;
-,..

That prevention professionals need to be elite to offer program strategies for
constructive change, while at the time emphasizing their primary role as

facilitators of change.
We believe that the following definition incorporates many of these concepts.. It is

perhaps less a definition than a description, but it serves as a common point of

reference for professionals within the Association:
Prevention Is a proactive process which promotes health by utilizing an interdisci-

plinary approach designed to empower people with resources necessiary to construc- A

tively confront complex, stressful life conditions and to enable individuals to lead

_personally satisfying, enriching lives.
.-

Some elaboration on this position helpful. The use of die term "proactive" in

our definition implies a conscious and deliberate activity in advance of crisis or the .
need for remedial services. We emph ize the "interdisciplinary" nature of preven-

t non because of our conviction that hu an behavior is seldom as categorical as the

services designed to respond to it. We reiterate our goal of "empowering" ple

because the responsibility for preventive health lies, first, with individuals
peo

and

social systems. We speak of "resources" in e broad sense, to include knowledge,

skills and services that become the tools of a healthy lifestyle. Finally, wespeak of

"life conditions" because of our beliekthat health risk behaviors are sel prevent-

ed or treated through simplistic approaches Rather, a commitment reventive

health will ultimately involve the entire fabric of our lives, from our fa ily experi-

2 ences to our social acceptance and from our education to our opportunities for

meaningful emptoyme*t.
. These are the tenets of our association with one another. We view prevention as a

complex but not unattainable process We believe in the importance of basic life

skills and social competencies'for people, but we also recognize the responsibilities

of institutions and systems that affect the quality of their lives. We favor generic

f health promotion as a strategy for improving the quality of lifestyjes, but we also
.., believe that programs focusing on specific lifetireas such as alcohol use, mental

heiilth and family violence are indispensible
Our understanding of prevention continues to evolve as the field moves forward

and as our members emerge in positions of leadership. The values and beliefs

behind that understanding, however, remain constant as reminders of our goals and

national purpose
III. Our position on prevention issues

As the field of prevention continues its rapid expansion, decisions are being made

almost daily that will affect its eventual growth and direction. It is not our inten-
tion to discuss even most of those issues here. In many cases; they relate to policy or

practice within a specific discipline or reflect trends within _specific states or re-

gions.
A' number of -general "issues coptinue to be discussed among our inembertitip,

however, and they deserve to be hullined and b 'efly explained:
A. The recent emphasis on preventive he h carries with it an implicit (and

sometimes explicit) assumption that treatmen services have been either ineffective

or inappropriate. NAPP is founded on the belief that there is a continuum of health

and human services of ,which prevention is a legitimate and vital component. We
support'the continued proyision of remedial services to people in need. At the same
time, we insist that prevention be granted partnership status with treatment sys .

tems, rather than be relegated to the category of "innovative" or "demonstration"

programming. .
B. As the nation's health care costs have increased, it has become clear that there

is little relationship between the amount expended for remedial treatment and the

I overall health status of the population. Within some sectors, a per,centage of funds

is automatically set aside for preventive efforts, thereby demonstrating a commit-

ment to the entire continuum of health and human services. It is important that
these trends continue in '61-der to ensure that preventive concepts become infused

into our approach to human problems.
C. Despite the fact that interest in prevention has been around lor some years,

there are still few opportunities for training and professional development in this

field. With the exception of traditional health education or public health back-.

grounds, many prevention practitioners have difficulty preparing themselves ade-

quately for the resonsibilities of their profession. It is imperative, that pre -and
..
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inservice4raining programs begin to address the emerging needs of the preventivbhealth field. -
D. For many prevention professionals, NAPP is the only available forum for inter-

disciplinary collaboration and exchange. Despite the fact that many of the concepts
of preventive health are common to all health and human service disciplines, there
is frequently only token coordination at federal, state and local levels. As a result,
duplication not only occurs but those disciplines newer to prevention pro ming
have no opportunity to learn from more experienced colleagues. We be

i1 that
associations such as NAPP can be instrumental in developing a preventive health
strategy that goes beyond the confines of categorical programs. -

E. As preventive approaches have gained mow widespread acceptance, increasing
7---- emphasis has been placed on individual responsibility in health care. As economist

Victor Fuchs pointed out in his book Who Shall Live, "The current potential-for
improving the health of the Ameiican people is to be found in what they do or don'tdo to and for themselves." It is'NAPP s position; however, that individual lifestyle
practices are only a part of the larger picture of preventive health. Environmental
and system issues relating to employment, public policy, institutional discrimination
and community development are also areas of vital interest and concern. We believe
that strategies aimed solely at individual health education and health promotionwill have limited success.

F The prevention field must recOgnizethe limitations of its generalized strategies
within.nimority and ethnic communities. Our commitment to empowering people'
and to facilitating -change implies that community groups ultimately know best
what will and will not be effective. Policies should be developed to ensure that
prevention programs are culturally relevant and meaningful for the individualsthey seek to address. ..

G. Nowhere in the health and human service field is the cry for qualitative* research evaluation so frequent as in ,prevention. Yet, no area receiveslso little,
support or funding as prevention evaluation. Whether the preventive stratet.41; are
of a public health nature or designed to improve the developmental skill. f chil-
dren, the field is in dire need of studies that address the programmming areas with
which practitioners are invq,lved on 4 daily basis. As the preventive health field
grows in maturity, some of these studies are beginning to embrge. However, few
programs have the capability and fewer yet have the skill to conduct sensitive andcredible studies of outcomes.

These issues only begin to reflect the concerns and needs of prevention profession-
als. However, they are indicative of the direction in'which NAPP hopes to lead the
prevention field Some of them are professional concerns, some are organizational
concerns and still others relate to a philosophy of program services. Together,. they
represent some of the long-range priorities of the Association from which positions

N. on specific issues are derived.
__ IV. Our common chol4enge

Throughout this paper, the National Association of Prevention Professionals has
tried to outline the core of its commitment to the field of-preventive health. Tp be
certain, a great deal more remains to be said. Our rganization continues to grow
steadily, and the task of incorporating the n and priorities of-members is a
substantial one We are doubtful that this paper ovides a great deal of additional
information to prevention professionals. Its prima purpose, however, is to portray
the organization's relationship to the field and its understanding of its mission andpu

e task of organizing a national prevention constituency has been monumental.
The fact that NAPP has now been in existence for over three years is itself a
significant accomplishment. The reel Challenges °Line Association, though, are still
ahead. Alongside our beliefs and our convictions, these too. should be set forth:

The prevention field will continue to wrestle with the issue of health promotion
versus problem prevention The .demands of evaluation will call for greater program
specificity while the broader concepts of wellness and lifestyle change will continue
to am:be' to prevention workers; - .

The role of the prevention "professional" will need to be more clearly articulated
to include concepts of community facilitation and empowerment;

Definitions of prevention will continue to need refinement as the organizational
sciences tell us more about creating change in systems;

eaThe status of prevention funding will continue to be in jeopardy as the emphasis
upon health and human service p ms continually shifts;

The prevention field will need to in ate itself into the larger continuum of care
in order to avoid a shortlived moment o professional popularity;

NAPP will need to develop widespread appeal in er to organize an effective
voice in public policy; r
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The role of research a d evaluation will need to be defined in order tofimprove
the ability of the prevention field to be internally and externally accountable.

NAPP has a long way to go to realize these dreams. At our stage of development,
4 each and every member is a valuable asset in an effort to gain acceptance for the

concept of preventive health. Whether it is in state chapter organizing or participa-
tion in the National Policy Council, countless members of the Association are
working on the very issues this paper has outlined. If you find values and thoughts
similar to your own reflected in this paper, we hope you'll consider becoming a
member of the only national organization specifically devoted to prevention. If you

I are already a NAPP member, we hope to have rekindled some of your convictions-of

what we can become . . . together.
e

Mr. MURPHY. I might say to the witnesses that it is the. opinion
of both the majority and minority members of this committee who

report out the bill to continue he national focus, coMinue the
categorical program and we will 1% doing battle with the Senate
and the administration for the next several months.

Thank you very mud*
[Whereupon the subcommittee adjourned.]
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